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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Background
Seminary never prepared me for this.
After the congregation prayed and sang a medley ofhymns andpraise choruses, I
stepped up to the pulpit to preach the morning's message. The joyous privilege to proclaim
God's Word was enhanced by an extraordinary awareness ofdivine presence. The holy
encounter, however, was suddenly interrupted by a loud cryfrom the back pews.
A middle-agedman stood up, shook his finger at me, and screamed, "No! You
shouldn 't be there! " He then stomped out and slammed the doors of the sanctuary behind
him. All eyes followed him, then they reeled back to me.
Frankly, I was too stunned to respond to the accusation. I chose instead to open my
Bible and deliver the prepared sermon with a peaceful poise that only God could provide.
My message: "Riding out the Storm.
"
This incident illustrates a paradoxical dilemma simmering in the Church of the
Nazarene. While the denominadon's Manual affirms the call of women to all leadership
ministries (347), Nazarenes as a whole have not actively encouraged women to heed God's
call; thus women graduating from ministerial studies programs are finding increasing
difficulty assuming pastoral leadership positions.
Fortunately the doors of leadership ministry for Nazarene women have not always
been this tightiy sealed. The right of women to preach and lead the church was sanctioned
as early as 1 892 when the Central Evangelical Holiness Association, a parent body of the
Church of the Nazai'ene, ordained Anna Hanscome. Hanscome, pastor of a holiness
congregation in Maiden, Massachusetts, became one of the first women ordained in
America. Three years later, charter members of the First Church of the Nazarene in Los
Angeles included the following gender-inclusive statement in their October 1895
incoiporation papers. "We recognize the equal right of both men and women to all offices
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of the church, including the ministry" (Minutes 3).^
The policy ofmutuality in ministry, ofmen and women serving as equal partners in
Christ, might have been considered radical, even heretical, by some denominations. Not so
for Los Angeles Nazarene leader Phineas Bresee. Bresee insisted that enfranchising women
ministers was apostolic, or rooted in the beliefs and practices of the first century Church. He
contended that the Holy Spirit who dispensed gifts and graces to the first Christians to
launch the Church, was still equipping men and women to spread the gospel, regardless of
gender (Bassett, "Ordination" 48).2
Moving beyond rhetoric, Bresee ordained Elsie Wallace in 1902. Wallace was the
founding pastor of Spokane, Washington First Church and the first woman to be appointed
a Nazarene district superintendent in North America (Laird 63). The following year, he
ordained Lucy P. Knott, pastor of the Mateo Street Mission in Los Angeles (46). Bresee
acknowledged Knott's effectiveness in a tribute to his coworkers, "As a preacher and leader
in the church, she has shown peculiar ability. The Lord has greatly blessed her work, giving
her a constant tide of salvation among all classes, from little children to old people" (qtd. in
Girvin 115).
Knott and Wallace were among many Nazarene foremothers who stepped beyond
cultural and ecclesial barriers to share the gospel. Other dynamic matriarchs include Rev.
Mary Lee Cagle, who organized eighteen churches in four southern states, and Rev. Lucia
Carmen de Costa, who planted seventeen churches in the provincial capitals ofArgentina
(higersol, "Knowledge" 13).
'a similar statement supporting women in leadership ministry was included in the
incorporation papers of the New Testament Church of Christ, a southern parent group of the
Church of the Nazarene. The group's general council determined that "under the gospel
women had all the rights and privileges that men enjoy. Since there is 'neither Jew nor Greek,
bond nor free, male nor female in Christ,' a woman is eligible for ordination" (Redford
123).
- While Bresee did not compose a formal apologetic to open church offices to
women, handwritten ordination certificates and comments at the Manual Revision Committee
meeting at Pilot Point, Texas in October 1908 indicate he consistently supported women's
ordination. The data also implies that Bresee did not make gender a major issue in ministry.
Qualification for ordination was solely based on apostolicity, a candidate's God-given gifts
and graces (Bassett, "Ordination" 48-49).
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Aside from pastoring, Nazarene women expressed their leadership gifts by helping
to launch the denomination's foreign missionary work, youth work, social programs, and its
first educational institution. The Pacific Bible School to train up Christian workers was
organized in 1901 by three laywomen. In two years, the faculty consisted of five women and
three men headed by a female principal (T. Smith 137-38).
Within the Church of the Nazarene' s first thirty years, more than 20 percent of its
senior pastors, evangelists, and missionaries were women. At one time, the entire conference
of the church in west Tennessee consisted solely of women ministers (Hardesty 137).
Despite the presence of so many competent women leaders, criticism of gender
mutuality in ministry continued to surface throughout the denomination. The resistance
prompted General Superintendent J. B. Chapman to respond in a 1930 Herald ofHoliness
editorial:
The fact is that God calls men and women to preach the gospel, and
when He does so call them, they should gladly obey Him and members
of the church and of the ministry should encourage and help them in the
fulfillment of their task. This is the teaching of the New Testament, the
logic of the new dispensation, the position of the Church of the
Nazarene." (5)
This may be the denomination's official position, but August 2001 statistics reveal a
blatant discrepancy between its recorded stance and actual practice. Of the 9,995 active or
unassigned licensed or ordained clergy in the United States and Canada, only 943 are
women. Women currently constitute 9.4 percent of North America's Nazarene clergy
(Houseal l).-"* This percentage reflects a major increase in the number of associate pastoral
roles available in today's larger (150-1- membership) churches. Most of the 313 women in
this category serve as children's, music, and Chrisdan education pastors, representing 18.7
percent of the associate clergy. Senior pastorate statistics fare poorly in comparison. Only
144 of 4,448 senior pastors are women, a dismal 3.2 percent. No women currently serve in
Conclusive denominational clergy statistics are only available in North America. See
Appendix A for a complete breakdown of credentialed ministerial roles.
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upper level leadership as district superintendents or general superintendents in North
America.^
These percentages indicate a slight increase in women's involvement in Nazarene
professional ministry over the last decade. Still, they are not in pace with a new wave of
young women studying for pastoral service. Women's enrollment in the Philosophy and
Religion Department at Point Loma Nazarene University has jumped from 5 to 30 percent
in the last decade. Women currently constitute more than 50 percent of the religion majors
at Northwest Nazarene University. Likewise, more than half of the 2001 freshman class at
Nazarene Theological Seminary are women. Encouraged by what appears to be more
ministerial options and cultural changes that foster gender equality, more Nazarene women
students have entered the ordination track. One wonders, however, ifGod's calling and their
earned degrees will be enough to help them pierce what seems to be a rarely acknowledged,
but very real, "stained glass ceiling."
The Problem of Sexual Discrimination
A lingering prejudice against women in leadership ministry not only limits the
contributions of women but also undermines the redemptive mission of the Church of the
Nazarene. Despite the denomination's century-old recorded commitment to gender
partnership in ministry, senior pastorates and top leadership posts are rarely offered to
women.
Many district superintendents admit they are caught in an awkward dilemma.
Retired superintendent Will Spaite candidly confided,
I had women seminary graduates ready to assume pastorates, but church
boards didn't want them. Even if only 10 percent of a congregation
threatened to leave if a woman was called, it was difficult to risk the
consequences when qualified male pastors were available.-''
Only two women currently serve as Nazarene district superintendents, Mary Lou
Riggle of the Costa Rica Central District and Nilda Calvo of the Panama Central District.
-'^ Spaite made the comment in a conversation with four district superintendents at the
1992 Nazarene General Assembly. Each shared frustration in promoting women candidates
to pastoral search committees. The discussion inspired the subject of this dissertation.
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The reason Nazarene leaders must "risk the consequences" is because a lack of
action sanctions a hierarchical status quo that neither reflects the denomination's heritage
nor the equality modeled, taught, and instituted by Jesus Christ. The church needs what
nineteenth century holiness writer Hannah Whitall Smith termed a "holy boldness" to
allow women to follow the steps of their Nazarene foremothers. Decades before American
women received the right to vote, these matriarchs risked community scom and, in some
cases, their lives to heed God's call to preach and pastor. Their faithful obedience helped
convert countless souls for God's kingdom and paved the way for future generations of
women to reach their highest ministerial potential. Unfortunately, by the mid 1930s
Nazarene enthusiasm for ministerial equality began to wane. Women practically
disappeared from the rolls of pastors, evangelists, and ministerial students. Instead they
were encouraged to seek more conventional roles of service such as volunteer work in
children's ministry or the Women's Foreign Mission Society. The decline and near demise
of women in pastoral leadership was triggered by a variety of intemal and extemal factors.
Catalysts of Gender Discrimination
One cannot ignore the long-term effects ofmale dominance and female
subordination throughout recorded history. For centuries women have been denied
education, civil, or legal rights, and a voice or vote in public assembhes. C. S. Cowles insists,
"Women have constituted the most discriminated against majority in every civiUzation,
culture, race, nation, and religion" (A Woman's Place 39).
Historical prejudice permeates Church doctrine. Rather than being a model of
gender reconciliation by crusading against prejudice, the Christian Church at large has
generally adopted a patriarchal stance. Gender discrimination in the Church can be traced
back to its Judaic roots. In the time ofChrist, women in Palestine had the legal status of
slaves and were regarded as possessions of their fathers and eventually their husbands.
.Icsus challenged these restrictive cultural norms by openly talking to women, teaching them
profound theological taiths, and inviting their questions. He accepted their assistance and
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treated them without sentimentality or condescension (Matt. 9:18-16, 26:6-13; Mark 12:41-
44; Luke 7:36-50, 8:1-3, 10:39; John 4:1-42, 11:27).
Unfortunately, the equaUty initiated by Jesus and modeled by the first generations of
Christians was soon compromised. By the second century, women who had assumed
ecclesial and liturgical roles were prohibited from teaching, baptizing, and celebrating the
eucharist. "Masculine" functions were deemed off limits. Church fathers justified the
prohibition, fearing the gospel would be jeopardized by repudiating the culture's
hierarchical structure. They defended the subjugation ofwomen with the authoritative
weight of Paul's letters that seemed to restrict women from leadership. They especially used
1 Corinthians 11:3, 7-8 to argue that only man, not woman, was created in the image of God
and, therefore, deserved the rights and dominion over all things. Since the woman was not
created in the image ofGod, she was "on the level of everything else below man including
the birds, the beasts, all things that moved or could not move" (Migne 1564).
This negative perception of women was passed down through the ages by
theologians such as Augustine, Chrysostom, Origen, Thomas Aquinas, Martin Luther, and
eventually eighteenth century English reformer John Wesley. Wesley initially banned
women from publicly teaching Scripture because, based on 1 Tim. 2: 1 1-14, "the woman
was originally the inferior. ... She was more easily deceived and more easily deceives"
(Wesley, Explanatory Notes 116).
Regai'dless of this patriai-chal stance, Wesley could not deny God's phenomenal
anointing on his mother, Susanna, and numerous female Methodist band and class leaders.
His journals reveal many of these women testified, prayed, and preached in mixed
assemblies with eloquent fire. Their contributions to the revival eventually prompted Wesley
to reverse his position and allow women to serve as lay preachers (Chilcote 182-95).
The public inclusion of women influenced Wesleyan descendent movements to
consider the benefits of gender pailnership in ministry. One of these groups was the
Church of the Nazarene whose initial vitality was enriched by men and women working side
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by side to proclaim the message of heart purity. Commitment to ministerial equality,
however, gave way to caution as Nazarenes evolved from a dynamic movement into a more
"respectable" evangelical institution.
Institutionalization fosters ambivalence. Nazarene women pastors and
evangelists have been marginalized as the sect has endeavored to refine and preserve its
doctrine, develop a credentialed clergy, and elevate its status in evangelical circles. Holiness
historian Valoris Clear has observed similar sociological patterns in other reformation
movements. She contends that a sect initially flourishes because it offers dynamic answers
to pressing questions. While it answers these questions, its negativistic sectarian form for
change gives way to accommodation pattems to continue to serve its adherents. The group
often develops new institutional forms as more needs arise. What begins as a conflict group
eventually becomes an accommodating group (3).
Unfortunately, as the Nazarene sect matured into its third generation, it became less
accommodating to women in leadership. Ministerial equality was not a primary goal.
Instead, Nazarenes seemed more preoccupied with building churches, denominational
headquarters, publishing houses, and educational campuses. While agency structures
emerged, clergy training professionalized. This, in turn, may have thrust a devastating blow
to women whose commitments at home rarely afforded them the time or finances to attend
seminary (Laird 123). Roberta Hestenes claims that three distinct phases of a church's
development shape the criteria for clergy selection. She asserts.
The first years of a Christian movement can be labeled the charismatic stage
[italics mine]. During this time, leaders are chosen primarily because of their
giftedness. Within the next ten to twenty years the movement slips into a
credentialed stage. Leadership is then appointed according to the applicant's
education and formal training. Since women of the past lack the education
required for formal sanction of their ministry, they begin to disappear from
leadership roles. As the movement becomes institutionalized, it enters a
confonning stage. During these years the denomination seeks acceptance
within the culture and mainstream of Christianity. To foster respectability,
the church appoints leaders who "look the part" and will protect the sect's
doctrine and polity.
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History reveals that the place where Nazarene women preachers seemed to "look
the part" was the foreign mission field. From 1935 to 1965 Nazarene publications recorded
contributions of women missionary pastors overseas, with few references to pastoral
activities of women in the United States. Those who managed to make the headlines
included Agnes Diffee, who pastored one of the largest churches of the denomination in the
1 940s and popular evangeUsts such as Emma Irick, Netti Miller, and Lillian Wilson. Paul
Basset observes Nazarene materials pitched ministry opportunities primarily to young
males, forgetting the deep influence women clergy had on the denomination's first thirty-
five years ("Ordination" 60-61).
The lack of exposure to competent women pastors and evangelists likely
undermined support for ministerial gender partnership. The familiar quip, "out of sight, out
ofmind," epitomized the attitude of numerous church boards that ignored the Manual,
conceded to cultural expectations, and refused to call women to leadership.
Fundamentalism wields its patriarchal influence. A conservative
fundamentalist leavening has infected the Church of the Nazarene 's interpretation of
Scripture and view of women's roles (Bassett, "Fundamentalist Leavening" 65-91; Stanley,
"Wesleyan/Holiness" 172-193).^ This conservative influence is partially due to what some
Nazarene theologians describe as the denomination's mid-life identity crisis. Vast numbers
of new Nazarenes have a limited understanding of and allegiance to a Wesleyan/holiness
tradition. Rather than emphasizing the denomination's theological distinctives, numerous
Nazarene pastors appeal" to be adopting a nondenominational seeker-sensitive approach to
teaching doctrine.
Unfortunately, the farther away Nazarenes drift from their holiness roots, the closer
^ FundamentaHsm is an American movement that spread across denominational lines
in the early twentieth century. It developed as a reaction against modem culture and various
Christian attempts to adapt to that culture. Fundamentalists reject modem biblical criticism
and cling to five fundamentals of faith: the inerrancy of Scripture, the virgin birth of Christ,
the satisfaction theory of atonement, the bodily resurrection of Christ, and the impending
return of the Lord. Many fundamentalists now prefer to call themselves conservative or
evangelical Christians (Placher 296-97; Lane 194).
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they seem to align with conservative evangeUcalism. In the nineteenth century, Methodists
were the dominant evangelical church, and Wesleyan ideas shaped a large segment of
evangelicalism. Today, however, the evangelical mainstream is increasingly influenced by
fundamentalist modes of thought and action. For many Nazarenes, the differences between
fundamentalism and their Wesleyan doctrine seem minimal. Still, the way both traditions
view interpretation of Scripture, the end times, spiritual gifts, and the call ofwomen to use
their gifts merits careful scrutiny.
Fundamentalists adopt a total inerrancy view of Scripture. They insist that inerrancy
of the Bible is not limited to doctrine and practice, but includes such matters as geography,
science, mathematics, and historical statements. While the Church of the Nazarene
recognizes the primacy of scriptural authority, it accepts a "limited" view of inerrancy.
Since 1928, the Manual has read.
We believe in the plenary inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, by which we
understand the sixty-six books of the Old and New Testaments, given by
divine inspiration, inerrantly revealing the will ofGod conceming us in all
things necessary to our salvation, so that whatever is not contained therein is
not to be enjoined as an article of faith. (27)"^
In other words, biblical inerrancy to Nazarenes is limited to "all things necessary to
our salvation." Nazarene theologian H. Orton Wiley also pointed to the intemal witness of
the Holy Spirit as a source of biblical authority (170). This view helped free Nazarenes
from a narrow, literalistic inteipretation of Scripture that countered gender equality.
Fundamentalists, on the other hand, have insisted an inerrantist reading of
1 Corinthians 1 1:2-16, 14:34-35, and 1 Timothy 2:8-15 as requiring women's prohibition
from public ministry. This patriarchal interpretation of the texts may have been used to
block the rising female initiative in ministry and the perceived "feminization" of the Church
that arose from revivals in the late nineteenth century. Regardless of the original motive.
7 Nazarene scholar J. Kenneth Grider suggests that the addition of "innerantly" in
the article may have occurred because of those within the denomination who sought to shift
the Manual statement toward fundamentalism (58).
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fundamentalists still brandish these verses to uphold male leadership in the home and
Church.
Another difference between fundamentalists and Nazarenes revolves around
relational damage from the Fall. Many fundamentalists who are dispensationalists actually
agree with Wesleyan/hoUness exegetes that woman and man were equal at creation and that
the Fall resulted in inequality for women.^ They disagree, however, on when the curse would
be lifted (Stanley, "Wesleyan/Holiness" 186).
Dispensationalists believe that "womankind, like the rest of humanity, waits for
Christ's Second Coming to lift the penalty of sin brought on by the Fall" (Bendroth 41). ^
Holiness interpreters contend that Christ's first coming restored mutuality. Fannie
McDowell Hunter claims, "Christ re-enacted the primitive law (Matt. 19: 4-5), thus
restoring to woman under the blessed spirit ofChristianity equal rights and equal
privileges" (94).io
Fundamentalists also disagree with the Wesleyan/holiness understanding of the
gifts of the Spirit: They believe the gifts the aposdes received at Pentecost were unique and
were discontinued until the final outpouring at the end of time (Bendroth 46). In contrast,
Wesleyan/lioliness believers recognize that the gifts of the Holy Spirit are still bestowed on
men and women alike. Hunter insists that "Joel's prediction, that 'your sons and daughters
shall prophesy' (Joel 2:28), was not exhausted on the day of Pentecost, but was continued
to be fulfilled throughout the entire Christian dispensation" (94).
^ Dispensationalists believe developments in the Bible and Christian history have
occurred in terns of seven dispensations. Dispensations are long periods of time in which God
has chosen to relate to people in a particular manner that is appropriate to the age. Today's
Christians are living in the sixth dispensation, the dispensation of grace. This age will end in
judgment when God returns to establish his kingdom in the seventh and final period
(Peterson 302).
^ Bendroth further contends that "dispensational premillennialism embedded the
principle of masculine leadership and feminine subordination in salvation history itself
(41). For more on the doctrinal differences between fundamentalists and Wesleyan/Holiness
advocates see Susie Stanley, "Wesleyan/Holiness."
'^^ Hunter in Women Preachers quoted Free Methodism founder B. T. Roberts with
approval: "If she was first in the Fall, she was first in the restoration. 'Christ hath redeemed us
from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us.' Gal 3:13. The us includes woman.
Christ came to repair the ruin wrought by the Fall" (42).
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Fundamentalism's views on inerrancy, dispensationalism, and spiritual gifts have
bolstered its opposition to women clergy. Betty A. DeBerg examined twenty fundamentalist
periodicals between 1880 and 1930 and discovered that "No matter what the position
expressed conceming women speaking in church or in any other mixed assembly, all
writers and editors of these magazines opposed ordaining women to traditional parish
ministry" (79).
Unfortunately these traditional views are currently upheld by fundamentaUst
denominations, many of which link ordaining women with a radical feminism that emerged
from the women's movement in the 1960s. While Nazarenes have ordained women for
more than a century, a growing anti-feminist sentiment, spearheaded by conservatives such
as Focus on the Family founder James Dobson, undermines the legacy (Dobson).
Women's liberation is blamed for social ills. Even though his grandmother was
a Nazarene preacher, Dobson remains a prominent voice for traditionalists who blame
feminism for many of society's problems such as divorce, abortion, latchkey children, and
teenage pregnancy. Many conservatives contend that if only women accepted their proper
role as matriarchs of the home and acted the way they used to act, society would stabilize.
The traditionalist "ideal" family with a working father and a homemaking mother who live
with their children in a single-family residence, however, did not emerge until the late 1800s
(Hull 165).
Prior to the industrial revolution, mothers and fathers worked side by side producing
their own food, clothing, and shelter. Survival was a corporate endeavor. With the
development of modem factories, men left home for the workplace, leaving their wives and
children alone for a lai-ge part of the day. Mothers were left in charge of child care. Thus
gender role separation emerged, not necessarily from the Bible but from this century's
extreme sociological transitions.
Many of today's social ills were also around long before women's liberation.
Divorce and abortion were practiced in the ancient worid. And even if a woman becomes a
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full-time homemaker, the Bible mandates BOTH parents are equally responsible for
maintaining marital fidelity and providing a loving, nurturing home for their children (Deut.
4:9; 6:7; Prov. 22:6; Matt. 19:1-11; 1 Cor. 7:10-11; Eph. 6:4; Col. 3:20).
Lack of change agents preserves status quo. Nazarene women ministers need
advocates in church leadership who are informed and intentional in promoting mutuaUty.
Cowles insists.
All God-called and Spirit-filled potential ministers are 'dead in the water'
until someone in a position of authority recognizes their gifts, invites them to
participate in increasingly responsible forms ofministry, supports them in
times of challenge, and encourages them along the way (A Woman 's Place
5).
Superintendents as well as pastors must ask themselves why the Manual still
contains a statement affirming the right of women to assume all offices of the church if few
are willing to recognize its existence or defend its validity. They need to reacquaint
themselves with the biblical, theological, and historical evidence that justifies gender
equality. Pastors must also be willing to counter gender discrimination in their
congregations with sound teaching and active support of potential women ministers. Until
paradigm shifters step forward, chauvinism will continue to fester, and women will be
deterred from heeding God's call.
Effects of Lingering Discrimination
The quest for gender ministerial partnership is much more than a women's rights
issue. Discrimination that discourages more than one-half of the population from being all
they can be for God is a human concem that affects the whole body of Christ.
Role division hampers church effectiveness. In the words of Paul: "If one part
suffers, every part suffers with it" (2 Cor. 12:26). Accordingly, the Church should
acknowledge that many of its members are suffering from a condescending bias that limits
their growth and involvement in God's kingdom.
If churches iu-e faithful to Scripture, they must affirm and manifest the priesthood
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ofALL believers. Otherwise they become preoccupied with stratifications, trying to
determine who is over whom. This hierarchy clashes with an attitude of loving servanthood
taught and modeled by Jesus Christ. It also restricts the church's efforts to embody God's
love and reconciling presence to the world.
God's redemptive message is stifled. Considering the lost and desperate state of
the world, God's kingdom needs all his messengers available to spread the good news of
redemption. Countless lives changed through the anointed ministry ofwomen preachers
should convince critics that their service is a valuable asset to the cause of Christ. The
church has an unprecedented opportunity to model freedom, hope, and reconciUation to
broken, disillusioned people. This can only take place when gender competition gives way
to a spirit of trust and cooperation, when confusion over roles is usurped by new
enlightenment from the Word and a wiUingness to change.
Women suffer battle fatigue. Women currently serving as pastors often comment
about the loneliness they encounter. While the earliest Nazarene women ministers faced
fierce bigotry, they could share their pain and progress with an informal network of
numerous other sisters who had stepped out in faith. As the numbers of women ministers
declined, however, so did the pool of sisterhood support. This has left senior pastors such
as Patricia Litten of Filmore, Califomia, feeling detached and often "tokenized." She
explains.
It's not easy being the only woman senior pastor in our Nazarene district
and our city's ministerial association. The awkwardness I experienced as the
sole female in some ofmy seminary classes emerges every time I meet with
these groups. Some evangelical brothers refuse to attend ministerial
meetings when I lead devotions. They fear their presence will appear to
condone my ministiy. My attendance doesn't seem to bother them,
providing I remain quiet.
This subliminal prejudice not only fosters isolation but intimidation among women
ministers who wonder if their presence and opinions will be valued. Women leaders often
find themselves in a no-win dichotomy. If they advocate things in which they believe, they
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may be viewed as "pushy broads." If they remain pleasant and congenial, they may be
ignored or overmn. This, in tum, affects the way women conduct themselves in board
meetings, ministerial functions, and ultimately in the pulpit.
After years of breaking ground in men's territory and making what appears to be
minimal progress, many women choose the path of least resistance. Some opt for more
"acceptable" vocations, ignoring the nudging ofGod's Spirit to preach and pastor. Kari
Torjesen Malcolm contends this timidity may stem from outward pressure coupled with low
self-esteem. She writes,
That low self-image keeps many women acting like children, led by their
husbands and fed by their pastors till they become like stuffed sheep.
The obstacle of low self-image keeps them from becoming anointed
channels ofGod's love to people starved for friendship, in need of
healing, desperately waiting to hear the Word ofGod for their
predicament. (30)
Thus the effect of women limiting their ministry and emotional growth not only
chokes their witness but also undermines the mission of the church.
Theological Foundations
For Nazarenes, as well as their eighteenth century Wesleyan ancestors, the Bible has
been regarded the first and final authority for theology and practice. The denomination's
high view of Scripture is summed up in John Wesley's banner cry: "O give me that book!
At any price give me the book of God. I have it: here is knowledge enough for me. Let me
be homo unis libri [a man of one book]" ("Preface" 14). While Wesley consulted a wide
variety of sources, the Bible remained the primary justification for his teachings, the final
court of appeal." He was so serious about Scripture that his sermons and letters were
infused with biblical passages. Likewise, in building a sohd defense for gender mutuality in
' ' The Bicentennial Edition of The Works of John Wesley cites many non-biblical
sources Wesley consulted. These include contemporary literature, classical Greek and Roman
writings, and the Christian tradition. Scott Jones examined one representative sample of
Wesley's writings and found fifty quotations from secular sources, both contemporary and
classical. Thirty of the quotations were from seventeenth and eighteenth century English
authors such as Milton and Alexander Pope and twenty were from classical writers such as
Plato. (129, 224-25).
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ministry, the Church of the Nazarene will have to do more than lean on past precedence (i.e.,
"We've always done it this way"). The strength of its stance is based on overwhelming
biblical evidence. Scripture offers a four-fold foundation on which to build a soUd case for
gender mutuality.
The interdependent nature ofGod is the first tenet for mutuality. Complementarians
argue that women should not assume pastoral/priestly roles because they cannot adequately
represent God to the church. After all, God is primarily portrayed in bibhcal language and
imagery as a male. A careful study of Scripture reveals that Hebrew references to God were
not so much to be taken literally, as metaphorically. And while the preponderance ofbiblical
language for God is male, a careful study reveals that divinity is also portrayed with
maternal compassionate language (Isa. 1:2; 49:13; Hos. 11:1-4). Even God incarnate in a
male body, displayed tender, woman-like qualities as he embraced children and likened his
concern for Israel to a hen gathering her chicks (Mark 10:16; Matt. 23:37). Thus an
adequate representation of God requires the contributions of both men and women who
serve and genuinely care for each other. This mutual dependence is perfectly portrayed
within the Trinity. The eternal interdependent nature of the Father, Son, and Spirit reminds
us more of a mutual relationship than of a chain of command hierarchy. In order for
ministry to reflect God's image and intentions, church leaders should take their cue from
the interdependent roles expressed in the Godhead.
The equal nature ofhumanity depicted in creation is another tenet ofmutuality.
Genesis 1 :26-28 teaches that both man and woman were created in God's image. They
siiared a relationship with God and dominion over the creation. The first man and woman
were designed to complement and complete each other, not compete with each other. Male
dominance emerges not out of the original creation order but from the Fall. Genesis 3
predicts the effects of the Fall rather than prescribes God's ideal order for relationship.
The rest of the Old Testament chronicles some of the honible consequences of male
supremacy (e.g., Abraham's trade of Sarah in Gen. 12: 1 1-20; the gang rape of the Le\ ite's
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servant in Judg. 19:22-26; and the gross immorality of David and Solomon in 1 and 2 Sam.
and 1 Kings).
Despite these pitiful examples of injustice, the Hebrew Bible offers positive
portrayals of women serving God (e.g., Deborah serving as a competent judge in Judg. 4;
Abigail courageously defending her husband to David in 1 Sam. 25:14-35; and. Queen
Esther pleading for Israel's survival in Esth. 5).
The courageous witness of these Hebrew matriarchs provided a foretaste of the
mutuality launched when the Etemal Word became flesh. The most convincing tenet for
mutuality at home and in church is witnessed in the life andministry ofJesus. His
teachings, impartial compassion, and supreme sacrifice on the cross conveyed a redemption
that crossed both racial and gender lines. Women as well as men were equal heirs to the
blessings of salvation (John 1:12-13; Rom. 8:14-17; 2 Cor. 5:17; Gal. 3:26-28).
The life, death, and resurrection of Jesus ushered in a new age in which souls were
reconciled to God, and men and women were reconciled to each other. When the Holy
Spirit was imparted at Pentecost, gifts to build the Church were distributed without
preference as to gender. Early women converts courageously stepped beyond their
homebound conventional roles to prophesy (as evidenced by Philip's daughters in Acts), to
teach (as implied by Priscilla in Acts 17), and to serve in other leadership capacities
(Phoebe, the deacon in Rom. 16:1-2; Junia, the apostle 16:7). Many of these matriarchs
worked alongside of Paul and no doubt made an impression on the apostle's design for the
future Church. ^
The reconciliatory theology ofPaul resonates the gender inclusive ministry of
Christ and becomes another crucial tenet for mutuality. Many scholars see Paul as a
Hebrew chauvinist whose teachings helped curtail the role of women in Church leadership.
When read at a surface level, some prohibitive passages from Paul's letters do appear to
severely limit female involvement. One cannot ignore the patriarchal tone of Paul's
admonitions that women should remain silent in the churches (1 Cor. 14:34), and that
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women were not to teach or have authority over men (1 Tim. 2:12). These passages,
however, must be interpreted within their literary and cultural context, and within the
framework of Paul's ideal of racial and gender reconciliation. Paul promoted a sense of
mutuality among believers that was found nowhere else in the ancient world.
In a Hellenic culture that considered women deformed men (Aristotle 737), Paul
declared men and women were one in Christ (Gal. 3:28). Following the example of Jesus,
the apostle countered Jewish customs by allowing women to leam theological tmths (1 Tim.
2:1 1), and openly participate in worship (1 Cor. 11 :4). Paul neither sanctioned the Jewish
mles that ordered marriage ("Yebamoth" 3.63: 230) nor the Stoic rules that regarded
marriage as a distraction (Glover 51). Instead, Paul viewed marriage and sexual intimacy as
gifts from God to be preserved with love, moral behavior, and mumal submission (1 Cor.
11:12; Eph. 5:31; 5:21). Considering the apocalyptic nature of his times, he encouraged
unmarried believers to remain single (1 Cor 7:7). At the same time, he encouraged married
couples to remain so (1 Cor. 7:10-23), denouncing cultural and religious norms that
casually permitted divorce.
The above teachings plus Paul's recognition of women leaders in the early Church
indicate that the apostle was hardly a foe to women. Any of his statements limiting a
woman's role in the Church must be seen in light of Paul's passion to spread the gospel at
all costs and to unite new Christians divided for centuries by gender, social, and religious
prejudice.
Some nineteen centuries later, Nazarene founders appealed to Paul's reconciliatory
theology and the empowering work of the Holy Spirit to defend gender mutuality in
ministry. Heeding the revivalistic teachings of nineteenth century hoUness matriarch Phoebe
Palmer (Palmer and Palmer 635), they believed that power, similar to that bestowed on the
disciples at Pentecost, was given to believers as they were entirely sanctified. As their sinful
nature was cleansed and their heart was purified, believers received "holy boldness" to step
up imd testify. Some Nazarene women, following the examples of eighteenth century
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Methodist foremothers, took a bold step forward to preach and pastor. They based their call
on the fact that the Spirit was no respector of persons, dispensing gifts forministry to both
men and women (1 Pet. 4:10-11; Rom. 12:3-8; 16:1-7, 12-13, 15; Eph. 4:11-13; Phil. 4:2-3;
Col. 4:15).
Context of the Study
The context of this project is the Church of the Nazarene, a Wesleyan /Holiness
denomination that has officially condoned ministerial partnership since its founding at the
beginning of the twentieth century. The denomination is comprised of nearly 1.4 million
members who attend 12,578 congregations in 138 countries. The church currently supports
fifty-seven schools of higher education serving 30,500 students. More than one hundred
Nazarene compassionate ministry centers and six hundred Good Samaritan churches
engage in a variety of social outreach ministries ("Nazarene Statistics").
The Church of the Nazarene emerged from the eighteenth century Wesleyan revival
in England and the nineteenth century holiness movement that flourished in the United
States. In the early 1900s Wesleyan/holiness groups swept through every section of
America. Three such sects joined in 1907 (in Chicago) and 1908 (in Pilot Point, Texas) to
form the Church of the Nazarene. Founders embraced the traditional Christian doctrines
such as the inspiration of the Bible, the Holy Trinity, the deity of Christ. They also upheld
Protestant beliefs in Scripture alone as the mle of faith and practice, salvation by grace
through faith alone, and the priesthood of all believers (Tracy and Ligersol 20).
The denomination's distinguishing features included the Wesleyan/holiness
optimistic emphasis on entire sanctificadon. Nazarenes believed that while people were
never immune to temptation or suffering, Christ's atonement provided the grace to live
above the bondage of sin. Through grace "believers could be made free from original sin,
or depravity, and brought into a state of entire devotement to God, and the holy obedience of
love made perfect" {Manual 30).
Another distinctive was the denomination's inclusion of women in all offices of
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ministry. All three original parent bodies practiced the ordination ofwomen. Many of the
first Nazarene women ministers were instrumental in spreading the denomination's
message of holiness and offering practical assistance to the poor and oppressed. This
connection with the destitute was another Nazarene distinctive. From the outset the church
launched prison ministries and built orphanages, homes for unwed mothers, and numerous
skid row rescue missions in the nation's cities. A fascinating parallel exists between the
decline of women ministers between 1940 and 1965 and the denomination's dwindling
commitment to compassionate ministries. The last decade, however, has signaled a renewed
interest in serving the urban poor, coupled with a gradual rise in women's involvement.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this research project is the production of a video documentary to
present to the Church of the Nazarene its biblical heritage of gender partnership in
leadership ministry. Given the denomination's minimal awareness of its long-standing
support ofmutuality in ministry and the efficacy of a visual medium to inform and often
challenge the status quo, a documentary may be the appropriate catalyst to stimulate interest
in this controversial issue.
On a personal level, the goal of the project is to integrate past journalistic experience
in video production with a present passion to see the church fully utilize the gifts of all
believers regardless of their gender. While much has been recently written to address the
issue ofministerial equality, Nazarene Publishing House book sales indicate a majority of
church members have declined to examine and utilize the material to facilitate change.
This is where the impact of a visual medium such as a documentary may make a
valuable contribution. For better or for worse, the collective conscience of society has been
inlluenced by film and television. Many of today's Christians spend more time receiving
and processing information through picture and sound, than by the written word. The video
C. S. Cowles' .4 Womon's Place became the first book in eighty-eight years to
specifically address ministerial equality in the Church of the Nazarene. It went out of print
after the first edition.
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documentary has the potential of telling the stories ofNazarene foremothers and their
present counterparts on another level. Seeing their faces and hearing their passionate
testimonies can more intimately involve viewers with a subject that has been relegated to the
back bumer of our ecclesial conscience.
Research Questions
1 . What are the trends regarding gender partnership in leadership ministry in the
Church of the Nazarene?
2. What evidence is there biblically, theologically, and from church history to
support gender partnership in leadership ministry?
3. Who are past and present Nazarene models of women in ministry and what
principles can be drawn from their examples?
4. What material should be included in the video documentary to communicate the
biblical, theological, and historical rationale for gender partnership in leadership ministry?
Definitions
When the project addresses the issue of women in leadership ministry, the term
leadership includes women in various positions of professional ministry. These include
senior and associate (Christian education, children's, youth, and music) pastors, evangelists,
missionaries, and professors teaching undergraduate/graduate biblical, theological, or
ministerial courses. Much of the project's attention will focus on the senior pastorate since
this is the conti'oversial position frequently withheld from women.
Advocates of gender equality in ministry often refer to themselves as egalitarians.
They uphold that women are equal partners in ministry and marriage and equal members of
society. Egalitarians subscribe to equality of all persons based on servanthood rather than to
assigned positions or prescribed roles in life (Hull 55).
Another frequently used (and often abused) term is feminism. Many conservative
Christians contend feminism counters bibhcal morality because they associate it with a
radical, self-centered quest for rights that emerged with the women's liberation movement of
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the 1960s. The root meaning of feminism, however, does not contain aggressive overtones.
This project defines the term as a behef in the moral and social autonomy of individuals,
male and female. Feminism promotes justice in which women are free to choose their own
destiny apart from sex-determined roles established by family, church, or society (Hardesty
X).
While secular and biblical feminists share a common goal of gender equaUty, their
motives are dramatically different. Secularfeminists perceive this as a "rights" issue to
empower women to compete and achieve an equal basis with men. Biblicalfeminists are less
concerned with power than with equal partnership. Since Scripmre affirms the equal worth
of men and women, they insist all believers should have equal opportunity to serve God as
he calls. They advocate mutual submission, not domination by one sex over the other. Thus,
biblical feminism is not an oxymoron but a legitimate Christ-centered belief in freeing
people to be all they are meant to be for God's glory (Malcolm12- 14).
One reason churches often malign feminism is that it challenges their support and
practice ofpatriarchy. The revered term upholds male dominance over women, based on the
creation order and church tradition. This ordained hierarchy, however, hinders many women
from attaining their God-given potential. Patriarchy narrows the range ofmeaningful
opportunities for women to invest their passion and gifts. Nonetheless, Christian
traditionalists prefer this view. These anti-feminists encourage women to step back and
allow men to assume their rightful place as leaders in home and church. They oppose
ordaining women because women should not assume positions of authority over men.
Description of the Project
The dissertation project involved two phases. The first phase consisted of
researching gender partnership trends in the Church of the Nazarene as well as biblical,
theological, and historical evidence that supports ministerial equality. The second phase
involved producing an hour-long video documentary that offers the above rationale for
gender equahty in ministry with past and present examples of women serving in a variety of
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leadership capacities. The presentation includes the following elements.
� An introduction to the issue describes the valuable role women leaders played in
the early Church of the Nazarene. It also examines why Nazarene women practically
disappeared from clergy roles.
� An explanation of the bibhcal foundations for an egaUtarian approach to leadership
ministry using taped interviews with bibhcal scholars reexamines the controversial Pauline
texts and other passages that justify women serving in all offices of the Church.
� Literary and archeological evidence show poignant examples ofwomen leaders in
the Bible and throughout church history. Frescos and tombstone epigraphs suggest women
served as office holders in the first three centuries of the Church. This segment highlights
the contributions of women who served as prayer warriors, theological advisors, writers,
abbesses, reformers, and preachers. Special attention is given to Methodist lay preachers of
the eighteenth century English Reformation. Their anointed ministry challenged John
Wesley to amend his strict stance regarding the ecclesial role of women. His thirty-year
transformation from a fierce opponent to an avid supporter of women preachers helped pave
the way for Nazarene acceptance of ministerial partnership.
� Segment four profiles the lives and ministries of six Nazarene women who heeded
God's call to servant leadership are profiled. They include two senior pastors, a church
pkintcr, a skid row rescue worker, a foreign missionary, and an evangehst. Photos, archival
fihns, letters, journal entries, and intemews with appreciative converts document the
steadfast faith and sacrifice of these matriarchs.
� The documentary ends featuring a new wave ofNazarene women ministers
preaching and teaching the gospel throughout the world. Some women are breaking ground
in cultures dominated by sexism. Their flourishing ministries need to be acknowledged and
celebrated.
Overview of the Dissertation
A video documentary about women in leadership ministry cannot be expected to
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promote immediate and dramatic change in the denomination's attitudes and practice of
gender equality. It can, however, help open the door for discussion and further exploration.
Superintendents, pastors, and laity need to examine why sexism exists in a denomination
that has sanctioned equality in ministry since its inception. While Chapter 1 introduced the
causes and effects of patriarchy. Chapter 2 examines the biblical precepts to foster gender
reconciliation. Chapter 3 will provide a historical overview ofwomen serving as leaders in
the church despite centuries of opposition to censure their contributions. Chapter 4
describes the production process of the documentary, how audio and visual materials were
collected and assembled to tell the story. Chapter 5 reports findings from the documentary
research, production, and presentation. Chapter 6 assesses these findings to provide
suggestions for further inquiry and action.
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CHAPTER 2
PRECEDENTS FOR MUTUALITY IN BIBLICAL LITERATURE
"Women cannot become priests!"
Clearly SisterMiguel was not impressed when I told her what I wanted to be when
I grew up. My answer divergedfrom the responses ofother second grade girls who hoped
to become future nurses, homemakers, teachers, and, of course, nuns.
"Whatever gave you that idea?" the sister scolded.
I did not respond but knew from as early as I could remember that I longed to
someday serve the Eucharist. The sacred beauty of the sacrament always enthralled me.
The reverential movements of the priest, the bells, the humble procession to the altar to
receive the hostmade me aware ofGod's holy presence. If I ever doubted the significance
ofcommunion, all I had to do was glance up at the omnipotent eye painted above the altar
in my oldmission church. God was there all right, watching my every move.
Surprisingly the ritual did notfrighten me. Instead it became a weekly source of
comfort and hope that someday I could offer the life-giving bread ofChrist's body to
others. The odds of that happening seemed highly improbable. Little girls were not even
allowed to be altar boys, let alone priests. The altar andpulpit were off limits to women,
(except for those on the flower decorating committee). That was that.
Still the desire to celebrate communion never disappeared. It only intensified until
the dream came to fruition much later when I joined the Church of the Nazarene. My first
official act as a district licensedminister was to drive four hours home to serve my parents
the Lord's Supper. For obvious reasons we could not share the elements in the sanctuary
of the oldmission. Even so, I sensed the "omnipotent eye" observed the proceedings and
was pleased.
My twenty-nine year sojourn from second grade to ordination was fraught with
many questions and contradictions. Why did God place this burning call in my life when
certain Scriptures and church tradition seemed to invalidate it? Amied with a diligence to
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discover truth and a wilhngness to abide by whatever insight the Spirit provided, I embarked
on a bibhcal quest for God's will. Before long I realized this was not an endeavor to vahdate
my personal ministry or the ministry of other women. This study evolved into researching
the basis for church-wide gender mutuality in which men and women respected and freed
each other to be all that God intended them to be. Convincing evidence for this level of
collegiality could not be obtained by casual prooftexting or blind acceptance of church
polity, but a five-fold hermeneutical process.
Hermeneutical Guidelines for Biblical Study
Oswald Chambers was right when he concluded, "It is a dangerous thing to refuse
to go on knowing" (215). His observation typifies the hesitancy of many Christians to
question long-standing interpretations of Scripture. Many contend that if one historical
position is compromised, others are sure to follow. Still, no church doctrine or practice
should be impervious to careful and continual biblical scrutiny.
A lack of questioning led to the blind justification of slavery. Advocates of that vile
institution for centuries cited Paul's admonition: "Slaves, obey your earthly masters in
everything... Masters, treat your slaves justiy and fairly" (Col. 3:22; 4:1). Southem
ministers, as well as many northemers, insisted slavery was an accepted institution in the
Bible because neither prophet nor priest, neither Jesus nor Paul ever spoke out directly
condemning it. The absence of solid censure from Scripture, prejudicial interpretation, plus
the historical evidence that so many slaves became behevers led to vast Christian
endorsement of this abominable practice.
Abolitionists adopted an opposite interpretation of Scripture. They challenged the
Mteral and historical understanding of the Bible accepted by slavery supporters. That is, they
did not casually accept whatever the Bible displayed and declared as a divine decree for all
time. Instead they saw the Bible as a document of its times, implementing social change as
best it could in the ancient social milieu. They saw the tenor of Scripture offering guidelines
for increasing social change. Even Paul's statements to slaves and masters undermined the
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prevalent social construct.
Thus the Bible can be easily wielded to support two diametrically opposing views.
Since many churchgoers have limited training in biblical contextual exegesis, they often rely
on surface level reading that prescribes, "If the Bible says it, I believe it." This casual
rendering can lead to a narrow-minded arrogance that shuts out other opinions. To avoid the
pitfalls of careless prooftexting. Christians should consider the following principles for
study.
First, readers should always seek a passage's original meaning before deciding its
contemporary relevance. To do this, they must examine the historical context of the
Scripture. As much as possible, readers need to establish the time, culture, and occasion of
the book. Knowing what was going on in Israel or the Church that called forth such a
document will help readers discern what the author was trying to say. This is especially tme
when examining Paul's controversial teachings regarding women in ministry. One must
consider how particular problems in Corinth and Ephesus (where Timothy most likely
pastored) possibly triggered Paul's command that women be silent and not teach men.
Second, interpreters need to examine the literary context of the passage.
Understanding where the passage falls in a book helps uncover the author's train of
thought. Paul's admonition that women be silent in 1 Corinthians 14:34 occurs in a section
that offers guidelines for orderly worship. The fact that he suggests that Corinthian women
ask questions of their husbands at home in the following verse suggests they may have been
intermpting worship and deserved silencing. Further inquiry is warranted as the apostle
earlier recognizes that women have the gift of prophecy (1 1:5). If they cannot use this
valuable gift in church, where should they use it?
Third, careful readers will also examine the content of the passage: the meanings of
words, the grammatical relationships in sentences, and the choice of the original text where
the manuscripts have variant readings. The quality of exegesis will usually depend on the
quality of the sources one uses. Therefore, an understanding of the original language or
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access to reliable tools for translation is imperative. A classic example of the value of
original meanings is found in 1 Corinthians 11 :5 when Paul asserts that "the head of every
man is Christ, the head of every woman is man." For close to fifty years, scholars have
debated the meaning of kephale, the Greek word Paul used for "head."i Some scholars,
including Wayne Gmdem, R. S. Cervin, and BenWitherington, have contended kephale
most likely meant "person of higher authority." Others, including F. F. Bruce, Alvera
Mickelsen, and Gordon D. Fee, have suggested kephale could also mean "source," or
"source of life." As will be discussed later, both meanings have major ramifications on
how to interpret Paul's precepts for male and female roles and relationships.
Fourth, one should acknowledge that tension exists between the Bible's etemal
relevance and its historical particularity. Since the Bible is God's revealed Word, it speaks
to humankind in every age and every culture. Still, every document is conditioned by the
time and culture in which it was originally conveyed. Readers must acknowledge that
Scriptures were written in a patriarchal culture. All of the Hebrew priests were men. Christ's
original disciples were men. Biblical writers predominantly used male pronouns for God
and believers. Feminists who attack Paul for what appears to be blatant chauvinism in 1
Corinthians 1 1:2-9; 14:34-35; Ephesians 5:22; Colossians 3:18; and
1 Timothy 2: 1 1 - 1 5 must remember the aposde was raised and educated in a Jewish society
that frequently ti-eated women as subhuman. Despite his rabbinical training, the apostle
seemed to regard women with special deference. This is confirmed in the way he
commended at least nine women coworkers in Romans 16, acknowledged ALL Christians
are to be conformed to Christ's image in Romans 8:29, upheld mutual submission among
' The discussion over kephale began with a 1954 article by Stephen Bedale who
presented evidence to support the metaphorical meaning of the term as "source." This
definition was strongly defended by Berkeley and Alvira Mickelsen in two articles for
Christianity Today in 1979 and 1981. Their findings were countered by Wayne Gmdem in
"Does Kephale Mean 'Source' or 'Authority Over' in Greek Literature?" Grudem used
more than two thousand examples of kephale in Greek literature to pro\ e that the term means
"authority over." One year later, Catherine Clark Kroeger challenged Grudem' s findings in
a meeting of the Evangelical Theological Society and a subsequent article "The Classical
Concept of Head as 'Source.'" David Scholer provides a provocative chronological review of
the biblical and hermeneutical debate over kephale in "The Evangelical Debate over Biblical
Headship."
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believers in Ephesians 5:21, and boldly pronounced that in Christ there is no longer male
and female in Galatians 3:28. Li Ught ofPaul's overall positive attitude toward women, the
restrictive passages should be interpreted as specific instructions to address particular
problems, not as universal mles binding upon all churches for time immemorial.
Fifth, readers should concede that they bring their own theological heritage,
ecclesiastical traditions, cultural norms, or existential concerns to every Bible passage. Li
this sense, "objective interpretation is never fully possible and incorrect interpretation is
always possible" (Scholer 1 1). Before haphazardly accepting two or three passages as an
all-time prohibition against women in leadership ministry, readers should consider the
significant degree to which objectivity has been jeopardized by patriarchal theologians. If
behevers have never heard women preach or a credible apologetic to validate women
preaching, gender prejudice may skew their interpretation. Likewise, feminists must
acknowledge an egalitarian agenda influences their understanding of texts. How then do
readers prevent their subjectivity from overwhelming the objectivity of historically-located
precedent texts? The answer lies in careful exegesis which helps to monitor and disciphne
our presuppositions. Each generation must ascertain afresh its understanding of the biblical
texts and be willing to listen to differing views to test previous interpretations. Since no one
tradition has a comer on God's truth. Christians must humbly acknowledge the Holy Spirit
can use divergent sources to amplify biblical understanding and reform doctrine.
Hence, traditionalists have provided the Church of the Nazarene with an invaluable
service. Their avid prohibition of women in ministerial leadership has challenged many
Nazarenes to reexamine their position regarding ministerial partnership. In order to defend
ordaining women, the denomination must rely on more than a century-old pohty and a few
New Testament passages. Nazarene scholars must determine what the whole of Scripture
has to say regarding gender equality. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the place to begin is with
our view of God. Our understanding of God's nature directly relates to how we view
ourseh'cs as men and women made in God's image and our role in God's redemptive plan.
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Mutuality Expressed in the Godhead
One of the major arguments traditionalists use to limit the role of women in ministry
is the preponderance ofmale imagery for God in the Bible and the fact that Christ became
incarnate as a man. Even C. S. Lewis bought into this chauvinistic stance. He contended.
Only one wearing the masculine uniform can . . . represent the Lord to the
church: for we are all corporately and individually feminine to Him. We men
often make very bad priests. That is because we are insufficientiy mascuhne.
[But] it is no cure to call in those who are not mascuhne at all. (93)
In other words, Lewis' primary criterion for priesthood was a "masculine
uniform," regardless of the candidate's call or spiritual gifting.
Christ may have come in the form of a man, but masculinity cannot be the essence
of God, or woman's creation in the image of God is not tme. This patriarchal position also
tends to neglect many passages that use feminine imagery for God (Isa. 42: 14; 66: 13; Matt.
23:37; Luke 13:21).
Phyllis Trible argues that even if Hebrew authors used male language to portray
God, their intent was not to turn divinity into a sexual being ("Depatriarchalizing" 31). She
insists that Hebrew prophets regarded Yahweh as non-sexual to differendate Yahweh from
the male and female deities of other ancient Near Eastern traditions.-
While many feminists concur with Trible' s assessment, they argue that the biblical
language for God still conveys a masculine image that has shaped the ecclesial
consciousness. What then was the motive behind the authors' male portrayal? Many
scholars have concluded that the writers were obviously influenced by their patriarchal
culture. While this may be tme, Paul Jewett offers what may be a more helpful appraisal. He
~ John Oswalt further explains that pagan religions often depicted creation, and the
maintenance of creation as the result of divine sexual activity. Pagan cults believed that
humans having sex mirrored the sexual acts of gods and goddesses and, through sympathetic
magic, insured the fertility of crops. On the contrary, Hebrews did not describe Yahweh in
sexual terms. Their God was transcendent, totally distinct from man or woman, and as such
could not be manipulated through human sexuality. Oswalt asserts that Hebrews represented
God using male terms to contrast Yahweh with Near East goddesses always associated with
fertility, reproduction, and abundance. Female language for their divine being would have
compromised the Hebrew belief in divine transcendence (12-16).
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contends that the male language was intended to convey the personal aspect ofGod's
nature, that the personal pronouns used of God such as "he" and "his" are to be
understood generically, not specifically ("Why I Favor" 54). Stanley Grenz agrees that
referring to God as it reduces God to an impersonal reality. Even when God is designated
as Father, the metaphor has nothing to do with God's gender, for God is beyond gender.
The parental term primarily conveys the intimate bond between God and Jesus (146).^
Even if biblical writers used male pronouns to primarily convey God's personal
nature, many feminists insist the language contains too many negative repercussions and
should be replaced with non-sexist or feminine terms. Jewett disagrees, claiming that
substituting Father with the compound Mother/Father would be linguistically monstrous
and would inhibit worship {Ordination 139). Apparently many women pastors in the
United States tend to agree. A recent study shows that while many clergywomen use
inclusive language when referring to believers, they hesitate to replace male terms for God in
public worship. Interestingly the women admit that they often feed themselves spiritually by
using female God-language in their private prayers and small group worship with like-
minded women (Zikmund, Lummis, and Chang 18). While egalitarians disagree over when
and how to replace male language for God, they unanimously contend that both women and
men are needed to model all aspects of God's nature. Gender inclusivity reflects the mutual
dependence exhibited in the Trinity. Grenz correctly observes that even if the Son is
subordinate to the Father, the Father is dependent on the Son for his title and the
implementation of redemption.^ The interdependence of the two Trinitarian persons
provides a healthy foundation for human relationships at home and in the church. Believers
^ While Grenz acknowledges that God transcends gender, the richness and prevalence
of the male biblical imagery demand that the church take the metaphors seriously. They
alonti with the maternal metaphors for God convey God's immanent relationship to creation
(144^-56).
4 Grenz claims that "much of Christian theology throughout history has been
dominated by an emphasis on the oneness of the transcendent God" (155). God was
characterized by sovereign, supposedly "male" traits. Thus it was appropriate to select male
priests and pastors to represent God's solitary rulership. Grenz claims the twentieth century's
renewed awareness of the Trinity emphasizes the relational aspect of God. The Trinity's
mutuality of roles provides an etemal example for the people of God (153-56).
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best express God to the world not through a top-down male-dominated ministry but
through a linearministry that incorporates the cooperation and mutual submission
embodied in the Trinity. The pattern for this form ofmutuality can be traced back to
creation (Coleson, Ezer Cenegdo 1).
Mutuality Intended for Creation
The foundation of partnership ofmen and women is given in the opening chapter of
Genesis. First, man (adam), a Hebrew collective noun for "the human person" connected
to the word for ground (adamah), is created in God's very own image (Gen. 1:26, 27;
5: 1 ,2).-'' This creation includes the identification of persons as male and female. Both were
created in God's image. Both were charged with the responsibihty of superintending God's
creation (1:26, 28).
Mutuality is also confirmed in the retelling of the creation story in Genesis 2. God
acknowledges the man needs a companion, but none of the other creatures qualify (2: 18-
20). God then fashions woman from the tsela, usually translated as "rib" but quite
possibly "side" of the man. This calculated acdon differentiates Man (adam) into man
(is/i) and woman (ishshah), persons of separate male and female gender identity . It also
proves that "woman was not some sort of subservient afterthoughf (Hull 154). She was
formed as an equal as indicated by the common designations (ish/ishshah) and the common
identity of bone and flesh (2:23).
Contrarily, complementai'ians insist Genesis 2 firmly establishes the principle of
male headship and female subordination.^ They support hierarchy because the narrative
shows woman was created after man, was createdfrom man, was named by man, and was
The Hebrew term for the first human is closely related to adamah or "dust of the
earth," which speaks of the close linkage of humanity with creation (Coleson, Ezer Cenegdo
9).
^ Some traditionalists such as Wayne Grudem prefer to be called
"complementarians" because the term suggests both gender equality and what they call
beneficial differences between the sexes. They belie\e that God created male and female
equal but designed the woman to complement the man by submitting to his leadership.
Egalitarians claim the term is misleading because complementarity is lost when one gender
exercises authority over the other (Groothuis, "Complementarianism" 1).
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createdfor man (Evans 14).
A closer look at these chapters, however, reveals male headship was not God's
original intention. The chapter one account shows the highest creation of God appearing
last. If one applies the axiom of ascending order to the second narrative, being created
second places the woman above, not below, the man (Nixon 36). While this conclusion is
misleading because it fails to take into account the different intentions of each chapter, it
implies an important tmth. The woman, as the last creation, completes the man and rescues
him from loneliness. She is meant to complement him, not compete with him.
Even if the woman was derived from the man, the narrator is not necessarily trying
to use her creation to teach hierarchical ordering. The fact that she was bone of his bones,
flesh of his flesh suggests that she alone was the man's fit companion. Ancient
commentators offer this helpful insight:
Eve was not made out of Adam's head to mle over him, nor out of his feet to
be trampled upon by him, but out of his side to be equal with him, under his
arm to be protected, and near his heart to be beloved." (NRSVHarper Study
Bible 6)
Complementarians contend that when the man (ish) calls the "bone of my bones
and the flesh ofmy flesh" woman (ishshah), he actually names her. They insist this act of
naming in the Old Testament implies authority over another (Ortlund 102). The first man
may not have actually named the woman in Genesis 2. Phylhs Trible accurately observes
that the usual construct for naming in the Hebrew Bible involves using the Hebrew verb
"call" followed by an actual name (100). This formula is not present in Genesis 2:23
because the man merely recognizes his mutual partner as female. The naming constmct
actually shows up one chapter later after the Fall. Not until Genesis 3:20, when sin has
undermined their relationship, does Adam actually calls his wife Eve (for her baby-making
function rather than her equal foiTnation).
If the case for hierarchy is not substantiated by creation order or naming principles.
complementarians fall back on the first woman's intended purpose. Even egalitarians
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concede the woman was created to be the man's "suitable helper" (2:18, 20). They doubt,
however, that the term helper denotes a subordinate role. The reason is that the Old
Testament word for "helper" ('ezer) refers to God in 29 places (Exod. 18:4; Deut. 33:7;
Ps. 27:9). Thus, Genesis 2 presents the woman as a suitable assistant, not an abject servant.
In this beneficial role the woman fully joins the man in reflecting the image ofGod.
The doctrine of the Trinity conveys that God is community, the fellowship of three persons
who constitute the triune God. The mutuality ofman and woman characterize the etemal
relational dynamic between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Indeed, the Trinity exemphfies
a healthy mutual dependency that humanity is meant to have. Jesus' obedient submission to
the Father is balanced by the Father's dependence on the Son and the Spirit to convey his
deity, love, and tmth to a broken world. A similar harmonious interdependency was intended
for man and woman from the beginning. It was shattered, however, as a consequence of the
Fall.
A majority of patriarchal commentators blamed the Fall on the woman's weakness
to succumb to the serpent's temptation. Their view is typified by the following comment by
Luther: "The subdety of Satan showed itself also when he attacked human nature where it
was weakest, namely, in Eve, and not in Adam. I believe that had Satan first tempted the man,
Adam would have gained the victory" (68).
Recent complementarians such as Ray Ortlund insist that the first woman was not as
weak as she was desirous for power. By asserting herself and heeding the serpent's
temptation to eat the forbidden fmit. Eve circumvented her husband's headship. Ortlund
claims that Adam abandoned his post as head and passively allowed the deception to
progress (108).
The Fall narrative, however, does not seem to support Ortlund' s insinuation that
gender roles played a significant part in human rebellion. It does reveal that the first woman
and man sinned TOGETHER (3: 1-7). The woman may have transgressed first, but she was
not alone. English translations unfortunately do not indicate that the serpent addresses the
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woman with the plural "you." Genesis 3:6 also states that the woman "gave some [of the
fmit] to her husband, who was with her, and he ate." The fact that the man was with her
proves that both partners were together involved in disobedience. Mutual culpability is also
expressed in the next verse as "the eyes of both were opened" (3:7).
Consequences from the Fall were devastating and experienced equally by both
partners. Both received a death sentence as they were banished from the tree of life. The
man would stmggle to work the earth to survive (3:18-19). The woman would suffer
increased complications and pain in childbirth (3:16a). She would "desire" her husband,
who in tum, would mle over her (16b, c). Interestingly enough, Luther contends this
hierarchy was not part ofGod's original plan. His commentary on these verses exclaims:
"Had Eve not sinned she would have raised children without any pain or sorrow. Nor
would she have been subject to her husband" (82).
Some exegetes claim the woman's "desire for her husband" is analogous to
worshipping her man as her god. Don Joy observes that many of today's Hebrew women
still address their husbands as Baal, my idol, my "lord" (101).
From the Fall on, the initial design of gender equality and partnership has been
undermined. Throughout history, women have been relegated to subservient roles that have
devalued and demoralized them. Even if women in Bible times did not use the Fall to
explain or excuse their problems, they nonetheless suffered its devastating repercussions."^
Mutuality Reinstituted by Christ
In the time of Jesus' ministry, women were usually regarded as subordinate and
inferior in virtually eveiy area of life.^ Their status was gready influenced by their position
within the economic stmcture of their society and whether or not their culture adopted
female deities. Simone de Beauvoir asserts that where a woman was permitted to own
^ Letha Dawson Scanzoni and Nancy Hardesty contend that Hebrews did not link
their problems to Adam and Eve's transgression. Unlike Christian theologians, Hebrew writers
did not expand on a propensity to rebel caused by original sin (44-66).
^ Ben Witherington provides a helpful overview of the status of women in first-
century MediteiTanean cultures in Women in the Earliest Churches (5-23).
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nothing, she could not experience the dignity ofbeing a person; she herself was part of a
man's property (75). In early societies where some economic opportunities were offered to
women such as in Egypt, Babylon, and first century Macedonia, women could attain a
higher position. In a patriarchal society such as Israel, property rights and privileges were
predominantly passed through the male line. Without access to an inheritance, a Jewish
woman was forced to depend on her family for support and identity.^ She was not
recognized as an individual but as someone's daughter, then a wife, and then a mother.
Women raised in pagan cultures that revered women deities fared slightly better.
The worship of mother goddesses who provided wisdom, offspring, and yearly harvests
enabled some women to leave their homes and participate in temple orgies exclusive ofmen.
The spread of the Isis cult from Egypt had a powerful appeal to women throughout the
Roman Empire. Called "the Glory ofWomen," Isis promised her women followers
equality with men (Grant 91).
Judaism promised no such status to the women of Palestine. The Hebrew Bible
records the dynamic leadership of Judge Deborah (Judg. 4); the courageous intervention of
Abigail to save her husband (1 Sam. 25); the generosity of the widow of Zarephath to feed
famished Elijah (1 Kings 17); the esteemed wisdom of prophetess Huldah (2 Kings 22),
and the heroic efforts ofQueen Esther to avert a national massacre (Esth. 1-10). Still, only
males could be Israelites in the tme sense of the word. The Jewish woman's primary role
was to sacrifice everything to elevate her husband's standing before God and others. Her
sphere of influence was confined to the home. A Jewish daughter was culturally conditioned
to be a good wife and mother and to refrain from formal education and public discourse.
Her rank was described by first century historian Josephus: "The woman, says the Law, is
in all things inferior to the man. Let her accordingly be submissive" (515).
Jesus, however, affirmed the worth of women as persons and potential disciples by
^ In ancient Israel only sons had a right to inherit (Deut. 21:16-17). If sons survived
the father, neither the widow nor daughters had a share in the inheritance. With no sons, the
estate could be ui\ en to the daughters, as in the case of the daughters of Zelophehad (Num.
27:5-8).
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his teachings and actions. Christ's special mission to women was evident before he was
bom. The age of gender emancipation was initiated the day the angel Gabriel bypassed
Mary's father and her betrothed, Joseph, to tell the peasant girl that she would conceive the
Messiah. As Mary's precious son grew up and launched his redemptive ministry, he treated
women without condescension and chaUenged the norms that kept them in spiritual and
cultural bondage.
In first century Palestine, the prerogative of divorce belonged almost exclusively
with men. They could divorce their wives for virtually any reason, even burning food or
talking too loudly. Jesus challenged this male chauvinism by recalling the "one flesh"
concept of Genesis 2:24 to prohibit divorce except in cases when adultery was involved
(Matt. 5:27-32; 19:3-9; Luke 16:18). Although women were predominantly held
responsible for sexual sins, Jesus reminded Jewish men of their culpability: "Everyone who
looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his heart" (Matt.
5:28).
Jesus reached out to women who were rejected, even despised. In spite of the laws
regarding uncleanness (Lev. 15), Jesus allowed a woman with a twelve-year menstmal
problem to touch him. He not only healed her but commended her faith (Mark 5:25-34). In
the home of Simon, Jesus permitted a sinful woman to anoint and kiss his feet. He accepted
her lavish expressions of devotion and extolled her faith as well (Luke 7:36-50). Jesus also
offered salvation directly to women who were known adulteresses, including the Samaritan
women (John 4:4-42) and the woman about to be stoned by a feverish crowd of hypocrites
(John 8:1-11).
Many rabbis of the day doubted the ability of women to leam the Torah and
depreciated their worth. Jesus overturned these patriarchal conventions by encouraging
women to listen to his teachings and to ask him questions. Women who had previously
been bancd from reading the Torah or worshipping in the synagogue proper were now
recipients of key theological truths. The Samaritan woman learned about Jesus' living water
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and the kind of worship that God desires. Martha learned that Jesus was the resurrection
and the hfe. She and her sister, Mary, learned that sitting still and savoring Christ's
teachings was more important than carrying out conventional chores.
In the awkward context of the time and setting of Jesus' ministry, he did not select
a woman to be one of his twelve apostles. He did not select a Gentile, either. Millard
Erickson contends that adding women apostles could have undermined Christ's mission:
It is unlikely that we would find [Jesus], given his historical setting, to be
a full practicing feminist, since the radical overtuming of cultural mores
that would have been involved, for example, in appointing women as
some of the apostles, might have prevented his movement from ever
obtaining a proper hearing. (590)
Rebecca Merrill Groothuis adds that Jesus may have chosen Jewish men for his
inner circle of disciples to "affirm the continuity between Israel of the old covenant (with its
twelve patriarchs) and the church of the new covenant" (Good News 110). The birth of the
Church, however, launched a new era in which criteria for spiritual leadership would not be
based on maleness or Jewishness.
Jesus laid the groundwork for a new set of ministerial qualifications when he
entmsted a woman to proclaim the message of his resurrection to the twelve. Mary
Magdalene's announcement was central to the gospel in the early church. She would
become the tlrst of many women ambassadors to spread the good news to the ends of the
earth.
Mutuality Evidenced in Early Church Ministry
The book of Acts shows that women were active participants in the first church in
Jerusalem. The group of 120 disciples (Acts 1:15) who waited for the coming of the Holy
Spirit included "the women and Mary, the mother of Jesus" (Acts 1:14). The reference to
the women by Luke meant that these faithful followers were previously mentioned in his
gospel (Luke 8: 1-3; 23:49-24: 12).
Women were among the first converts of the flourishing Jemsalem church (Acts
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5:14). They were also among the first believers to be dragged off and put into prison by
Saul (Acts 8:3). After Saul was dramatically transformed from murderer to missionary, he
took Christ's message to the ends of the empire. Among those who responded to his
witness were the widows in Joppa (Acts 9:32), Timothy's mother in Lystra (16:1), the
women in Phihppi (16: 1 1-40), the prominent women of Thessalonica (17: 1-4), the women
of Berea (17:12), Damris in Athens (17:34), Priscilla in Corinth (18:2), and the wives of
Tyre (21:5).
Not only does Luke include women in his history of the early Church communities,
he takes care to show that women shared in the spiritual gifts of the Church. Many women
functioned as leaders in relief work, especially aiding the needy. In Joppa, Peter encountered
one such woman by the name of Tabitha, or Dorcas, who provided material aid to the poor
(9:32). Other women served as patrons or hosts of early Christian communities. Mary, the
mother of John Mark, and Lydia, the successful merchant of Philippi, served in this valuable
ministry of hospitality.
While many women served in supportive, non-authoritative roles, others emerged
with speaking and leading gifts. Philip had four unmarried daughters who prophesied
(2 1 :8-9). Some women functioned as teachers. A prime example is Prisciha, or Prisca (18:2,
18, 26). She, along with her husband, Aquila, instmcted Apollos who became a noted
teacher in the church (18:26). In four of six references Priscilla' s name is mentioned before
her husband, possibly implying that she was the primary instmctor of the two.
Paul's letters also mention nine women by name who were coworkers (synergos)
with him in the gospel ministry. This is the most often neglected evidence from the New
Testament relevant to the participation ofwomen in ministry. Paul stated that four
women�Mary, Tryphena, Tryphosa, and Persis had worked very hard in the Lord (Rom.
16:6, 12). The Greek word translated "work very hard" was used regularly by Paul to refer
to the special work of the gospel ministry. He used the same word to describe his own
apostolic ministry (1 Cor. 4:1 1: Phil. 2:16; Col. 1:29; 1 Tim. 4:10).
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In Philippians 4:2-3, Paul mentions two women coworkers, Euodia and Syntyche,
who stmggled beside him in the work of the gospel. He uses the same technical term for
"coworkers" when he refers to Timothy, Titus, Epaphroditus, and Clement. The fact that
they "stmggled with [him]" (sunethlesan) suggests a more active participation with Paul
than mere assistance.
Phoebe, usually assumed to have been the one to deliver Paul's letter to Rome, is
warmly commended by Paul to the Roman church (Rom 16: 1, 2). She is designated as a
"servant [or possibly deacon] of the church in Cenchrea," a suburb of Corinth. The word
Paul uses for Phoebe is the masculine noun (diakonos), rather than some feminine
alternative reflecting the more general idea of service. The fact that he links Phoebe's
ministry to a local church implies that she may have served in an official ministerial role.
Regardless of her tide, Paul held Phoebe in high esteem. He cites her work as a helper
iprostatis) of many, including the aposde himself (Rom. 16:21).
No office was as foundational to the spreading of the gospel as the apostolate.
Tucked in Paul's list of greetings in Romans 16 is evidence that a woman may have held
this revered position. Paul identifies Junia as "outstanding among the apostles" (Rom.
16:7). Many English translations refer to this apostle as Junias, the male form of the name.
No proof has been found to verify that such a male name existed in the first century. The
female name Junia, however, was common. Since Junia is the name attested in the first
century and since church fathers Origen and John Chrysostom understood the reference to
be a woman, current exegetes should read it that way as well (Origen, "Romans" 39;
Chrysostom, "Epistle to the Romans" 555).
The New Testament testifies that women freely utilized their spiritual gifts to serve
the first century church in a variety of ways. Their presence represents the beginning of a
new age of freedom and equality ushered in by the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus and
the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. Paul contended that everyone who was baptized
into Christ was "a new creation" (2 Cor. 5:16). A new creation implied a reformed social
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order:
As many of you were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves
with Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave
or free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in
Christ Jesus. (Gal. 3:27-28)
Mutuality Promoted in Pauline Theology
Paul's call for unity in Christ was a radical notion in an age in which everyone knew
males and females were inherently different. Even so, the Galatians passage of equality was
incorporated into a first century baptismal liturgy. Unlike the convenantal sign of
circumcision, which was exclusively reserved for men, baptism as a sign of the etemal
covenant in Christ was bestowed on both men and women. By participating in this primary
rite of initiation into the church, women became full members of the people of God with the
same rights and responsibilities."
Complementarians insist Galatians 3:28 refers only to the spiritual reality of equal
access to God through faith in Christ. The text does refer to this, but it encompasses other
realities as well. The pairings of Jew or Greek, slave or free, men and women represented
three social divides present throughout the Roman empire. The fact that Paul addresses the
tension between Jews and Gentiles elsewhere in the letter indicates his liberating statement
in the third chapter had social as well as spiritual imphcations. In his first two pairings, Paul
inserts the term "or." For the third pairing, Paul used the term "and." By doing so he
James F. Kay claims the inclusion of Galatians 3:28 in an eariy baptism liturgy and
the visibility of women as baptized converts helped explain why they were given such
prominent roles in the apostolic church. He adds the Galatians statement of equality virtually
disappeared from the baptismal rites of the next five centuries. He contends the regular
inclusion of the passage in baptism and other services would make an "incalculable
contribution to equal partnership of women and men in the church" (92-103).
' ' Ben Witherington maintains Galatians 3:28 was primarily written to counter
Judaizer demands that new converts be circumcised. The act of circumcision placed Christians
under the law and excluded women and Gentiles access to full salvation. Witherington
suggests that Paul may have also used the emancipating statement to counter Judaizer
pressure for women to marry and bear children to insure their place in the community of
faith. He writes, "Paul, like Christ, is quite insistent that no forms of relating be used to give
easier access to God for some. Faith alone and the family of faith must be first. Anything that
hinders or prevents one from relating on a faith basis must fall by the wayside" ("Rite and
Rights" 593-604).
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reflects the exact language of creation in Genesis 1 :27 that described the first man and
woman as co-image bearers of God.
By promoting mutuality, Paul did not obliterate God's created differences between
men and women. To eradicate the sexual differentiation, in Paul's view, was unnatural and
wrong. This attitude is most evident in Paul's insistence that women in Corinth should wear
head coverings when they prayed and prophesied (1 Cor. 1 1:3-16). Paul does not prohibit
women from this public ministry. His main concem is that when they are actively involved
in worship, their heads, unlike men, should be covered. Apparently some women in the
Corinthian church in expressing their rightful freedom were flouting certain cultural norms
and in the process causing the gospel to be confused with paganism. Perhaps their
enthusiastic prophesying with hair hanging loose resembled the cmde behavior of
prostitutes or pagan prophetesses expressing their oracles in disheveled frenzy.
Paul bases his directive on the order established within the Godhead and within
creation: "Christ is the head of every man, and the husband is the head of his wife, and God
is the head of Christ" (1 1:3). As mentioned earlier, many scholars interpret "head" as
"leader" or having "authority over." Ben Witherington claims this rendering is feasible
because the context of the passage is dealing with authority and order in worship (Conflict
231)J- Other scholars, however, insist Paul's choice of kephale is more accurately
translated as "source" or "derivation" such as the origin of a river. David Scholer claims
that Septuagint evidence indicates kephale was not normally used to translate the Hebrew
rosh when the teiTn meant a mler, or someone in authority (42).
Catherine Claik Ki-oeger adds that when evangelicals interpret this passage to affum
the headship of men over women they must also acknowledge subordination within the
godhead. She appeals to fifth century theologian John Chrysostom:
He observed that there were heretics who seized upon the notion of
headship and derived from it a concept of the Son as somehow less than
Witherington also points to Paul's rationale in verse 7 that man is the image and
glory of God, and woman is the glory of man {Conflict 231-40).
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the Father. The heretics would argue that although the Son is of the same
substance as the Father, He is under subjection. No, said Chrysostom,
had Paul intended to demonstrate subordination, he would have chosen
slave and master rather than wife and husband. The Apostle intended to
show equality. ("Classical Concept" 283)
F. F. Bmce also supports the source definition of kephale by using the order of
creation (God-Christ-man-woman) oudined in verse three. He notes each member of the
hierarchy is the head or source of the member following. As Christ derives his etemal being
from the Father, man derives his existence from Christ, the archetypal Man, and the woman
derives her existence from the man in the sense that Eve was formed from her husband
(102-108). Scholer concurs because the christological issue in the words "and God is the
head of Christ" is better served in Pauline theology by the understanding "source" rather
than by "authority over" (43).
Even if egalitarians do not derive a hierarchical meaning from verse three, they must
contend with the order ofmale-female relationships implied in 1 Corinthians 1 1:8-9. Here
Paul urges female propriety because "man was not made from woman, but woman from
man. Neither was the man created for the sake of women, but women for the sake ofman"
(1 Cor 1 1:8-9). This passage seems to support the subjection of women. Yet Paul reverses
the ai-gument for male dominance in the next few verses: "Nevertheless, in the Lord, woman
is not independent of man or man independent of woman. For just as the woman came from
man, so man comes through woman; but all things come from God" (11-12). These verses
ultimately endorse gender mutuality. Witherington concludes, "Men and women stand
together, mutually dependent upon each other, not only in creation but also ['in the church'
or 'in the body of Christ']" {Women 89).
The discussion of head coverings implies that women, as well as men, engaged in
prayer and prophesy. Prophesying is particularly significant in view of its importance in the
church. Paul considers prophesy the "highest" gift in the church because it is the means of
'-^ Scholer claims the Genesis argument in verses 7-9 also underscores the
interpretation of kephale as source (43).
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edifying, encouraging, and comforting the church (1 Cor. 14:3).
The fact that women were utilizing this esteemed gift makes it difficult to imagine
that Paul would issue a sweeping prohibition against their speaking, teaching, and leading in
Church. Complementarians, however, claim the apostle did just that in two highly
controversial verses. They read as follows:
Women should be silent in the churches. For they are not permitted to
speak, but should be subordinate, as the law also says. If there is
anything they desire to know, let them ask their husbands at home. For it
is shameful for a woman to speak in church. (1 Cor. 14:34-35)
I permit no woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she is to
keep silent. For Adam was formed first, then Eve; and Adam was not
deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a transgressor. Yet
she will be saved through childbearing, provided they continue in faith
and love and hohness, with modesty. (1 Tim. 2:12-15)
Egalitarians cannot ignore the weight of these prohibitive passages. The canonical
presence of these verses has been used to restrict women's involvement
in church for
centuries. Indeed, any woman contemplating professional ministry and any church willing
to hire her must grapple with Paul's directives. What prompted him to write such negative
statements? Are they meant to be transcultural injunctions, teachings to address specific
problems in first century churches, or both?
When taken literally, 1 Corinthians 14:34-35 contradicts the mutuahty Paul affirmed
in Galatians 3:28 and Ephesians 5:21 and the accounts of women prophesying and teaching
as a mark of the new age in Acts 2: 17-18. How can he acknowledge women praying and
prophesying in the church in chapter eleven, without one word of prohibition or
condemnation, and then in chapter 14 tell them to keep silent?
Some scholars dismiss the discrepancy by asserting that these passages were not
written by Paul but represent later addendums by copyists. The verses certainly
reflect the
hierarchical ecclesiology of later centuries. They also, however, concur with Paul's concem
for order when prophesying and speaking in tongues in corporate worship expressed
throughout the chapter ( 1 Cor. 14:2-4, 13-15,26-33).
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As a foundation for his prohibition, Paul appeals to the law. Which law? Some
scholars contend Paul is appealing to the law ofMoses (e.g.. Hurley 191-92). The
Scriptures of the Sinai covenant, however, are notable for their egahtarian approach to justice
in that they apply to slaves and free, rich and poor, men and women alike. Other scholars
insist Paul is referring to the oral law of Judaism's Mishnah, the tradition of the elders that
demanded women be silent in synagogue worship ("Kiddushin" 1.8: 323). Still others
believe Paul is appealing to Roman law that sanctioned women to control ecstatic behavior
prevalent in pagan orgies (e.g., Liefeld, "Women, Submission" 149). Regardless of the law
to which Paul is appealing, the apostle calls women to submit. Since he does not mention
the one to whom they should submit, he is possibly imposing general submission to the
orderly principles ofChristian ministry. Thus Paul is not requiring women to submit to
men, but to the teaching of the prophets in a worship setting. '"^ This makes sense as the next
verse instmcts women to save their questions for their husbands at home. Verse 35 indicates
women were asking dismptive questions during worship. Catherine Kroeger suggests this
obnoxious behavior may have been influenced by the ecstatic madness and immoral activity
that characterized Corinthian pagan worship ("Pandemonium" 11-15). Most scholars,
however, doubt this passage addresses immoral and boisterous cultic practices. E. A. Judge
contends early Christian meetings were characterized by lively talk, even arguments, about
belief and behavior, but not necessarily cultic frenzy (6).
So what was taking place in Corinth to merit Paul's prohibition? Witherington
offers the following plausible scenario. He asserts some women, who may have been
prophetesses and entitled to weigh verbally what was said, were asking questions that were
disrespectful and dismpted worship. This was in line with the Greco/Roman custom of
submitting questions to an oracle at pagan temples. Questioning oracles about life and
philosophical issues was an integral part of pagan prophecy. It was not, however, to be
'"^ Liefeld notes that the word hypotasso (to submit or be subject to) occurs earlier in
verses 32 and 33, "And the spirits of prophets are subject to the prophets, for God is a God
not of disorder but of peace." Thus women should be silent for the sake of order ("Women.
Submission" 150-51).
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employed in Christian worship. To maintain order, Paul mles that questions should not be
asked in worship but at home {Women 103).
Hence Paul does not seem to be imposing a permanent restriction of women's
ministry. Rather he is responding to a local problem in which adamant questioning in
worship resulted in chaos. Paul's advice finds a parallel in his response to those who were
abusing the Lord's Supper (1 Cor. 1 1:22, 34). histead of forbidding all of eating in the
church, he advises the troublemakers to stay home rather than dismpt the sacred meal.
Perhaps the greatest exegetical challenge to gender equality in ministerial leadership
is posed in 1 Timothy 2:8-15. Complementarian as well as egalitarian scholars agree that the
author's prohibitive words, "I permit no woman to teach or to have authority over a man;
she is to keep silent" (12), were evoked by abuses in a specific congregation. As with 1
Corinthians 14, a schism emerges as to whether the above ban is to be regarded as a
temporary corrective to a specific church problem or as a universal theological principle.
Some scholars dismiss the passage's relevance on the basis that 1 Timothy was not penned
by Paul in the first place. They insist the pastorals were authored by a later author due to
language, theme, and historical discrepancies, plus a growing prejudice against women in
church leadership looming in the second century (e.g., Harris 315; Hays 67)
Despite the above concerns, a tide of support for Pauline authorship has been rising
This interpretation reflects J. B. Hurley's hypothesis that some Corinthian women
were not just asking questions, but inappropriately standing in judgment of male prophets
with more knowledge (185-94).
'6 Attacks against Paul's authorship swelled in the nineteenth century. Critics argue
that the pastorals' vocabulary and style differ from Paul's other letters. Bart Ehrman notes
that 306 words in the pastorals are found nowhere else Pauline corpus (357). Similarly more
than one hundred particles and phrases such as "in Christ," "in the Spirit," "the Body of
Christ" in other Pauline epistles are not present in the pastorals. Critics also contend that the
material cannot be historically fitted into the narrative of Paul's life in Acts. They also note
that the bishops and elders pictured in the pastorals resembled the more organized
ecclesiastical stmcture of the second century (Gundry 412). Richard Hays cites another
peculiarity with the assertion that women will be saved through childbearing in 1 Timothy
2:15. This clashes flagrantly with Paul's conviction that all human beings are saved only by
virtue of the death of Christ. Hays insists the blame on Eve in 1 Timothy 2:13-14 sits oddly in
conjunction with Paul's portrayal in Romans 5:12-21 of Adam as the source of sin and
topological representative of sinful humanity (68). A recap of these arguments against Paul's
authorship are stated by several authors (e.g.. Ehrman 332-36; Gundry 410-11: Harris 315-
16; Hays 67-68; Mounce xlvi-xlix; Ward 9-13).
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in the last two decades. William Mounce, Gordon Fee, D. Guthrie, and others claim the
pastorals are far more Pauline than otherwise (Mounce Ixxxix-cxxix; Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy
xv-xxxv; Guthrie xlvi-xhx). Aside from the fact that the letters purport to be by Paul, they
were accepted as Pauline by church fathers as early as the second century. While the style
of the pastorals lacks the vigor of other Pauline writings, their homogeneity with one
another implies that they were written by the same author. Why would a pseudo author
write to both Timothy and Titus? The letters also contain Paul's key concerns to preserve
the integrity of the gospel and reputation of early congregations. Pauline proponents note
that while the apostle's other letters (excepting Philemon) were written to churches to be
read aloud, these were written to colleagues thoroughly familiar with his theology who
assumed the authority to correct errors. Timothy and Titus did not need detailed
explanations of sin and justification. Supporters also assert that the situation depicted in 1
and 2 Timothy is in line with historical and ecclesial state of affairs in the 60s (Mounce
cxxi).
Given the above data, I concur with a majority of Nazarene scholars that 1 Timothy
was written by Paul to his younger colleague, Timothy. Timothy was most likely pastoring
in Ephesus at the time. Evidence throughout the letters suggests that Timothy's church was
contaminated by false teachers (1 Tim. 4:1-8; 6:3-5, 20-21). These heretical teachers had
hmited understanding of the tmth (1 Tim. 1:7). Whatever they were teaching appeared to
have a negative influence on the women converts of Ephesus (2 Tim. 3:1-9). Some of these
women were depicted as weak and susceptible to evil thoughts (2 Tun. 3:6-7), plagued with
sexual passions (1 Tim. 5:6, 1 1-16), immodest (1 Tim. 2:9-10), and spreading foolishness
and old wives' tales (1 Tim. 4:7). To counter this dismption, Paul emphasized the need for
sound teaching (1 Tim. 1:3-11, 18-20; 4:1-7, 16; 6:20-21) and proper behavior on the part
of both men and women (2:8-15).
In verse 8 Paul gives instmctions to men regarding how they should pray without
bickering. He then offers the following instmctions to women. They u ere to dress and
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behave with modesty, according to the culturally appropriate norms of their time (2:9-10,
15). They were then to "leam in silence with full submission" (2:11). While the language
sounds demeaning, allowing women to leam was a radical move. Women were generally
barred from theological instmction as evidenced by the following rabbinical statements:
"Better to bum the Torah than to teach it to a woman" (Mishnah, "Sotah" 3.19: 300). "If
a man gives his daughter a knowledge of the Law, it is as though he taught her lechery"
(Mishnah, "Nedarim"4.3: 269). While learning to guard against heresy was important, this
verse stressed the manner in which women should leam. Interestingly the word Paul used
for subjection (hupotassomai) meant a voluntary willingness to be responsive to others. The
word Paul used for silence (heshuia), meant restful quietness. Thus Paul instmcted the
women converts to study with quiet, respectful attentiveness. Considering the potential
criticism that loomed from Jewish and pagan leaders as women were educated, his teaching
seems reasonable. ^"^
Paul's next directive to correct the Ephesian problem was that women should not be
permitted to teach or have authority over men. Given that elsewhere Paul instmcts older
women to teach what is good (Acts 18:26), that Priscilla joined her husband in teaching
Apollos (Acts 18:26), and that Timothy's faith was shaped by his mother and grandmother
(2 Tim. 1 :5; 3:15), this verse cannot be constmed as a blanket prohibition of women
teaching anyone. Rather the above statement was meant to correct a specific kind of abuse.
The exact nature of the abuse is not spelled out in the text.
For more than a decade Richard and Catherine Kroeger have used a wide range of
primary sources and archeological findings to propose that an early strand ofGnosticism
had infiltrated the Ephesus church (60-76). Among the heretical sect's teachings was the
myth that Eve existed before Adam (1 17-70) and remained totally blameless in the
commitment of original sin (125). Their assertion seemed to provide a plausible framework
for Paul's appeal to the Genesis narrative that Adam was formed first and that the woman
'7 Craig Keener observes that Paul uses the same uord for silence a few verses earlier
to exhort the whole church to adopt a peaceful lifestyle (Paul, Women 241).
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was deceived in verses 13-14J8
In recent years, however, scholars have challenged the above Gnostic hypothesis to
reconstruct the socio-religious climate of Ephesus. S. M. Baugh, Edwin Yamauchi, and
others doubt that the Gnostic motif proposed by the Kroegers acmally existed in Ephesus
during the first century (Baugh 153-71; Yamauchi 241-52).i9 Even egahtarian Leland E.
Wilshire has concluded.
This is a breathtaking extension into (pre)Gnostic content yet an
interpretation I do not find supported either by the totality of their own
extensive philological study, by the NT context or by the immediate usages
of the word for authority and its variants. (54)
IfGnostic myths extoUing Eve and denouncing childbirth were not the impetus, then
what actually prompted Paul to ban women from teaching? The answer may lie in the
meaning of the word Paul uses for authority, authenteo, in verse 12. The Greek verb, found
nowhere else in the New Testament, has been interpreted to mean "to have authority" or
"to usuip authority and dominate" (Witherington, Women 121) The context of verse 12
suggests that Paul is correcting some kind of abuse in the Church; therefore, the logical
meaning of authenteo here would be "to usurp or domineer." Perhaps some Ephesian
women were interfering with the teaching taking place, and went so far as to usurp the
authority of their male instructors. Another factor may have prompted Paul's prohibition.
As mentioned earlier, some of the women converts were young in the faith, gullible, and
perpetuating foolishness (2 Tim. 3:6-7; 4:7). If these women were abusing their new
freedom and teaching without proper preparation, it is easy to see why Paul would demand
their silence. This coincides with the apostle's earlier injunction to leam in full submission
The Kroegers also proposed that Gnosticism had quite possibly influenced
Ephesian women converts to forego marriage and childbearing. This could have prompted
Paul to respond with the peculiar "phrase "yet she will be saved through childbearing" (171-
77).
Liefeld cautions against assuming Gnostic backgrounds for New Testament books.
He acknowledges "the [Kroegers'] vivid descriptions can easily captivate the non-specialist
who does not realize how tenuous their relationship to the church at Ephesus" ("Response"
247).
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(2: 11).^ It also relates to the creation and fall accounts Paul depicts in the following verses.
Paul rationalizes his prohibition by appealing to Genesis 2-3. He states in verses 13-
14 that Adam was created before Eve and that Eve, not Adam, was deceived and
transgressed. Traditionalists use the creation order in verse 13 to prove Paul's restriction of
women teachers is transcultural, that from the beginning woman was created to be
subordinate to man's spiritual authority. One should remember, however, that while the
Middle Eastern culture stressed the privileges due the first bom, God frequently chose a
younger sibling to fulfill an important mission. God's choice of Jacob over his older
brother Esau (Mai. 1:2-3) or David over his older brothers (1 Sam. 16:4-13), demonstrated
that being first was not always the criteria for leadership. Imagine how the church would
benefit if leaders were selected not according to gender ranking but according to the divine
standard of 1 Samuel 16:7: "For the LORD does not see as mortals see; they look on
outward appearance, but the LORD looks on the heart."
What then is Paul's point of referring to Adam and Eve? Fee asserts that Paul's
emphasis probably was not the fact that Adam came first but that Eve, not Adam, was
deceived (Gospel 34). Considering the inferred context of the passage, that Ephesian
women were susceptible to false teachings, the reference to Eve in the FaU would fortify his
reasoning that they should not teach. Gilbert Bilezikian offers the following helpful insight:
In the fateful story of the Fall, it was Eve, the lesser-informed person,
who initiated a mistaken course of action and who led herself into
error. Eve was not created first or at the same time as Adam. She was
the latecomer on the scene. Of the two, she was the one bereft of the
first-hand experience ofGod's giving the prohibition relative to the
tree (Gen. 2: 16-17). She should have deferred the matter to Adam,
who was better prepared to deal with it since he had received the
command directly from God. Regarding God's word, Adam had been
teacher to Eve, and Eve the learner. Yet, when the crisis arrived, she
acted as the teacher and fell into the devil's trap. Her mistake was to
~
Opponents of women in leadership argue that if Paul had intended the passage to
mean that women who were involved in false teachings should be prohibited from teaching or
exercising authority he could have said so at this very point. He could have also banned men
from teaching as well. Their objections, however, do not take into consideration the
occasional character of the leUer. Paul was not writing for the sake of present-day interpreters.
This was a personal letter with interpretixe ambiguities (Keener, "Two Views" 48-50).
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exercise a function for which she was not prepared. (180) 21
Consequently Paul used Eve's deception to show that one without adequate teaching
or understanding should defer to one who does. The Ephesian women who lacked
instmction were to yield to the expertise of those more thoroughly trained. The teaching
prohibition was not based on the fact that they were women, but (in light of references to
their susceptibility and immaturity) that they were ill-equipped to teach.
Paul concludes his injunctions with a seemingly patronizing statement in verse 15:
"Yet she will be saved through childbearing provided they continue in faith and love and
holiness, with modesty." This statement emphatically contradicts the Pauhne dictum that
salvation comes by grace through faith, and faith alone (Rom. 1:16, 17). So why the
inference to childbearing? Some scholars contend that the "she" in this verse could refer to
the woman who was deceived in verse 14. Ephesian women were not to follow Eve's
example of deception by listening to false teachers. Instead they were to work out their
salvation by marrying having children and living beyond reproach. Being a wife and mother
were traditional domestic roles that constituted propriety for women in Paul's day. Paul's
instmction to attend to maternal duties was especially pertinent in light of a possible heresy
circulating in the Ephesian church that forbade marriage (1 Tim. 4:3). Did Paul's
reaffirmation of women's traditional roles mle out their involvement in church ministry?
Paul's numerous references to women ministering elsewhere (Rom. 16:1, 3, 6, 7; 1 Tim.
5: 10, 16) would indicate no. Maik Roberts adds that the childbearing function of
womanhood is not to be slighted. It counterbalances the order of creation in which the first
man "bore the first woman from his own body" (6).-
I am also intrigued by another interpretation of this difficult passage. In the Greek, a
While Adam was formed first, he succumbed to the persuasion of E\e's
"teaching" without an obiection. He is also portrayed throughout the New Testament as the
chief offender in the fall (Rom 5:14. 18; 8:22). Verse 14 is the only verse where Eve is given
more responsibility for the sin than Adam.
22 Whatever significance traditionalists derive from the fact that the first woman came
from the first man, it needs to be balanced by the fact that ever since man has come from
woman (Roberts 6).
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singular article precedes the word "childbearing." hi other words, verse 15 could also
literally read, "But women will be saved through THE childbearing." Paul may be saying
that although sin came into the world through Eve's disobedience, salvation came through
the womb ofMary in THE childbearing, the birth of the Savior (Spenser 92). Paul here may
be contrasting the transgression of Eve in the previous verses with the righteousness of
Mary. He may be implying that women are not to be condemned forever through the fault
of Eve. Mary's loving faith helped initiate the reversal of the curse. It must be noted,
however, that whatever was restored through THE childbearing must be accompanied by
"faith, love, and holiness, with propriety" (Bristow 77).
Again, Paul's overriding desire is to provide instmctions to a church plagued with
false teaching. The prohibitions contained in the above verses must always be seen in the
larger context of the letters to Timothy which implied that the congregation in Ephesus
needed correction regarding doctrine, appearance and behavior in worship.
Before citing any of Paul's injunctions to limit the participation of women in
preaching, teaching, or exercising authority, church leaders must consider the larger Pauline
context and practice. If one uses either 1 Corinthians 14:34 or 1 Timothy 2:1 1-12 as the
starting point to define women's roles in church, the conclusion is inevitably negative.
Instead the restrictive passages should be seen in light of Paul's endorsement of women
involved in ministry (Rom. 16: 1-16), and his desire for unity and mumal submission in
Christ expressed in Galatians 3:28 and Ephesians 5:21.
Even advocates of male headship in die home and church must acknowledge
Christ's model for leadership entailed submission and servanthood more than power and
control. Any man or women who assumes leadership cannot deny the sacrificial pattem of
Jesus' ministry and his bidding to "go and do likewise" (Luke 10:37). He invited
followers to deny themselves, take up their cross, and follow, even to the point of death.
(Mark 8:34, 10:45; John 12:23-26, 13:1-17).
Despite the cost, many early leaders such as Paul ultimately responded to Jesus'
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invitation. Their resolute faith and compassion redefined greatness and, at the same time,
upset the bedrock assumptions of the pious and powerful. That is why Paul exercised
caution when planting and instmcting churches. For the sake of the gospel, he chose not to
obliterate the universal patriarchal stmcture of the family and society. Listead he sought to
reform the existing stmcture by allowing women to study and participate in worship,
provided their behavior did not compromise the integrity of the message, hideed much of
the practice of the early Church was shaped by Paul's counsel and hope of the immanent
consummation of God's kingdom. As the expectation of Christ's remm began to subside,
however, the Church gradually adopted more of the patriarchal values of the dominant
culture. This, in turn, had a devastating impact on women's involvement in the Church.
Regardless of limitations, women emerged as valiant ambassadors for Christ. With or
without title, with or without the sanction of the organized church, spiritual matriarchs
throughout the centuries helped pave the way for Wesleyan/holiness women to attempt to
heed God's call. Many of their contributions will be chronicled and celebrated in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
PRECEDENTS IN CHURCH HISTORY
Moses, Joshua, David, and a variety of other biblical leaders discovered it is
extremely difficult to facilitate change when everyone is content with the stams quo.
Today's Nazarene proponents of gendermutuality in leadership ministry face a sunilar
impasse. While the preponderance of biblical, theological, and historical evidence supports
pastoral partnership, egalitarians still engage in an uphill battle. The consequences of sexism
persist because much of the denomination seems satisfied with a male dominated clergy.
This complacency is characterized by the slogan, "Don't fix what ain't broke." Since 60
percent of today's Nazarenes have become members within the last ten years, most have
never witnessed women preaching, teaching, and leading alongside men (Knight 7). This
hierarchical scenario will unlikely change until superintendents and pastors decide diat
something at the core of the denomination's identity and purpose is broken and needs to be
fixed.
Chapter 2 stressed the need for church-wide biblical education to expose Nazarenes
to the scriptural foundations for gender mutuality in ministry. Patriarchal views should be
challenged by a cai'eful review of God's intentions expressed in creation, the ministry of
Christ, the involvement of women leaders in the early Church, and the hberating teachings of
Paul. As this chapter will attest, Nazai'enes also need awareness of women saints who risked
family rejection, public scorn, and, in some cases, their lives to speak out for Jesus. Our
denomination's history is resplendent with foremothers whose preaching and pastoring
ministries helped lead thousands to a saved and sanctified relationship in Christ.
Unfortunately most of today's Nazarenes have little recollection of these matriarchs. They
know even less about the cloud of women witnesses who have graced the life and thought of
Christianity for two millennium. The reason is simple. Until a century ago, moderate
attention was paid to the contributions of Christian women. Except for the veneration of the
Virgin Maiy or dynamic heroines such as Joan of Arc, the church, by ov ersight or outright
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abolition, neglected the presence ofwomen leaders. The last thirty years, however, have
produced a wealth of literary and archeological evidence that indicate women played a far
more significant role than previously acknowledged.
Women's Roles in the First Centuries
Since the first Christian churches met in private homes where women held some
degree of authority, it is no surprise that women converts expressed themselves with greater
freedom. Five of the six church meetings recorded by New Testament writers are said to be
in the homes of women: the house of Chloe (1 Cor. 10:1 1), the house of Lydia (Acts 16:14-
15), the house of the mother ofMark (Acts 12: 12), the house ofNympha (Col. 4: 15), and
the house of Priscilla and Aquila (Rom. 16:3).
Patrons
Karen Jo Torjesen, Linda BelleviUe, and Wayne Meeks assert that providing your
home for Christian meetings involved more than cleaning the house and offering coffee and
donuts (Torjesen 94-109; Belleville 52-54; Meeks 26). Many women patrons were involved
in administrating groups and even held some legal responsibilities. The fact that the above
women functioned as patrons implies that they possessed and shared financial resources to
further the gospel (Theissen 105).
As churches increased in size, more men became involved and the activities within
the church took on a more public dimension. Lingering cultural and rehgious norms of male
supremacy began to supplant first century mutuality. i Karen Jo Torjesen explains that the
church's growing concern for stmcture and public relations pushed women out of the realm
of responsibility into muted respectability. She writes.
The quest for honor and precedence associated with public office was
viewed as an exclusively mascuhne enterprise. In contrast, a woman's honor
was her shame, that is her reputation for chastity. A woman exercising pubhc
authority could be accused of projecting a masculine personality; but, even
Roman culture by and large considered women less developed than men. They were
on the lower end of the scale of creation for biological reasons. They were considered
"men" whose penises, lungs, and muscles had never fully developed. Thus their very nature
was weaker and was rightly dominated by stronger, "fully developed" men (Ehrman 348).
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worse, she could be called unchaste. (7)
Despite the threat of ridicule, the New Testament reveals women were more tiian a
silent presence in the early Church.
Prophets
The Book of Acts discloses that some women received and exercised the gift of
prophesy (Acts 21:9). Luke does little more than address Philip's four daughters as
prophetesses. What little we know about theirministry is provided by postapostolic authors.
Second century writer Papias claimed that he heard a wonderful story from the lips of these
women (Eusebius 172). Church historian Eusebius added that the daughters were "among
the first stage in the apostolic succession" (169). He also recorded the ministry of a
prophetess, Ammia, in Philadelphia (234).
The role of prophet in the early Church is not easy to define. Paul deemed it
foundational in establishing and growing the church (Eph. 2:20). Prophesying included
foretelhng future events (Acts 21:10-11), instiucting and exhorting Scripmre (1 Cor. 14:31),
and providing guidance for decisions (Acts 13:3-4; 16:6-7). The "Shepherd of Hermas," a
noncanonical book from the late first century, notes that prophets spoke in worship through
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The tmth of their message was to be gauged by their
character, deeds, and the company they kept ("Shepherd" 27-28). Their utterance was an
important enough gift to waiTant examination by those who possessed the gift of
discernment (1 Cor. 14:29). It was also important enough that some women renounced their
traditional roles as wives and mothers to serve as full-time prophetesses. A second century
document, "The Acts of Paul and Thecla," offers the fictional account of a young women
who forsakes her impending marriage to pursue a hfe of prayer and prophetic teaching
("Acts" 287-92). The story of her devotion and heroic resistance to family pressure was
widely acclaimed in the third centuiy, as attested by its translation into six languages (Oden
21).
While some women prophets such as Thecla and Philip's daughters received
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accolades for their service, others were condemned. The book of Revelation denounces the
false teachings of a prophetess in Thyatira who led some converts to eat foods offered to
idols (Rev. 2:20-23). Other prophetesses were chastised for their involvement in heretical
movements. In the middle of the second century, a prophet named Montanus led an
apocalyptic sect in Roman Africa. Montanists believed the imminent parousia was signaled
by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on Montanus and two women prophetesses in his
movement, Priscilla and Maximiha (Witherington, Women 196)? In response to the
emergence of women priestesses in the movement, third cenmry theologian Origen insisted
that its women prophetesses speak only in private ("Fragments" 41).
Teachers
As women began to receive instmction in the Church, some began to assume
teaching roles. Paul's letter to Titus records that older women in Crete were expected to
teach the younger women about Christian character and family values (Titus 2:3-5). Some
women such as Priscilla took an active role in teaching men. As noted earlier, Priscilla
joined her husband in teaching Apollos (Acts 18:26). Some scholars contend the couple
used an informal form of teaching. The word Paul used for teaching (exethento) carries a
more assertive tone. It is the same word Luke used to describe the way Paul "expounded"
the kingdom to visitors in Rome (Acts 28:23).^ Interestingly, the New Testament
makes no
formal distinction between public and private spheres of instmction.
Women continued teaching into the postapostolic period. In the fourth century,
Macrina is acclaimed for having a powerful influence on her brothers Gregory of Nyssa
and Basil the Great. Both became notable bishops in the church. Macrina founded a convent
in Egypt and was hailed by John Chrysostom as being "a great organizer,
an independent
- The Montanist movement, while orthodox in its theology, rejected the orthodox
Church. Montanus relied on direct messages from God ''^ther than the Scnptures. Fol o^^^
believed Montanus, Priscilla, and Maximilla delivered oracles for the Holy Spirit Ancient
writings reveal many other women prophets emerged in the
Montanist community
(Witherington, Women 196-99).
3 Vurther explanation of the private and PU^Iic ministry of f^^^!]^^^, Ij^^
church can be found in Witherington, Women 196; Marshall 182: BellcMlle 58-59.early
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thinker, and as well-educated as Basil himself (qtd. in Deen, Great Women of the
Christian Faith 12). Macrina used her education to teach the sisters and anyone, including
men, who came to listen.
Following Macrina' s example, a wealthy widow turned her home into the first
Christian convent in Rome. Marcella studied Hebrew with fourth century Bible translator
Jerome. The theologian was so impressed with her scholarship, that he frequently recmited
her to settle disputes over Scripture in Rome (Deen, Great Women 19).
Confessors
Some women testified about the hope of etemal hfe, not only with words but with
the courageous sacrifice of their lives. Among the earliest notable confessors were Perpetua
and Felicitas, two young women martyred in a Carthage amphitheater in 203. In a first
person account of her imprisonment, Perpetua referred to her dungeon as a palace and her
execution as a glorious opportunity to win souls for Jesus. Despite pleas from her father to
renounce her faith for the sake of her baby and the rest of the family, she valiantly testifies,
"I cannot be called anything else than what I am, a Christian" ("Martyrdom" 26).
Felicitas, Perpetua' s slave, shared the fate of her mistress. Felicitas was eight
months pregnant when arrested. She prayed that her baby would be bom in time so that she
could freely die for the sake of the other One who lived inside her ("Martyrdom" 36).
These valiant accounts are multiplied over and over by women who rejoiced for the
privilege to suffer for their faith. A second century letter, "The Martyrs of Lyons,"
chronicles the relentless torturing of the Gallic slave girl, Blandia. Throughout her suffering
her executioners noted she "had put on the great invincible athlete, Christ, and through
many contests gained the crown of immortality" (40).
Deacons
Debate continues as to when and if women assumed the fomial role of deacon in the
church. References by Paul to Phoebe (Rom. 16: 1) and to probable female deacons in
Ephesus (1 Tim. 3: 1 1) indicate the ministry was open to women in the first century. Some
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scholars translate Paul's title for Phoebe (diakonos) as "servant." That rendering hardly
seems appropriate as Phoebe was designated to deliver Paul's letter to the Roman church.
To gain entrance into a Christian community, a messenger was customarily introduced with
the proper credentials. Paul did so by describing Phoebe as diakonos, the same title he used
to describe male ministers (2 Cor. 8:16; Eph. 6:21; Phil. 1:1,1 Tim. 3:8).
Postapostolic writers understood Paul's title for Phoebe, and the women in the third
chapter of 1 Timothy to be "deacons." Clement of Alexandria commented, "For we know
what the honorable Paul in one of his letters to Timothy prescribed regarding women
deacons" (Clement, "Stromateis" 289). Clement's admission is confirmed by, the
govemor ofBithynia, in the early second century, records how he tried to obtain information
by torturing two female deacons (Pliny 294).
Third and fourth century books on church order describe female deacons as
teaching new women converts and children, evangelizing female unbelievers, visiting the
sick, administering communion to shut-ins, and assisting with the baptism of women.
The Apostolic Constitutions, a fourth century guidebook for pastoral and worship
practice, includes the following prayer a bishop recited as he ordained a deaconess:
O Eternal God, the Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Creator ofman and
of woman, who didst replenish with the Spirit Miriam, and Deborah, and
Anna, and Huldah; who didst not disdain that Thy only begotten Son should
be born of a woman; who also in the tabernacle of the testimony, and in the
temple, didst ordain women to be keepers of Thy holy gates ... do Thou
now also look down upon this Thy servant, who is to be ordained to the
office of a deaconess, and grant her The Holy Spirit. (492)
The above ordination prayer reveals that a viable order ofwomen deaconesses
ministered in the eaiiy Church. Unfortunately Church fathers began to rescind their
endorsement of deaconesses in the fifth century. Three councils ultimately banned the
ordination of women deaconesses. Their presence and service, however, remains
commemorated in numerous burial inscriptions. One such epitaph honors diakonos Maria
in Archelais, Asia Minor:
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Here lies the deacon Maria of pious and blessed memory, who according
to the works of the apostle raised children, sheltered guests, washed the
feet of the saints, and shared her bread with the needy. Remember her.
Lord, when she comes into your kingdom. (Eison 135)
The above fourth century epigraph is among eighteen Greek and Latin inscriptions
memorializing women deacons in Jemsalem, Athens, and several provinces in Italy and
Asia.4
The Order ofWidows
Scriptural evidence suggests an order of widows existed with deaconesses to carry
out numerous church functions. Paul states that not just any widow could be "put on the
list" (1 Tim. 5:9). To be enrolled, widows were to be over sixty years of age, and known for
their good works in child rearing, hospitality, and foot washing (5:9-10). The pastoral letters
also imply that the widows devoted themselves to prayer (1 Tim. 5:5), and the faith training
of younger women (Tit. 2:3-4).
Acts 9 may provide the first ghmpse of an enrolled widow. Luke claims a widow in
Joppa, Dorcas, "was always doing good and helping the poor" (Acts 9:36). When Dorcas
died, a group ofmourning widows gathered around Peter displaying the clothing Dorcas
had made.
Ministering widows are also acknowledged in postapostolic writings. Polycarp
fondly calls them "God's altar" (34). The third century Didascalia Apostolomm instmcts
widows to fast, visit and pray over the sick (8.3). Hans Achelis shows, with regard to the
above document, that some widows may have assumed sacramental functions such as
assisting with communion and baptism services (Eisen 150).^ Thus their duties may have
competed with those of the bishops and prompted subsequent restrictions. Tertullian, in an
^ For more epigraphical and hterary evidence that suggests the presence of women
officeholders in the early Church see Ute E. Eisen; Roberta Gilchrist; and Dorothy Irvin,
Ministry.
^ Achelis draws from prohibitions introduced by the Didascalia Apostolorum that
enrolled widows not only taught and baptized but traveled as missionaries, were consulted in
questions of faith, counseled, and even absolved sinners when penance was completed (Eisen
150-51).
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essay defining the roles of virgins and widows, appeals to Paul's restrictions in 1
Corinthians 15:34-35, and reminds women that they are not to teach, baptize, or exercise any
male functions ("On the Veiling" 9)
Tertullian 's censure reflected the rising tide of patriarchy that eventually stifled the
voice and service ofwomen in public ministry.
Causes For Ministerial Restrictions
The charismatic freedom that women celebrated in the decades following Pentecost
was muted by Church fathers who viewed women's ministerial involvement with suspicion
and disdain. A number of factors triggered this adamant prejudice.
Eschatological Hopes Diminish
Immediately following Pentecost, Christian converts lived in eager anticipation that
Christ's retum, with its liberating possibilities, was immanent. They had already begun to
live out some of Jesus' emancipating reforms by fully including women and Gentiles into
the fold through baptism. Paul helped shape their "now-not yef
'
eschatology by balancing
free use of spiritual gifts with pleas for order and social propriety. His primary concem was
to present the Gospel as a viable option to Jews and pagans alike. This could not happen if
Christians were perceived as a radical, revolutionary sect out to overthrow the empire. When
Christ had not returned by the end of the first century, the "orderly" mumality promoted
by Paul slowly accommodated the conservative patriarchy of the Roman culture.
Cultural and Heretical Influences
Roman society by and large adopted the Aristotelian conviction that women were defective
males, or less developed than men. They were on the lower end of the scale of creation for
biological reasons. They were considered "men" whose penises, lungs and muscles had
never fully developed. Thus their very nature was weaker and was rightiy dominated by
stronger, "fully developed" men (Ehrman 347-50; Pomeroy 41-49; Power 26-33).
This deficient view of a woman's nature surfaces in the writings of Clement of Alexandria
(AD 150-215). Clement allowed women into his lectures, but, as the following statement
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implies, strongly promoted the superiority ofmasculinity:
Man is stronger, and purer since he is uncastrated and has a beard. Women
are weak, passive, castrated and immature . . . His beard, then, is the badge of
a man and shows him unmistakably to be a man. It is older than Eve and is a
symbol of the stronger nature. By God's decree hairiness is one ofman's
conspicuous qualities, and, at that is distributed over his whole
body.C'Paedagogus" 276)
For Clement, the lack of hair and hormones justified female subordination. For his
successor, Origen, the source of a woman's inferiority was her innate association with flesh
and sin. Origen (AD 135-245) fiercely opposed the heresy ofGnosticism, and yet was
influenced by the sect's dualistic tendencies. With many Gnostics he accepted celibacy and
asceticism as the route to release him from his fallen physical state.^ He viewed the Holy
Spirit as pure and separated from the physical realm. Conversely, the woman, by her sexual
association with giving birth, was hnked to the flesh and evil. Regardless of her salvation in
Christ, Origen denounced the woman's right to participate in worship. He instmcted, "It is
not proper for a woman to speak at the assembly, however admirable or holy what she says
may be, merely because it comes from female lips." ("Fragments" 41)
Fourth century polemicist Tertullian (AD 160-225) shared Origen's deficient views
on human sexuality. His androcentric attitude was most likely influenced by temporary
involvement with the Montanists who discouraged marriage. He left the sect, but persisted in
portraying women as fundamentally evil. He blamed women for bringing sin and death into
the world:
You ai-e the devil's gateway, you are the unsealer of that [forbidden] tree;
you are the first deserter of the divine law; you are she who persuaded
him whom the devil was not valiant enough to attack. You destroyed so
easily God's image, man. On account of your desert, that is death, even
the Son of God had to die. ("On the Apparel" 14)
Tertullian' s negativity toward women may have also been triggered by the presence
6 Oricren's odd views of sexuahty may be illustrated by the fact that he took Matthew
19:12 literally and castrated himself For more on how dualism influenced Origen and
Clement's views of women see Trombly 201-204. Witherington, Women 183-90.
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of so many prophetesses in heretical groups. One way to rid the orthodox church from the
menace of false teachings was to silence the propagators, namely women. Thus he writes,
"These heretical women: how bold they are! They dare to teach, to debate, to perform
exorcism, to attempt cures, perhaps even to baptize." ("On Baptism" 677)
Not ah church fathers unleashed such scathing attacks on women. Ambrose of
Milan (AD 340-397) rejected the mling axiom that woman was the authoress of sin. histead
he wrote at length that if sin did enter through Eve, it was also through Eve (e.g. woman)
that redemption came into the world (326-27). His relatively positive response to women
was countered a few years later by the most influential of the doctors of the church,
Augustine (AD 354-430). He insisted: "Man must guide the woman and not let her mle
over the man; where that indeed happens, the household is miserable and perverse"
("Tractate 2" 18).
Augustine could not deny that his mother Monica's faith helped lead him and his
father to Christ. She may not have mled over her husband, but Monica did not adopt her
husband's early beliefs and lifestyle either. She influenced him quietly, through love and
persistent prayer. Despite his mother's pious example, Augustine continued to lead an anti-
feminist crusade that influenced church policy for centuries.
Emergence of a Professional Priesthood
The informal, fluid worship of the first century evenmally crystalhzed into more
formal, ritualistic services that centered on one person, the priest. Church Fathers excluded
women from the priesthood based on:
�their inbred inferiority;
"Both nature and law place the woman in a subordinate condition to man"
(Irenaeus, "Fragment 32" 573).
�their weakness to sin;
"For the woman taught the man once, and made him guilty of
disobedience, and wrought our ruin" (Chrysostom, "Epistles to
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Timothy" 435).
�their ritual uncleanness; and,
"Menstrous women ought not to come to the table or to touch the
holy of holies" (Dionysius 96).
�their absence from the role of Christ's apostles.
"If women had been appointed to act as priests,. . . it must surely have come
about that Mary herself, would in the New Testament have exercised the
priestly office, but she did not judge such an action to be righf (Epiphanius
79:3).
The above concems contributed to an official ban of women from ordained
priesthood, the first of which is recorded in the Council of Laodicea Canon 1 1 (AD 363).
"The so-called women presbyters (presbytidas) or women presiders (prokathemenas) are
not to be estabhshed in the church" (qtd. in Eisen 121).
Regardless of Church sanction, an increasing number of literary and archaeological
discoveries indicate that women within the orthodox tradition exercised a variety of priesdy
functions. A fresco in the catacomb of San Genarro in Naples, Italy portrays the woman
convert, Bitalia. The venerated woman appears to be speaking. Behind her are the gospels of
Matthew, Luke, and John in codex form. The prominent placement of Bitalia implies that
she was an important woman in the church. The fact that she stands before the Gospels with
outstretched arms could also imply that she is preaching (Kroeger, "Women").
A late first century fresco in the Roman Catacomb of Priscilla shows seven figures
grouped around a table. The predominant Vadcan view is that the "Fracdo Panis" portrays
six men and one woman celebrating the Lord's Supper. The sloped shoulders, upswept hair,
and slender necks of the original figures, however, implies that most, if not all of the
celebrants were women (Irvin, "Ministry" 83)."^
^ The chief controversy surrounding this fresco has to do with the gender of the main
celebrant figure at the far left of the table. Archaeologist Joseph Wipert, who discovered the
fresco in the late 1800s, contended the figure had a beard and depicted the celebrant as a man
in a watercolor copy. Other historians, however, claim that earliest photos of the fresco do not
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The fresco is also in line with a fourth century tract by Athanasius, the orthodox
bishop of Alexandria. The tract extols the virtues of virginity and permits consecrated
women to celebrate the breaking of bread together, without the presence of a male priest
("De Verginitate" 28.264).8
Despite support from Athanasius, women assuming liturgical roles were generally
condemned by church authorities. In 494, Pope Gelasius I sent the following stem decree to
the bishops of southem Italy.
We have heard to our annoyance that such divine affairs have come to such a
low state that women are encouraged to officiate at sacred altars and to be a
part in all matters reserved for the male sex in which they have no
competence. ("Epistle 14:26")
The letter implies that women were assuming ALL roles of priests in limrgical
service and that some bishops, ignoring the mlings of four church councils, had acmally
ordained these women to the priesthood of southem Italy.
Giorgio Otranto has linked the above edict to a tombstone epigraph of a woman
presbytera who lived in the region addressed by Gelasius.^ The fifth century tombstone was
excavated in the southern Italian town of Tropea. The inscription commemorates presbytera
Leta who died at the age of forty in the mid-fifth century, just prior to Gelasius' letter. Some
scholars claim presbytera is a title usually given to the wife of a presbyter. Leta's husband,
however, is not said or shown to be a church officeholder (Eisen 131).
A few centuries later, Atto, Bishop of VerceUi, addressed cormption in the clergy
show a beard and that the celebrant's longer skirt was more in line with the attire of first
century women (Irvin, "Ministry" 76-86; Morris 8).
^ The Athanasius tract reads "in the kingdom of heaven there is neither male nor
female, but all the women who were well received by the Lord achieve the rank of men...
Virgins are invited to bless the eucharistic bread three times with the sign of the cross, to give
(he thanksgiving, and to pray" {De Verginitate 28 qtd. in Otranto).
^ Otranto's research began in 1976 when the Congress of the Sacred Congregation
officially reiterated the Roman Catholic official position that the church was against admitting
women to the priesthood. For more than two decades Otranto has sought literary and
archeological evidence to refute the Inter insigniores' claim that women have never filled
sacerdotal offices in the church. Otranto contends that the presence of women priests in
southem Italy coincides with evidence of Greek and Byzantine women who exercised the
diaconate (Rossi, "Priesthood" 73-94).
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with a canonical tract that confirmed the existence of women priests. Atto was asked to
define the term presbytidas. The bishop referred to the practice of the ancient church and
replied, "for the helping ofmen even religious women were ordained caretakers in the holy
Church" (Atto "Acherium" 438). Atto then goes on to explain that these women were
called presbyterae and assumed many priestly functions (Rossi "Priesthood" 90-92).
A ninth century Roman mosaic implies that a woman, Theodora, may have even
served in the esteemed role of bishop. Theodora is commemorated with the Virgin Mary
and two other saints in the Basilica of St. Prassede. While the last two letters have
disappeared (or been intentionally removed) from her name, her title remains, Episcopa, the
grammatically feminine form of bishop. Many scholars reason that Theodora received the
title because she was the mother of a Pope Paschal I and that a woman would not have
received such an esteemed position in Rome. Nevertheless the possibility should not be
excluded in view of other references to women bishops on Italian tombstones and official
church documents. '0 At least fifteen key inscripdons and wriUngs acknowledging women
office holders have surfaced in Italy, France, and Turkey (Women's Ordination). These
areas were not hubs of heretical activity, but were closely aligned to the official church of
Rome.
Matriarchs from the Middle Ages through Early Methodism
After persecutions ceased with Constantine in the fourth century, the only place
women could spiritually thiive and use their gifts outside the home was in a convent.
Despite the rigors of die ascetic life, many women sought out monasteries primarily to
retreat from the chaos of the worid to pray. The cloister also became an advantageous
environment to study, write, teach, and exercise die freedom to govem themselves." Some
Morris claims an episopa Tenii as well as women deaconesses are mentioned in
Canon 20 of the Council of Tours, which is reproduced in the corpus inscriptionis of Le Blant
(6). Eisen also records a fifth or sixth century inscription for 'dfemina episcopa in Umbria,
Italy. The tomb poem reads, "If you will, traveler, recognize this inscription: here rests the
venerable Lady bishop ... interred in peace" (199-200).
' ^ Much of what is known of medieval religious women comes from the pens of male
authors. More recent works by women examine the roles and writings of women leaders in
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women excelled as leaders of abbeys for both women AND men. One such abbess of a
"double" monastery was the Abbess Hilda of England. Hilda (AD 614-80) turned an
average monastery in Whitby into an eminent Bible training center for EngUsh clergy. She
also participated in church councils that established liturgical and disciphnary customs for
the church in England. She, along with several abbesses were acmally ordained to the office
and received the symbols of the office of bishop, a miter, ring, and crosier.
Other women emerged in the middle ages as champions of ministries to the poor.
Reformers Clare (AD 1 194-1253) and Catherine of Siena (AD 1347-80) established
mendicant orders. They challenged the medieval church to share its riches with the sick and
the oppressed. Catherine went so far as to challenge Pope Gregory XI to repent for the
church's cormption by walking barefoot through the streets of Rome, an act of papal
penitence never repeated.'-"^ She also encouraged many men and women to heed God's call
to ministry. Her fervor to obey God is reflected in a letter to a young woman:
Resist no longer the Holy Spirit that is calling thee, for it will be hard for
thee to kick against Him. Do not let thyself be withheld by thine own
lukewarm heart, or by a womanish tendemess for thyself, but be a man,
and enter the battlefield manfully. (Scudder 297)
Some matriarchs entered the battiefield by way of intense prayer and fasting. Julian
of Norwich (AD 1342-1413?) and Teresa of Avila (AD 1515-82) contributed to
Christianity by eloquently recording their mystical revelations of Christ in books that have
become spiritual classics. Both stressed the importance of intimate devotion to God through
the Middle Ages (Boccia 57-67; Clark and Richardson 90-118; Gilchrist 63-167; Nichols and
Shank 51-149; Tarasar 193-98).
At least five of Hilda's students became notable bishops in England. Her
successor. Abbess Aelfleda, was called spiritual counselor for the whole northern province.
Another abbess at nearby Coldingham, Ebba, had earned the esteemed title Sacerdos Maxima.
These along with several women abbesses throughout England and France held great power.
Many supervised monasteries, managed large tracts of land, and functioned independent of
the local bishops. They even appointed local parish priests. Their power began to diminish,
however, in the thirteenth century when the Council of Trent mled that they had to submit to
the rule of a male abbot or bishop (Boccia 66).
'3 Catherine was also remembered for long hours of ecstatic prayer in St. Peters, in
hopes of bringing the pope back from the Avignonese exile to Rome. Her prayers were
answered. Pope Gregory returned but died before major reforms could be implemented
(Ruether and McLaughlin 115-27).
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their contemplative example and renowned reputation as spiritual directors (Mursell 117,
206-207).
One would expect the Protestant Reformation's emphasis on the "priesthood of all
believers" to expand roles for women. Arthur Glasser claims the Reformation had an
opposite impact. He writes, "One of the tragedies of Protestantism is that it drove women
from the cloistered life. With the dissolution of the nunneries women lost their last chance
of churchly service outside the narrow circle of husband, home and children" (Glasser 91).
Despite pressure to confine their ministries to home, Quaker women were
"compelled by the Spirit" to speak out. Urged by their founder, George Fox, the
seventeenth century heroines prayed and exhorted Scripture in worship services (Luder 35).
Unfortunately many paid for their pubhc ministries with imprisonment, torture, and even
their lives. Their courage, however, set the precedent for gender equality in ministry in the
eighteenth century Enghsh Reformation (Chilcote 9-1 1).'"^
During the first fifty years of the Wesleyan revival, 653 lay preachers were trained
and commissioned to spread the gospel throughout the British Isles (Garlow 73). More
than one hundred of these preachers were women who braved the scom of their Anglican
church and Elizabethan culture to testify and eventually preach (E. Brown 221).^^ Initially,
John Wesley was more foe than friend of their cause. His reservations stemmed from
faithfulness to the Anglican tradition that strictly forbade women from public ministry.
Since both John and Charles were devoted Anghcan priests, they did their best to keep
within the limits set by the laws and regulations of the church. They also tried to
disassociate Methodism from more radical sects (such as the Quakers) that they believed
hindered the gospel. Chaiies expressed their concems in a letter to the Methodist Society at
Evesham: "The Society must walk as becometh the Gospel. I must reprove one person that
'"^ For more on the courageous witness of Quaker women in England and America
see Elaine Huber and Emily Manners.
Contributions of women to the English Reformation are recorded in John Wesley's
original journals and letters. The primary sources are examined by the following: Paul
Chilcote, Kenton Stiles, and Earl Brown.
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she no longer speak in the church or usurp authority over the men" (307).
Another reason Methodism initially barred women from preaching was a
conservative interpretation of Paul's prohibitive passages. When John Wesley launched
the Methodist movement in the 1740s, no feminist hermeneutic existed. Thus his views
were influenced by the traditional understanding of the Pauline corpus: that women were
to remain silent and certainly not to preach or hold official positions as elders or bishops.
His early position was illustrated in correspondence to a Methodist who had deserted
Wesley to join the Quakers. In the 1748 letter, he marshaled the two classic texts (1 Cor.
14:34-35 and 1 Tim. 2: 1 1-15) to reject the Quaker acceptance of women speakers. He
asserted:
A woman laboured with Paul in the work of the gospel. . . Philip had four
daughters which prophesied. And Paul himself directed women to prophesy
with their heads covered. Very good. But how do you prove that
prophesying in any of these places means preaching? {Letters 2: 1 19-20)
Wesley softened his rejection of women preachers thirty years later by
acknowledging that although the exclusion of women preachers stands clear in the Bible,
"we believe that Scripture admits some exceptions" (J. Wesley, Letters 6: 290-91). He
contended that the ministry of biblical women (and all Methodist lay preachers) was
supported by "an extraordinary providential dispensation of the Holy Spirit which
supplemented the ordinary graces" {Works 3rd ed. 7: 277).
That extraordinary dispensation Wesley witnessed among many Methodist women
posed a paradox for the rational leader. Their anointed presence challenged his patriarchal
approach to ministry. Indeed Wesley had already been positively influenced by the wisdom
and unique gifts of his mother, Susanna.
Even though Susanna Wesley died when Methodism was still a grassroots revival
movement, her unique wisdom and gifts demonstrated to John the fitness of women to
participate in ecclesial leadership. While her rector husband, Samuel, was away, Susanna
began leading worship services in their home. Attendance began with the family and friends
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and soon mushroomed to more than two hundred. When her husband found out and
reprimanded her, she offered this justification:
If you do, afterall, think fit to dissolve this assembly, do not tell me that
thou desire me to do it, for that will not satisfy my conscience; but send
me your positive command, in such full and express terms as may
absolve me from all guilt and punishment, for neglecting this
opportunity of doing good, when thou and I shall appear before the
great and awful tribunal of our Lord, Jesus Christ, (qtd. in Harmon 79)
Samuel Wesley acquiesced and allowed his wife's services to flourish. Three
decades later her son John referred to this incident and his mother's leadership in the
Epworth Society when he encouraged Sarah Crosby in her own public ministry. What
Susanna lacked in formal theological training, she made up in diligent study and leadership
ability. She wrote a practical exposition of the Ten Commandments, a commentary on the
Apostles' Creed, as well as a tract that thoroughly condemned George Whitefield's
Calvinism. In her methodical theological instmction to her children, we find the mdiments
of the so-called "Wesleyan Quadrilateral," namely a careful study of the entire Bible
guided by church tradition and common sense, all of which counterbalances the personal
rehgious experience.
A second reason John Wesley eventually supported women preachers was the
Methodist movement's emphasis on a personal religious experience that transformed
individuals and society. Wesley's theology of grace and stress on charismatic leadership
undercut social stereotypes. He came to view England's revival as an extraordinary
dispensation of grace that compelled many transformed women to be "extraordinary
messengers" for Christ (Chilcote 238-39).
A third reason for increased women's involvement was the rising demand for
Methodist lay evangelists. While Wesley was an authoritarian with an Anglican high view
of clergy, he also was an innovative pragmatist. Since not enough ordained clergy were
available to oversee the societies, classes, and bands of new believ ers, Wesley gmdgingly
resorted to using lay leaders. Those who aspired to become lay leaders in the movement had
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to exhibit the grace, gifts, and ftnit to vahdate their calling. The call was the essential
quahfication for lay preachers, and it was carefully monitored by Wesley and his closest
associates. John Kent summed up Wesley's attitude toward utilizing the laity:
In unusual circumstances God is not limited by the mles of His church,
but is free to act through His chosen servants; when Christ's
messengers fmd themselves at a loss, God empowers them to tum from
the normal pastoral system and themselves choose and appoint servants
to do what must be done. (10)
Perhaps the most prominent impetus for Methodist women in public ministry was
the effectiveness of their speaking. Within the confines of supportive societies, bands, and
classes, women felt free to exercise their gifts of prayer, testimony, and limited forms of
exhortation. Women who served in this latter capacity received invaluable experience in the
art of evangelical proclamation. Inevitably women crossed the line from exhorting to taking
a text and preaching. This small, courageous group of women preachers included (1) Sarah
Crosby, the first woman who received Wesley's authorization to preach; (2) Mary
Bosanquet, the first Methodist to articulate a rational argument for women preachers; and,
(3) Sarah Mallett, the first woman to be officially licensed by a Methodist Conference.
Wesley had seen Mallett preach with such authority that he urged the Manchester
conference in a 1787 letter to accept her as they would any male candidate (women usually
were examined with much harsher qualifications, Garrett 96-97).'^Wesley may have
suspected that resistance to women preachers would grow after his passing; thus, he urged
the licensing ofMallett four yeai's before his death. The egalitarian gesture took place just in
time as Methodism began to institutionalize and revert back to patriarchal pattems of clerical
leadership (Kent 7-16).
A serious debate took place on the question of women preaching at an 1802 Dublin
Conference for Irish Methodism. Hostility to female preaching had become so strong that
the Irish clergy took extreme and immediate action to suppress the activities of women
Wesley's letter to the Manchester Conference probably was the single most
important piece of evidence to support ministerial equality in Methodism (Taft 84).
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evangelists. The ruling read as follows:
It is the judgment of the Conference that it is contrary both to Scripture and
pmdence that women should preach, or should exhort in pubhc: and we
direct the Superintendent to refuse a Society Ticket to any women in the
Methodist Connexion who preaches. (Nightengale 455)
This decision provoked a similar condemnation from the entire Methodist
Conference in 1803. That year Methodist leaders voted that women should not preach
because "a vast majority of people are opposed to it,. . . and theu* preaching does not seem
necessary, there being a sufficiency of Preachers whom God has accredited, to supply all
the places in our connexion" (Garrett 96).
While the above mling severely restricted their ministry, Methodist women still
found opportunities to preach. Their presence was not recorded in conference minutes. Still,
early nineteenth century letters and joumals reveal women were frequently invited to preach
by sympathizing pastors (Ritson 133-59, Barber 101-14). Many of these itinerant ministers
eventually severed their ties with the parent body ofWesleyan Methodism and served
among the later Primitive Methodists or the Society of Friends. Some even chose to take
advantage of open doors in the United States. Among these pioneers was Barbara Heck
who founded the first Methodist class meetings and churches in America and Canada (Deen
371-73).
Foremothers in the U. S. Holiness Movement
Some fifty years afterWesley's death, Methodist women preachers emerged again
as revivalism swept through eastem America. Tent meeting revivals stressing perfect love
helped congeal an intense concem for social reform. They focused on the cleansing,
empowering, and equipping work of the Holy Spirit. Wesleyan/holiness groups
Interestingly the original handwritten minutes of the 1803 Conference preserved at
the John Rylands Library of the University of Manchester do not contain the above
resolution. It was apparently added to the formal printed version of the minutes sometime
after the meeting. A thorough examination of the handwritten document has prompted
personal speculation that the controversial resolution may not have been posed at the
conference meeting, but was added later to reflect a growing resentment of women preachers.
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acknowledged that the Spirit was no respecter of persons, but dispensed gifts ofministry to
both genders. The revivals also fostered an optimism that Christ was coming soon.
Heightened last day expectations led to a more flexible interpretation of ecclesial roles. As
many believers readied themselves for the impending consummation ofGod's kingdom,
fewer cared about who was doing the preaching.
Holiness women in the nineteenth century faced an awkward dilemma. Their
holiness groups encouraged them to testify while their formal churches forbade them to do
the same. For those caught in the middle, hohness leader Phoebe Palmer offered this advice:
"When any human organization, even the church conflicts with Christ, one must obey God
rather than man" (qtd. in C. E. White 190).
Palmer became a major force in a revived quest for ministerial partnership. Her
egalitarian position was influenced by revivalist Charles Finney who sought to
"Christianize society" by unleashing the gifts of ALL believers. Finney traveled the East
coast urging Christians to not only save souls but save bodies, minds, social relations, and
the body politic.*^ Much like Wesley, Finney prompted believers to not only BE but DO
good. This inspired women to step out of safe domesticity and engage in missions, social
work, and religious reform (Hardesty 89-95). The most dynamic women who emerged from
the Second Great Awakening included (1) Antoinette Brown, the first woman ordained
minister in the United States; (2) Catherine Booth, co-founder of the Salvation Army; (3)
Angelina and Sarah Grimke, activists in the abolition and suffi-age movements; and, (4)
Frances Willai'd, the firebrand leader of the Women's Christian Temperance Union. All
initially joined the stmggle against social ills such as slavery or alcohohsm and found
themselves the victims of injustice for challenging gender norms. Thus the suffrage
movement was spawned by evangelical revivalism that emancipated women's public gifts
imd social reform that offered poignant opportunities to use their gifts. Each of the above
'8 Finney contributed to nineteenth century feminism by stressing humanity's free
will and responsibility to accept salvation, by promoting "mixed meetings" in which men
and women could testify, and by prompting believers to actively challenge racial, financial.
and gender injustice (Hardesty 25-52).
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pioneers published sound defenses ofwomen in ministry that helped pave the way for the
Church of the Nazarene' s revolutionary endorsement ofwomen's ordination (A. Brown
358-73; Booth 7-11; Grimke 8; WiUard 1-3)
Inspired by the compassionate example of Salvation Army soup kitchens and
Phoebe Palmer's New York Five Points Mission, Nazarenes set out to take their full
salvation message to the poor. Men and women worked side by side to help provide
salvation and shelter to the homeless and downtrodden throughout the United States, Cape
Verde, India, and Japan. Three of the denomination's parent bodies ordained women at the
turn of the century, basing their sanction on the liberating passages of Acts 2: 17-18 and
Galatians 3:28 (Ingersol, "Your Daughters" 5-7).
Despite the differences in their ministries and locales, early women leaders in the
Church of the Nazarene bore a striking resemblance to their foremothers in the Wesleyan
revival centuries before. Most did not step out as pastors and evangelists until they were
completely sure God wanted them to do so. Braving condemnation from their families and
communities for assuming "male" positions, they were compelled to obedience by divine
conviction (Hunter 59; Stanley, The Promise 146-47).
Bonded by God's Legitimate Call
Joumals of many early Methodist and Nazarene women preachers reveal reliance on
a distinct call from God. Some recorded the exact moment they knew God had beckoned
them to surrender their fear to share the gospel. Twenty-five year old Sarah Crosby wrote
about her calling in a 1757 letter to mentor John Wesley:
As I was praying, my soul was overwhelmed with the power ofGod: I
seemed to see the Lord Jesus before me, and said, "Lord I am ready to
follow thee, not only to prison, but to deadi, if thou wilt give me
strength." And he spake these words to my heart, "Feed my sheep." 1
answered, "Lord, 1 will do as thou hast done; 1 will carry the lambs in
my bosom, and gendy lead those that are young." (qtd. in E. Brown
Rebecca Laird offers fascinating gUmpses of the first generation of Nazarene
women leaders in Ordained Women in the Church of the Nazarene. Her 1993 text was the first
denominational pubhcation in seventy years to intentionaUy examine the lives and ministries
of Nazarene women ministers.
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169-70)
Nazarene Susan Norris Fitkin claimed she received a similar audible call to preach
while she recovered from a hfe threatening battle with typhoid fever. The call came in a
vision of Christ's second coming. The sight of Jesus bathed her with ecstasy. Her elation,
however, was arrested by the pleas ofwailing masses of people behind her.
I was astonished, for I was still and invalid, with no hope of hving more than
two or three years, but the memory ofmy dream, and aU those people
begging for mercy when it was too late had so stirred my heart that I at once
replied, "Oh, Lord, I will go, but you know how frail I am; you will have to
take all the responsibility." He assured me that He would, and a great peace
fdled my soul. (9)
With God's peace and renewed health, Fitkin set out to preach holiness in revival
meetings throughout New England. Positive response and eventual ordination affirmed her
anointing but never supplanted a deeply rooted sense of divine appointment. This was
evident in the journal account of her ordination in which Bresee presided.
[It was] a memorable occasion but was only the human sanction to God's
work. For years before he had definitely spoken these precious words to my
heart, 'ye had not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that
ye should go and bring forth fmit,' and had He not verified it again and
again. (46)
Confidence in God's call propelled some early women preachers into immediate
service. Many, however, were hesitant and even resistant to assume ecclesial leadership
(Laird 140-41).
Bonded by a Need to Count the Cost
Many women converts of die Wesleyan revival were concemed that their public
praying, testifying, and preaching would jeopardize the credibility ofMethodism. Mary
BaiTitt Taft was also concemed that her public expression would be an affront to God. She
recorded that she was "much prejudiced against women's speaking in the church" and for
some time resisted invitations to preach (qtd. in Church 164). What reversed her
opposition? Taft admits she received a powerful impression from God to conduct a prayer
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meeting in the nearby town of Todmorden. She humbly comphed and began to accept calls
as a traveling itinerant to the northern countryside ofEngland. Her quandary was replaced
by joyful acceptance: "I counted the cost, but concluded to obey God rather dian man"
(63).
Nazarene matriarch Mary Lee Harris Cagle reached the same conclusion after a
prolonged batde with God regarding where to minister. She wanted to go to the mission
field, but feared God had other plans:
I knew to go out in this country as a woman preacher would mean to
face bitter opposition, prejudice, slanderous tongues, my name cast out
as evil, my motives misconstmed and to be looked upon with suspicion
... I was reared a timid, country girl and had never been out in the
world�in fact until 27 years of age, had never been outside ofmy native
county in Alabama. It seemed very strange that God would call me when
all these things were considered, (qtd. in Hunter 70)
Without any role models, Cagle settled into a safer role of leading singing at her
evangelist husband's revivals. When her husband became ill, she promised God that if a
healing took place she would step out to preach. She recorded God's immediate response:
"Will you do what I want you to do whether I heal your husband or not" (qtd. in Hunter
72). Cagle claimed the divine question "came as a thunder clap" to her soul" (72). After
her beloved Robert died, she began to plant churches throughout Texas, Arkansas,
Tennessee, and Arizona (Raser, "Women Ministers" 60).
At about the same time Martha Curry was trying to convince God that she was
unquahfied to preach. Her intimidation was based on a lack of education.
I spent more than an hour telhng [God] that I did not know enough to
preach, that I did not know how to preach, diat I was not capable of
preaching, diat I was a Methodist, and as a woman I would have no
opportunity in the denomination of being recognized as a preacher. 1
begged Him to take away the tormenting thought diat 1 must preach.
Every time I paused in my prayer to listen to the voice ofGod, His only
reply to all my excuses was, "Will you preach?" (qtd. in Laird 86)
Curry bid God to give her a passage to confirm die call. She spontaneously opened
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her Bible to Jeremiah 1:17: "Arise, and speak unto them all that I conmiand thee; be not
dismayed at their faces, lest I confound thee before them." Driven by this scripmral
commission and genuine love for God, Cuny spent the next fifty years serving as an
evangelist and pastor in the Northeastern United States (Laird 88-90).
The initial fear and subsequent obedience to God's caU revealed another common
attribute among many early Methodist and Nazarene foremodiers: a tme grit to not quit.
Bonded by Courage
Women preachers of the Wesleyan revival constandy risked attack by outspoken
opponents or cmshing from unbridled crowds attending their services. Thus they
approached the pulpit with extreme caution. Practically all refused to use a pulpit for fear
their boldness might be perceived as pride. Mary Fletcher preached below the pulpit from a
seat two steps above floor level. Ann Trip adopted the Quaker practice of standing beside
the pulpit. Sarah Crosby eventually ascended to the lectem only after hundreds in a meeting
constrained her to do so (Brown, Women 96).
Some Methodist women did not have to engage pulpit protocol as they ministered
from inside their homes. Problems could arise, however, when house hospitality was
extended to itinerants and former criminals and anyone hungry for salvation (Chilcote 105).
Nazarene pioneer piissionary Leona Gardner also faced danger from unusual
guests. She had received several death threats while establishing churches in Cuba. Some of
the machismo residents of her village not only stmggled with the convicting message of the
Word, but the gender of its messenger. One Indian tried to expedite her deparmre by setting
fire to her grass-roofed hut. Suddenly a believer who lived nearby was awakened by the
sound of crackling flames. He saw the light and hastily rescued Gardner from her smoke-
filled room. Rather than leave, Gardner continued to preach in the remote area until field
work opened in Guatemala. Her courage was noted by a sister missionary: "Leona is a
brave wairior for God; a littie white-haired lady of 62 years, delicate of physique, but like
the her name (Leona means lioness) is bold in her stand" (Ingram 9).
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Gardner along with Lx)uise Chapman, who sheltered abused wives in Swaziland,
Mary Anderson, who chaUenged devout Hindus in India, and Maye McReynolds, who
begged Pancho Villa for the lives of her converts, represent Nazarene women who ventured
boldly into hostile areas for the sake of souls. God blessed thek fortitude with many
conversions (Hunter 57, 64, 73; Ingersol Burden 291; Laird 57, 64).
Bonded By Bountiful Fruit
Another common thread in a study of early Methodist and Nazarene women leaders
is a predominant positive response to their ministry. Methodist Sarah Crosby first preached
in a society meeting of twenty-seven people. When she retumed a week later, more than two
hundred packed the small meeting room. This was a foretaste of impressive crowds who
gathered anywhere to hear her. She recorded a summary of the year' s spiritual harvest in
1777:
Lord, you have enabled me from the first of last January to ride nine
hundred and sixty miles, to keep 220 meetings, at many of which some
hundreds of precious souls were present, about 600 private meetings, and to
write 1 16 letters ... the effect of which will, 1 tmst, be as bread cast upon the
waters. (Morrow 17)
Similarly, Santos Elizondo's ministry as a Nazarene preacher in El Paso,
Texas, produced bountiful results. Despite demeaning suggestions from
male colleagues on her district that she "stick to her own sex," she planted
five successful churches, an orphanage and homeless shelter in the El Paso
region. ("Rev. Santos" 5)
In summary, early Nazarene women leaders and thek early Methodist counterparts
exemplified genuine love for God and passion for the lost. When prejudice prevented them
from assuming established positions, most refused to whine and wait for congregations to
acknowledge their gifts. Instead they channeled tiieir energies into planting new churches
and creating other new ministries such as street missions, schools, and homes for unwed
mothers. One profound advantage both groups shared was camaraderie as they often
labored togedier and supported one anodier. Even when geographically isolated, they
maintained connection widi women ministers in other regions through mail, church
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functions, and movement publications (Laird 141).
Many of today's Nazarene women leaders lack this network of support. Without an
adequate number of role models to provide mentoring, novice ministers continue to charter a
precarious path where only the best, or at least the strongest, survive. Some of the women
currently making their mark in ministry include (1) Nina Gunter, Director of the Nazarene
World Mission Society and worldwide evangehst; (2) Karen Seers, church planter of a
thriving congregation in Marietta, Georgia; (3) Kim Pearl, co-pastor with her husband of an
urban mission church in central Florida; (4) Besse Tsambe, pastor of a three thousand-
member church in Mozambique; (5) Diane LeClerc, professor of systematic theology at
Northwest Nazarene University; (6) Elsa Sheets, chaplain at three Califomia prisons; and,
(7) Rebecca Flores, coordinator of an evangelistic cmsade that has converted half the
population of Poza Rico, Mexico ("Impacto").
The competence and credibihty of the above women along with the contributions of
matriarchs throughout Christian history inspired the title and contents of the video
documentary. Ablaze with Love. Words alone cannot always capmre the depth of love and
sacrifice exemplified by these women. The old adage, "seeing is believing" fortifies the
need for a visual medium to bring their stories to life. Viewing the blessed resolve in the
eyes of Nazarene foremothers, the hazardous paths they trod for Christ, and the multimdes
still influenced by their ministries can help bolster the quest for gender mutuality in
ministry. The next chapter will chronicle the process of locating these visuals, writing, and
producing an hour-long video that provides biblical and historical evidence to support
women in church leadership.
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CHAPTER 4
PRODUCING THE VIDEO DOCUMENTARY
Ken Bums had no idea his eleven-hour documentary series. The Civil War, would
gamer the largest audience for a public television series ever. Reviewers had wamed the
1990 series would be "eaten alive" going head to head with network programming. Up
until Bums' project, television had by and large avoided nonfictional presentations, labeling
them dense, irrelevant, and boring. Without any still ormoving pictures of actual battles,
how could Bums convey the intense drama and tragedy of the war? Without dramatization,
how could viewers comprehend the political issues, economic strife and suffering that tore a
nation in two? Even more perplexing, what would rivet them to watch the war unfold for five
consecutive nights? Burns answered skeptics with a distinctive style that transformed the
storytelhng effectiveness of documentary film. The technique blended narration, readings
from personal letters and diaries with moving images of photographs, drawings and
artifacts. The voices and visuals were then backed up with a musical track that featured
period compositions (Lanconi 397).
This is the multi-layered genre I employed in the production oiAblaze with Love.
Some fifteen years before the premier of 772^ Civil War, I had used similar rephotographing
and narrative techniques in three-minute feature stories for newscasts. Producing an hour-
long video to biblically and historically validate Nazarene women in church leadership was a
much more daunting task. To begin, the denomination's interest in the topic seemed tepid at
best. Would Nazarene leaders sanction the project? I was also concemed about procuring
enough visuals to cover an hour of voiced material. How could I find enough photographs,
paintings, and on-camera interviews to tell the story? Even if I found the visuals, would the
latest shooting and editing technology prove too complicated and expensive? Despite a
myriad of reservations, a documentary seemed the most valuable tool to inform and
challenge the denomination.
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Value of a Visual Medium
From the beginning I did not intend the documentary to supplant hterattire about
women ministers in the church. Its primary function was to supplement the available
literature with audible and visual sources to inform and stimulate interest in a topic largely
ignored by many congregations. One of the greatest contributions of the documentary is to
preserve the past with a medium that captures visual reahty. As Hans Richter rightly
observes, "Our age demands the documented fact. . . The modem reproductive technology
of the cinematograph was uniquely responsive to the need for factual sustenance . . . The
camera created a reservoir of human observation in the simplest possible way" (42).
The camera's simplicity can also frighten professional historians to the core. For all
of its positive attributes, the documentary is extremely limited by relevant visuals, time, and
money. Regardless of the story, a script is totally dependent upon the on-camera interviews
and available pictures used to cover the narration. Not only does the producer have to
thoroughly research the topic but then must locate and obtain permission to shoot and
incorporate the visuals into the presentation. The producer must also choose what portion of
the story can be accurately portrayed in one hour (Rabiger 263). Many critics of Bums'
The Civil War complained the documentary did not pay enough attention to the plight of
black Americans and women. Bums admitted diat he would have addressed the above "but
limitations of photographs or just time or rhydim or pacing . . . conspired against those
things. They were there, but they were taken out to serve the demands of the ultimate master,
which is narrative" (qtd. in Edgerton 3).
This is the tension nonfiction authors face when merging intellectual inquiry with
aesthetic value. Still, poetic license is more apt to be violated when narrative is combined
with pictures and sound. Given the time and visual restraints, producers are tempted to
sacrifice accuracy for art. This is why Bums, who has produced more than eight
documentaries from American history, does not consider himself a historian. Rather, he
calls himself primarily a filmmaker, an amateur historian at best, even a poet. He insists.
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"There is something in the process of filmmaking that I do in the excavation of these events
in the past that provoke a kind of emotion and a sympathy that remind us . . . why we agree
against all odds as a people to cohere" (qtd. in Edgerton 2). Lideed Bums' style of
combining words, imagery, and music has contributed to a new understanding of the
American experience. In order to contribute a new understanding ofmale and female roles
in the church I had to assume similar roles of historian, filnunaker, and poet.
As a historian I had to thoroughly examine the stories by and about our Christian
foremothers, and the theological grounds used to inhibit or validate their ministries. As a
filmmaker I had to arrange the above information into a provocative storyline that combined
narration with more than nine hundred pictures, i As a poet I employed a variety of
postproduction techniques to creatively shape the message and mood of the presentation.
While producing Ablaze with Love, I also assumed the role of accountant. I could
not escape the cold, hard reality that creating a quality documentary is exceedingly
expensive. Trinh T. Minh-ha correctly asserts, "The question of quality in accuracy and
tmth seems to depend largely on the weight or on the quantity of donation money" (93).
Sadly Minh-ha' s assessment proved tme when I began to constmct a production budget.
The current average cost of a one professional cinematographer is $1,000 to $1,500 per day,
not covering traveling and boarding expenses. The current average cost of renting an editing
studio is roughly the same.^ Thus the budget can mle how far one is wilhng to go to shoot a
visual, or how long one is willing to work on a particular editing effect. The ultimate content
IS dramatically affected by up-front money. The lack of initial financial support, however,
did not deter the desire to employ this innovative medium. Despite monumental challenges
to representing tmth, the documentary remained a relevant vehicle to preserve the fading
memoiy of Nazarene women leaders and to call attention to the causes and effects of gender
discrimination in the church.The following explains the step by step process of producing
^ This estimation is based on an average of fifteen scenes per minute of the hour-long
presentation.
- Cinematography and editing estimates are based on polling five video production
companies in 2001.
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the documentary.
Preproduction
My first broadcasting journalism job as a reporter/photographer taught me to
carefully observe a scene, constmct an initial storyline and script in my head before turning
on the camera. I had no choice given the fact that I was given a daily ration of one hundred
feet of film to shoot three stories. This left little room for wasteful footage. Accordingly I
teamed to tell stories from a camera's perspective. The orchestrated sequence of pictures
unveiled the plot. The narration provided the context.
Lessons gleaned from the daily exercise of observing, shooting, writing, narrating,
and editing news stories provided the step-by-step framework for producing the
documentary (see Appendix B). Surely the size of the project, the technology and budget
were different, but these basic components of telling a story proved indispensable. As with
reporting, observation (in this case months of research and planning) precluded any
camerawork.
Initial Observation and Research
One begins producing a documentary by COMPOSING AWORKING
HYPOTHESIS. After reading the biographies of many Nazarene women ministers, their
past and present counterparts, and mterviewing several denominational scholars, I wrote a
brief description of the project. The hypothesis included an initial overview of the
documentary's content and its purpose.
I then mailed the hypothesis to Nazarene leaders including three general
superintendents and the directors of education, clergy, and missions to SURVEY
RECEPTIVFFY. A project of this magnitude required the sanction of headquarters. I shared
the vision and feasibility of the documentary as an instmment to educate Nazarenes about a
heritage of women in church leadership. Ratiier than approaching the subject of gender
discrimination from a condemning stance, 1 assured leaders the presentation would highlight
the positive contributions ofNazarene matriarchs, the biblical and historical defense for their
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leadership, and the role they played in helping to launch the holiness movement. I also
sought their advice regarding possible women ministers to profile, and fmancial and
distribution resources.
With leadership approval, I began to CHECK EXISTING RESOURCES. I studied
and chronicled publications, personal joumals, letters, audio and videotapes, joumals, and
letters covering women in ministry. Nazarene archivist Stan Ingersol introduced me to the
personal photo and writing collections of ten Nazarene foremothers (P. interview). I spent
months in libraries and archives sorting through boxes of diaries, revival fliers, photo
albums and personal momentos of women ministers to gain a better understanding of their
personalities and passion to serve. More than a year of research led to the selection of seven
Nazarene women whose lives and ministries would be highlighted in the documentary.
These included
Johnny Jernigan. This ordained preacher was a model rescue worker who reached out
to hundreds of prostitutes in Texas and Oklahoma. She organized homes for unwed mothers
and their children, and worked with her husband to establish the Church of the Nazarene in the
southwest (Hunter 79-83).
Lucia Carman de Costa. Our first Nazarene convert in Argentina went on to plant
seventeen churches in the country's provincial capitals. She pastored while earning her
doctorate in linguisdcs and transladng Bible commentaries and spiritual classics for ministerial
students (Ingersol, "Knowledge" 13).
Florence Walling. This church planter ministered to coal mining families in the
Appalachians. Her Davis Creek church grew from fourteen members to more than 1,400 and
became the largest mral congregadon in the denomination. Despite a flourishing pastorate,
Florence left West Virginia to minister to Navajo Indians on a reservation in New Mexico. She
pastored while raising three Navajo children in a hogan behind the Twin Butte church (Walling
47-72).
Agnes Diffee. This dynamic preacher became one of the premier radio evangelists in
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the 1940s. While her daily Bible broadcasts were revered throughout Arkansas, Diffee was
principally known for pastoring Litde Rock First Church, the largest Nazarene church west of
the Mississippi (Krutz).
MildredWynkoop. After earning her doctorate, this extraordinary scholar served as
founding president of the Nazarene Seminary in Japan. She also headed the department of
missions at Trevecca Nazarene College and taught at Nazarene Theological Seminary in Kansas
City. Wynkoop' s zest for learning and numerous publications influenced coundess students.
Her best known book, A Theology ofLove, challenged the denomination by emphasizing
Chrisdike love, not a one time, uniform, crisis experience, as the hallmark of holiness
(Tmesdale).
Mary Anderson. For thirty-five years, this effervescent preacher served as a
missionary in India. She preached salvation and the inherent value of each person in homes,
outside Hindu temples, and along roadsides. She also taught hermeneutics to numerous national
pastors who would eventually take her place (Anderson).
Estelle Crutcher. If she would have had her way, "Grandma Cmtcher" would have
joined Mary Anderson in India. Instead, she became one of the foremost Nazarene evangelists
who crisscrossed the United States for two decades preaching in churches, camp meetings, and
revivals. No matter what she chose for a Scripture passage or sermon title, each message
evolved into a call to be saved and entirely sanctified (Lee).
Research also entailed taped interviews with theologians regarding the latest
exegetical debates on Scripture's prohibitive passages (Bassett; Coleson; Cowles; Deasely;
Hahn; Noble). Church historians also pointed me to the latest archeological evidence that
implied women served as leaders in the first centuries ofChristianity (Bassett; Ingersol;
Kroeger; McGonigle; Raser; Rossi).
To comprehend the present climate for Nazarene women in ministry, I interviewed
district superintendents (R. Bowman; Denny; J. Ferguson; Kinsler; Mucci; Noble; Spaite),
pastors (Boone; Crosno; Denny; Edwards; Shoemaker), and laity (Bailey; Golson; Carolyn
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Johnson; Shingler; Williamson) around the U. S.3 Women pastors, missionaries,
evangelists, seminarians also shared their experiences and concems in personal interviews
(Chavez; Clayton; Copp; Gross; Jaime Johnson; Martin; Perkins; Pettit; Smith; Stanley;
Tegerstrand; Walker).
Based on the above information, I CREATED A STORYLINE. The sequence-by-
sequence organization of material helped prioritize who and what needed to be presented. A
primary concem was presenting material that would engage viewers from the beginning. I
wanted them to see women ministers not as canonized saints with devotion beyond
comprehension or as radical feminists out to uproot society but as ordinary Christians who
humbly, willingly obeyed God's call. These were approachable women whose only agenda
was to use their gifts to edify the church.
The storyline provided a framework to ASSEMBLE A VISUAL SEQUENCE. I
began to constmct a visual outhne scene by scene. Unlike most documentaries that feature
moving footage from the past and present, this presentation relied primarily on still photos,
paintings, artifacts, and on-camera interviews. To make the task even more complicated, very
few photos exist of Nazarene matriarchs preaching or ministering in other capacities. Bulky
cameras with accompanying lights were simply not allowed in worship services. Hence,
practically every available photograph was a posed portrait. These photos, in tum, were
preserved in several locations that spanned the country. Rephotographing these original
images would require travel and location shooting. Acquiring visuals from formal
collections within the United States National Archives, Library of Congress, The Pontifical
Commission of Sacred Archaeology in Rome, or the John Ryland's Library of the
University of Manchester required extra groundwork. Months of correspondence to obtain
permission to view and use materials from the above preceded every shooting.
With proposed shoots in mind, I then FORMULATED A ROUGH BUDGET
3 Interestingly the interviews revealed opposition to women in ministry was not
necessarily restricted to gender, age, or region. Chapter 5 offers comprehensive observations
from this nationwide informal study.
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(Appendix C). The proposed budget included the cost of hiring a camera operator for at
least twelve days, purchasing my own camera equipment to shoot forty percent of the
documentary myself, travel expenses to shoot in twenty-five locations throughout the United
States, Southem Italy, and England, and at least three weeks of editing.
The proposed hypothesis, storyline, and budget were then incorporated into A
PROSPECTUS to inform prospective patrons. The prospectus is a presentation package
that contains the projects' s purpose, content, production schedule and expected
expenditures. Each is tailored to the particular interests of the addressee (Appendix D). I
mailed twenty-four of these presentations to potential supporters and foundations for
possible grants.
Once permission was obtained from a variety of visual sources and a production
company was hired to provide a photographer and editor, I DESIGNED A FORMAL
SHOOTING SCHEDULE (Appendix E). This involved setting up on camera interviews
with two general superintendents, eight biblical and church history scholars, several women
ministerial students and Christians whose lives had been transformed through the ministries
of women preachers. The interviewees were sent a list of questions to ponder and
instmctions regarding concise answers so they would not be caught off guard.
During this time I purchased a professional digital camera, a tripod, an open face
quartz lighting kit, and lapel microphones. While my personal equipment cost considerably
less (approximately $30,000 less) than the gear used by my camera crew, its pictures were a
high enough resolution to interface with the quality of the more advanced digital Betacams. I
also enrolled in a few courses to upgrade my skills as cinematographer and editor. The
lessons proved invaluable when shooting visuals and interviews on my own and coping with
equipment failures.
Production
In describing the difference between literature and film, Michael Rabiger contends,
"Reading is experienced as a contempladve and intellectual activity in which the reader.
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moving at his own pace, shares the mental and emotional processes of the author and her
characters" (14). Contrarily, film or video usuaUy captures the spectator's heart and mind
with existential insistence. The cinema's movement does not necessarily lend itself to
stopping, replaying, and contemplating the content.
More film documentarians such as Bums, however, have adopted two shooting
techniques to allow viewers more time to absorb the subject. Both involve using stiU pictures
rather than moving images."^ In mobile framing, the camera treats the archival still as if it
were a three dimensional entity. By slowly zooming in, tilting up and down, and panning
across a photo, viewers are given the illusion ofmovement. They are also given time to make
sense of the topic (Berger 150).
Reframing accomplishes the same by providing several separate shots of one
archival still. Instead of showing just one panoramic group photo, reframing can provide
close ups of individuals barely noticeable in the original. The technique encourages viewers
to get to know these people and establishes a pattem in which viewing becomes an act of
purposeful discovery (Medhurst and Benson 58).
These two motion techniques were employed when we began to SHOOT THE
VIDEO. From the outset, I sought slow, composed, and controlled shots to tell the story.
This required a sturdy tripod to execute zooms and pans. Even when Italian authorities
prohibited the use of a tripod in historical sites, we found ways to prop the camera on solid
surfaces to assure a steady shoot. Steadiness reinforced the intimate mood and message of
the production. I wanted to convey that gender mutuality was anchored in rehable bibhcal
and historical evidence, not spontaneous revelations. Thus rapid fire, handheld shots that
typify many current productions were not appropriate.
The most challenging shoot of the documentary was the ordination sequence that
opened and closed the video. It required an imposing boom mount that enabled the camera
^ For more on shooting techniques to enhance comprehension of the topic see Judith
Lancioni and "A Conversation with Judy Crichton: Documenting the American
Experience."
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to shoot the proceedings from above. The expensive maneuver achieved the goal of peering
into the sacred rite from an almost divine viewpoint, as ifGod were observing each word
and action. Overhead shots were interspersed with intimate close-ups to carefully introduce
viewers to ordinand Rhonda Shngerland. If edited carelessly, the opening scenes could
easily repel opponents ofwomen's ordination. Regardless ofwhere viewers stand on the
issue, they cannot deny the reverence and united approval expressed by the scene's
participants. The men and women elders who laid hands on Slingerland modeled the
kingdom partnership extolled by the rest of the documentary.
While film remains the preferred medium ofmost documentarians, video provides
the invaluable ability to immediately review scenes, and, if need be, reshoot. As each shot
was inspected, it was timed and entered into a visual log for fiimre reference.
Production also involved shooting INTERVIEWS. Producers must beware of using
too many "talking heads." Still, comments from qualified witnesses and scholars add
credence to the narration. An insightful interview requires careful preparation (Rabiger 173-
87). Prior to the shoot I sat down with each interviewee and reviewed the specific subjects
we wanted to cover. I let each one know that we always shot more than we would use. So if
he/she said something wrong, we could always edit it out and start again. The interviewees
seemed reassured that I would set the overall direction of our conversation. I kept an index
card of questions nearby but listened intentiy for any new insights worth covering. I also
frequently kept the camera rolling when the formal interview had ended. Three of the best
sound bites actually came from interviewees who thought they were off camera and opened
up with unrehearsed, natural observations.
With most of the interviews and visuals shot, I began to WRITE THE
NARRATION (Appendix F). The script primarily followed the storyline composed months
eaiiier. Each sentence, however, was crafted to accompany the newly shot visuals. When
writing to images, one must avoid describing what is actually seen. Rather, the function of
narration is to complement the image with direct, fresh language. I would often read and
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reread each paragraph to sharpen and shorten the sentences. The goal was to pack the most
meaning in the fewest syllables, to sound conversational, not pretentious.
The script also included brief (twenty to forty second) sound bites from the
interviews and a variety of "voice overs." These are excerpts from official documents,
letters, and diaries to be read by speakers. The voice overs and interviews help break up the
monotony of listening to one narrator.
To aid the editing process, visuals with time codes were then added to the script.
This, in tum, was submitted to a composer to BEGIN WRIFING A MUSIC SCORE. The
script was divided into twenty-seven separate music segments, each depicting the unfolding
themes of the narration. For example visuals of early history would be accompanied by
lilting chants while tent meeting visuals would be brought to life with familiar revival songs.
Minor chords punctuated the negative comments of Church fathers while an upbeat tempo
reflected the optimistic outlook of current seminarians.
Since most of visuals were not sweeping panoramas, a full orchestra would not be
required. Nothing destroys the mood of cinematography like an overbearing music score.
The preponderance of old photographs and intimate scenes called for a two or three
instmment ensemble. The only song that required voice harmony was a piece that I had
composed twenty years ago called "Take Me." A strain of that melody would weave
throughout the documentary to help maintain continuity. A women's choir would perform
the song's choms to help express the ordinand' s commitment in the last scene and cover
the closing credits.
Postproduction
I arrived at the production studio with the script, visual log, more than forty-five
digital tapes, and a resolve to edit the documentary in less than diree weeks. Despite the
latest technology and my good intentions, the editing process stretched into diree expensive
and exhaustive months. Even so, assembling the audio/visual components of the project
turned into a most creative and fulfdling adventure.
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It began with RECORDING THE NARRATION AND VOICE OVERS. I mitially
chose to narrate the documentary myself Listening to more than fifteen minutes ofmy alto
pitch prompted the search for a male co-narrator. I sought someone with a comfortable
delivery who supported women in church leadership. Dr. Jess Middendorf, pastor of
Kansas City First Church, proved a natural choice. Eight men and women were then hired to
record the voice overs. Their readings helped bring to hfe passionate quotes from church
fathers such as Origen and Augustine and Nazarene matriarchs such as Johimy Jernigan
and Agnes Diffee.
The voice track, selected visuals, and music score were then downloaded into a
computer storage system to begin the process of NON LINEAR EDITING. This
digitalized form of editing enables voice tracks, visuals, and music to be inserted, expanded,
or deleted without an impact on what precedes or follows. It also saves the quality because
original visuals are not rerecorded but captured on a hard disc for instant retrieval. Charles
White joins numerous video editors in hailing this technological advancement:
There's no more dubbing from one reel to the next. No more re-doing
an entire layered composition because layer twelve doesn't look right.
That's because nothing is actually recorded. Now we're just moving
around pointers�looking down at a repository of footage waiting on a
hard disk for recall. Because it happens so quickly, non-linear editing is
bound to be successful in a climate where time is literally money. (96)
In many ways digital editing resembles orchestrating a symphony. This is not a
simple cut and paste exercise ofmatching visuals to audio. Each scene harmonizes with the
next, carefully linked by narration and die faint thread of a musical score. OccasionaUy
silent pauses, like a "rest" in a melody are added to punctuate meaning or give viewers
exti^a reflection time.
These rests, however, helped catapult the documentary beyond the timed goal of one
hour. More than eight minutes had to be cut from the first draft. Before the second round of
edits began, the "rough cuf was previewed by a handful of scholars, video production
experts and the Nazarene Board ofGeneral Superintendents. By producing the
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documentary independently, I was free to observe and report on the subject of gender
discrimination without the editorial restraints of headquarters. At the same time, the
production needed the sanction of church leadership for mass distribution. Thus continued
feedback from leadership was sought and seriously considered. Four of the six generals
responded to the first cut with endorsements and constmctive criticism. Dr. Paul
Cunningham perceived one of the comments ofwomen seminarians as "whiny." He
believes that
this sort of thing plays into the role of victim which is not appealing to
anyone. . . Undoubtedly, there have been injustices in the past and will
certainly be in the future, but the women who refuse to be depicted as
victims and who rely on their gifts, graces, and preparation wiU be the ones
chosen for assignments. (Letter)
Cunningham also questioned the documentary's implications that the church
"strategized to discriminate against women." He contended that Nazarenes merely
"followed the pattern of society in preferring, for one reason or another, male leadership"
(Letter). While I agree that Nazarene leaders may not have intentionally set out to eliminate
women from pastoral roles, their lack of action allowed cultural norms, not biblical
principles or Nazarene precedent, to shape pastoral preferences. Whether or not I
completely agreed with the general's assessments, I heeded his concems and rewrote the
discrimination section to reflect a more neutral observation.
THE FINAL CUT involved eliminating several sequences to fit the one-hour time
frame. The more arduous edits included trimming the opening ordination scene, on-camera
interviews, the historical section, and a three-minute profile ofNazarene theologian Mildred
Wynkoop. The entire presentation was then examined by a sound editor to equalize the
audio levels to enhance listener appeal. Titles and acknowledgments were then added to the
video. The design of the title Ablaze with Love with rolling words, smoke, and a montage of
foremother faces took twenty-four hours to generate on a computer. Another day was spent
inserting the names of interviewees and final credits.
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With the documentary completed, I PRODUCED A SDC-MEWTE TRAILER to
promote the presentation. The promotion sunomarizes the key topics covered in die
documentary in a positive, upbeat tone to evoke interest. The trailer was shown at a variety
of 2000-2001 denominational functions to introduce the documentary and the issue of
gender mutuality in ministry to both clergy and laity.
The promo was added to the master copy of the documentary and prepared for
DUPLICATION. Since the project was a private endeavor from beginning to end, I had to
finance the initial order of five hundred videos. The duphcations, design, and printing of the
box cover and packaging cost an additional $5,000. The estimate was devastating since the
project was already $5,000 over budget without any favorable signs of pending grants or
donations available.
Two years of research, writing, taping, and editing came to an abmpt standstill until
an extraordinary expression of generosity made the duplications possible. The project's
plight had been shared via e-mail around the world. One by one donations poured in from
Nazarene women ministers and other proponents of gender partnership. The largest
contributions came from retired women ministers, many in their eighties, who had served
alongside the foremothers featured in the documentary. They offered their pension checks
to honor their deceased "sisters" and to perpetuate the freedom in leadership ministry that
they once enjoyed. Their beneficence enabled the documentary to be duphcated in tune for
its premier at the twenty-fifth Nazarene General Assembly in June 2001. The donations also
indicated a swell of grassroots support for gender mutuality in ministry.
Unfortunately the production of the documentary yielded not only positive but
negative insights about die state ofwomen ministers in the Church of the Nazarene. These
insights along with denominational response to Ablaze with Love will be examined in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
PRODUCTION OBSERVATIONS
If a graduate seminar on "Gender Issues in the Pulpit and the Pew" is any
indication, Nazarene pastors are genuinely divided over the issue ofwomen in leadership
ministry. Twenty-two pastors attended the week-long course at Point Loma Nazarene
University in October 1998. A variety of emotions emerged as proponents and opponents
of gender mutuahty in ministry presented their cases. Some pastors admitted they preferred
the patriarchal paradigm ofministry because they stiU were not sure where they personally
stood on the issue. Amazingly, five of the pastors were not even aware that the Nazarene
Manual contained the following 1980 affirmation of women in ministry:
"We support the right of women to use their God-given spiritual gifts within the
church. We affirm the historic right ofwomen to be elected and appointed to places of
leadership within the Church of the Nazarene" (904.6).
Upon hearing the statement, one pastor innocently asserted, "I didn't know [THAT]
was in there." Another retorted, "I did, but I haven't paid much attention to it because
women in our congregation haven't asked to lead."
Given the above confusion regarding women's ecclesial roles, many women have
chosen to avoid leadership ministry. What will convince them that their preaching, teaching,
and leading gifts are valuable assets to the church? What wiU prompt Nazarene leaders to
risk consternation from traditionalists and stand up for the enfranchisement of women?
The answer lies in an unshakable confidence that ministerial partnership is biblically
based, theologically sound, and morally right. This was the prevailing impetus for producing
Ablaze with Love. Throughout the production of the presentation, from initial research to the
final cut, interesting observations emerged that challenged my perceptions.
Preproduction Insights
At die outset of research, informal interviews were conducted widi more than one-
hundred Nazarene women elders and ministerial students from seven Nazarene educational
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zones of the United States, i Most young women preparing for ordination expressed an
optimism that doors would open when they completed their studies. Their hope has been
fostered by supportive pastors and professors who have vahdated their calls. Nazarene
women already serving in leadership positions offered a less than enthusiastic appraisal of
the ministerial chmate.
Interviews Reveal Core Concerns
Many credentialed ministers had witnessed or been targets of a gender prejudice
expounded by both men and women, of all ages, in all regions of the denomination. The
women repeatedly identified four primary causes for sexism.
The foremost reason sited was FEAR. Many women ministers have worked among
male colleagues who feared the presence ofmore women would change the dynamics of
communication and camaraderie on pastoral staffs and their districts. The misgiving
expressed by male pastors is based on old stereotypes that perceive women as too
emotional, lacking critical thinking and decision-making abilities. Many women admit the
only way they have overcome these stereotypes has been through prayer, personal
confidence in their call, and a tenacious effort to be competent. Unfortunately, desire for
inclusion has also caused some women pastors to mask all feelings and withhold opinions
until being asked. Hence adjustments are required by both genders to facihtate community
in pastoral leadership.
As ifmale skepticism is not enough, women pastors have also endured criticism
from fearful women in the church. One woman associate pastor detected jealousy from
some of the laywomen in her congregation. She conceded, "I believe my presence has
challenged some women to break out of the mold and take responsibility for the call and
gifts they have buried long ago."
Another cause for discrimination has been CULTURAL BIAS. Women pastors
admit the legitimacy of their call to ministry has been undermined by decades of social
1 Most of the interviews took place at the Wesleyan/Holiness Women's Clergy
Conference held 27-30 April 2000 in Jacksonville, Florida.
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conditioning that favored only men in church leadership. Older laywomen, whose identity
and ministries have revolved around the home, have been particularly critical ofwomen
assuming pastoral roles.
The bias has also been flamed by UNFAVORABLEMEMORIES of flamboyant
women preachers of the past. Current women ministers have heard about a few Nazarene
matriarchs whose messages were punctuated by shrill voices and melodramatic dehveries.
Some senior adults cringe when they recall the high pitched, emotional exhortations of
women evangelists. They often fail, however, to recall the eccentric preaching styles of some
of the early male revivalists.
Most Nazarene women ministers also claim their call has been questioned due to A
LITERALISTIC INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE. Practically all have been
challenged to defend their ordination in light of Paul's prohibitive passages. Many
acknowledge that inquiries about their motives have escalated since the highly pubhcized
May 2000 Southem Baptist decision to "restrict the office of pastor to men as qualified by
Scripture" ("Baptist Faith"). As mentioned earlier, a "Baptist" fundamentalist reading of
Scripture has been adopted by a growing number of Nazarene men and women, young and
old, clergy and laity to sustain a patriarchal view of the pastorate. In some instances, the
ordination of women has been inappropriately linked to a theological slippery slope that
threatens to undermine the authority of the Bible. Opponents of women in leadership claim
that Paul's restrictions must be seen as transcultural or other traditional stands on issues,
such as homosexuality, may be in jeopardy.^
Women pastors report that the above conservative bias has affected all regions of the
Nazarene church in the United States. Even churches in the west that typically embrace
2 While the Church of the Nazarene officially sanctions women's ordination, it
maintains a traditional view that homosexuality is a perversion of God's intentions for human
sexuality based on the following Scriptures: Genesis 1:27; 19:1-25; Romans 1:26-27; 1
Corinthians 6:9-1 1; and, 1 Timothy 1:8-10. The official Nazarene tenet maintains that
positive examples and defenses for women in church leadership can be drawn from the Bible.
Contrarily the practice of homosexuality in thought or action is uniformly condemned in
both testaments (Manual 51).
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contemporary approaches to worship and ministry have been strongly influenced by die
complementarian views advocated by Chuck Smith's Calvary Chapel movement, John
McCarthur's Grace Community Church, and Jack Hayford's Church on the Way. These
churches, and many others are producing a generation of young behevers who favor male
authority in the home and church. This, in tum, is molding the attitudes of some of the
Nazarene men entering seminary (Spring and Menehan 20). Seminarian Tamara Walker
admits.
Some of my greatest apprehension comes from the Nazarene male students
who don't believe that we should preach or pastor. These are the Nazarene
pastors of the future. Unless they become more gender inclusive, I fear they
can lock ministry doors for the women behind us.
honically many women pastoring outside the United States have escaped the fray
regarding gender roles. Luz Tamayo, pastor of the largest Nazarene church in the
Philippines, claims her culture promotes women in leadership. She insists, "Girls as well as
boys are encouraged to pray, testify, and teach as soon as possible. Following the pattem of
early Nazarenes and the first century Church, leaders are selected according to their gifts,
anointing, and availability."
Similar criteria for pastors is apparendy being apphed in Africa, China, Central and
South America with extraordinary results. Many Nazarene churches in patriarchal cultures
are flourishing with the Spirit-led leadership ofwomen. The divine unction has superseded
gender concems about authority.
General Superintendent Paul Cunningham cited the powerful leadership of two
Chinese women pastors in his address at the 2001 Nazarene Worid Missions Convention.
He exclaimed, "We heard such singing and an inspirational message from the pastor. [She]
was preaching from the Word of God a sermon that could have preached well anywhere in
the Church of the Nazarene" ("March").
Growing Pains
While news of women preaching and pastoring around the worid continues to
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surface, the Clergy Services office of the Church of the Nazarene has limited information
about who these women are and where they are serving. All seven regions of the
denomination keep their own records ofNazarenes currendy serving or preparing for
ministry. District records, especially from remote areas, are not always forwarded to the
general headquarters. Thus numerous names may be missing from the denomination's
master roster of women ministers and seminarians.^Without a record of their service or
location, these women lose access to valuable information and opportunities to bond with a
worldwide ministerial sisterhood.
Even North American women whose names are in the clergy directory desire more
opportunities to network. One source of interaction, the New Horizon 's Newsletterfor
Women Clergy, was canceled due to headquarters budget cuts. The publication offered
women ministers inspiring stories of foremothers of the past and practical information to
engage ministry issues of the present.
One such issue is how to brave awkward interviews with district credentialing
boards. Many women claim the boards have asked inappropriate personal questions that
have had little to do with their call, doctrinal beliefs, or ministry experience. Practically all of
the credentialing boards mentioned were entirely comprised ofmale elders. Until more
women ministers are appointed to credentialing committees, guidelines are needed to ensure
future interviews are conducted in a professional. Spirit-led manner.
Anodier stmggle married women pastors face is the lack of denominational support
offered to their spouses. Despite a rising number ofwomen ministers, many districts
continue to call their yearly clergy retreats "Pastors and Wives Retreats." Male spouses
not interested in shopping or crafts understandably avoid these gatherings. Litde material is
cun-entiy available to help them understand their important role as partners in ministry.
3 The problem of missing names became apparent when more than thirty
international women pastors and evangelists visited the women's clergy booth at the Nazarene
General Assembly, 21-28 June 2001. Not one was enrolled in the 2001 directory of women
clergy. While they added their names and addresses to the list, they acknowledged many
women pastors and students in their region were also missing from the list.
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Given the above strife and what appears to be hesitation by Nazarene leaders to take
corrective action, some women ministers are seeking positions outside the denomination.
Highly experienced, ordained women report their names have been repeatedly presented to
pastoral search committees with disheartening results. Robin Smith clauns.
Time after time I have been passed over by younger, less experienced male
candidates. I have prayed and waited for years while serving in associate and
educational roles. With time wasting, I am fmaUy seeking opportunities to
pastor in otherWesleyan denominations.
Latest statistics reveal Smith and other Nazarene women pastors may be received
more readily by mainline Protestant denominations such as United Methodism. Women
currendy lead 21 percent ofmainline churches (primarily in the west and mountain states),
and that percentage may increase due to a rising need for senior pastors and as a surge of
women graduate from mainline seminaries (Konieczny and Chaves 264).
Timely Manual Amendment
Denominational flight may be the only recourse for some qualified Nazarene
women currently seeking senior pastorates. Even if enthusiastic district superintendents
present women's names to churches, lay pastoral nominating committees rarely consider
female candidates.^ This discrepancy accentuates the need for a formal Nazarene apologetic
to provide the biblical and historical rationale for gender partnership in ministry.
Preproduction research showed that no formal denominational rationale actually exists. A
2001 amendment to the Manual statement regarding women in ministry provides the first
official attempt to dieologically defend gender mutuality. It states.
4 Women have faired well in United Methodism partly because bishops can appoint
women as senior pastors with or without congregational approval. The denommation has
ordained 5,202 women since 1956 (Duin 27).
5 The Nazarene process to call senior pastors is based on a four way compact
between
the district superintendent, the nominated candidate, the majority vote of the entire church,
and the district advisory board. Unlike the appointment process employed by United
Methodist and Episcopalian churches, this procedure distributes the weight of the decision
among all involved and can facilitate a healthy covenant between a pastor and congregation.
It also opens the door for lay leaders, who lack exposure to women in leadership
and
education about gender mumality in ministry, to exert influence on who is called.
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The Church of the Nazarene supports the right ofwomen to use their
God-given spiritual gifts within the church. We affirm the historic right
of women to be elected and appointed to places of leadership within the
Church of the Nazarene including the offices of both elder and deacon.
The purpose ofGod's redemptive work is to set God's creation free
from the curse of the Fall. Those who are "in Christ" are new creations
(2 Corinthi-ans 5: 17). hi this redemptive community, no human being is
to be regarded as inferior on the basis of social status, race, or gender
(Galatians 3:26-18).
Acknowledging the apparent paradox created by Paul's instmctions to
Timothy (1 Timothy 2:1 1-12) and to the church in Corinth (1 Corinthians
14:33-34), we believe interpreting these passages as limiting the role of
women in ministry presents serious conflicts with specific passages of
Scripture that commend female participation in sphitual leadership roles
(Joel 2:28; Acts 2:17-18, 21:8-9; Romans 16:1, 3-7; Philippians 4:2-3),
and violates the spirit and practice of the Wesleyan-Holiness tradition.
Finally it is incompatible with the character of God presented throughout
Scripture, especially as revealed in the person of Jesus Christ. (904.6)
The above amendment was passed by delegates at the 2001 General Assembly. It
summarizes some of the key biblical reasons for opening all offices of the church to
women. One must wonder, however, if clergy and laity will heed its contents. What remains
absent is a unified effort on the behalf of Nazarene leadership to educate district
superintendents, pastors, and congregations about the above position. Without intentional
study of the biblical and historical foundations for mutuahty and exposure to women
leaders past and present, progress is unlikely.
The challenge for Nazarene-credentialed women is to guard against resentment
while promoting and waiting for meaningful change. This is not easy given the influence of
some strands of secular feminism that encourage women to assume a victim status. For
more than thirty years, feminist writers such as Betty Friedan, Germaine Greer, Kate MiUett,
and Gloria Steinem have often portrayed women as weak, empty vessels, traumatized by a
menacing patriarchal culture. Their cure for sexism has been to indignantiy reject the larger
culture that has stripped women of their identity and purpose (Kersten 23).
Some feminists have argued that Christianity is a chief perpetuator of cultural
oppression. Mary Daly rejected the church and the Bible as irredeemably androcentric
{Beyond God 19). She pressed for a mass exodus because, "Singing sexist hymns, praying
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to a male god breaks our spirit, makes us less than human. The cmshing weight of this
tradition, of this power stmcture, tells us that we do not even exist" ("Woman's
Movement" 333).
Biblical feminists such as Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza and Rosemary Radford
Ruether do not reject Christianity outright but denounce any aspect of tradition or Scripmre
that seems to deny the full humanity of women. They contend the most relevant portions of
the Bible are those which stress liberation of the marginalized (Ruether 18; Schussler
Fiorenza 118-232).
Nazarene women who are repeatedly denied opportunities to use their leadership
gifts know the pain ofmarginalization. With each closed door comes the temptation to
probe the church, its doctrine and polity, with suspicion. Healthy inquiry is essential to
maintain ecclesial integrity. Simmering skepticism, however, can sabotage a woman's view
of God, herself, and her call. Contrary to many secular feminists, Nazarene women
ministers must realize that worth is ultimately not determined by a patriarchal culture or
church tradition. Neither is it based on the number of degrees, credentials, or pastoral
positions attained. It instead rests on the undeniable tmth that we are bom in the image of
God, whose loving atonement sets us free from sin, death, and an incessant desire to prove
ourselves. In God's Spirit we are made whole and useful vessels for the kingdom, even in
seasons of suffering.
Production Insights
During the filming of the documentary, access to historical evidence of possible
women officeholders in the early Church was extremely limited.
Illusive Historical Hints
Locating numerous women depicted in ancient frescos, tombstone epigraphs, and
mosaics took months. Even when The Pontifical Commission of Sacred Archaeology
acknowledged the existence of diese materials, it downplayed their significance.
Some notable first and second century frescos of women in the catacombs of Rome
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and Naples have been removed from the public tours.6 At least two paintings and a mosaic
may actually have been vandalized to imply that the figures were men rather than women.
When and why the last two letters were removed from the mosaic ofEpiscopa Theodora in
Rome's Basilica of Saint Praxedis remains a mystery. Scholars also divide over the gender
of the main celebrant in the first century Eucharist fresco "Fractio Panis" (Morris 8).
Discoverer JosefWilpert claimed the figure had a beard and subsequent renderings of the
fresco portray the celebrant as a bearded man. The original fresco, however, currendy
contains no beard. When I sought an explanation from catacomb and Vatican officials, a
patent answer was frequendy offered, "Women [never] celebrated the Eucharist in the
catacombs or elsewhere." This answer, however, neglects the fifth century edict by Pope
Gelasius 1 that condemns women's involvement in Eucharistic liturgy (Rossi, "Priesthood"
83).
When filming John Wesley's original letters to women lay preachers, I encountered
a similarly lukewarm response from some of the librarians at the John Rylands Library in
Manchester, England. When asked about Wesley's attitude toward early Methodist women
preachers, one librarian retorted, "We cannot assume from the letters that Wesley
enthusiastically endorsed the public ministry of women. His treatment of 1 Corinthians 14
would prove otherwise" (Forsaith). Indeed Wesley's 1754 notes on the verse instmct
women to be "in subjection to the man whose proper office it is to lead and to instmct the
congregation" {Explanatory Notes 632). He also, however, makes an exception for women
"under an extraordinary impulse of the Spirit" {Works 3rd ed. 7: 227). Under that
anointing, Wesley allowed women to speak freely about their faith in mixed gender groups.
While he never rescinded his strict interpretation of 1 Timothy 2: 12-13, that women were
not to usuip men's authority because "they were originally the inferior," he frequently
praised their speaking. Consider his following observations:
^ The formal explanation is that the frescos are deteriorating because of excess
explosure to the public and humidity. Interestingly the removal of some frescos from public
view coincided with Pope John Paul's May 1994 Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, an apostolic leUer
on reserving priestly ordination to men.
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The words which came from the heart went to die heart. I scarce ever
heard such a preacher before. All were in tears round about her, high
and low; for there was no resisting the Spirit by which she spoke.
(Journal 3: 250)
Her words were as fire, conveying both Ught and heat to die hearts of
all that heard her. (Journal 7: 247)
Her manner of speaking is smooth, easy and natural ... even when
the sense is deep and strong. (Journal 7: 249)
With or withoutWesley's personal sanction, more than one hundred eighteendi
century Methodist women distinguished themselves as valiant wimesses of the gospel. I was
privileged to walk through and fdm some of the towns where they preached.
Trail of Faithfulness
One of the most inspiring sites was a hill above the northeastern town ofWhitby
where Sarah Crosby went alone to pray and ponder her call. She later recorded her private
interlude with God: "[I] was so sensible when praying alone, that I was doing my Master's
blessed will, in going among the people that no outward voice could have strengthened the
conviction. My spirit rests herein ... in the arms of divine love" (qtd. in Taft 75).
Crosby most likely prayed near the remains of the hilltop abbey led by St. Hilda
1,100 years before. Both women had battled harsh criticism for expressing their leadership
gifts. Both exhibited irrefutable confidence that God was pleased with their obedience. The
fmit of their labor long oudasted the sting of critics as hallowed by the epitaph on Crosby's
grave:
A mother in Israel hath she been and her work shall praise her in the
gate. Beloved ofGod, in doing good, she was a blessing to the
Methodist society ofwhich she was a distinguished member in life
and in death and her only reliance was on the merits of Jesus Christ
her Redeemer. (Crosby tomb)
Shots of the grave were not included in the final cut of the documentary, but the
above inscription remains etched in my memory as a reminder to tmst the Source of die call.
Therein lies tranquillity when the quest for gender mutuality fails to gain momentum.
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Providential Guidance
The most fortuitous episodes of production came while filming visuals of women
who valiandy served Christ not only in the Nazarene tradition but diroughout Church
history. Repeatedly, when we were arbitrarily prohibited from seeing and shooting ancient
artwork and tombstones, someone would amble up to help translate or offer "secret "
access. The assistance enabled us to see sections of catacombs and artifacts that had been
hidden from public view for decades. It also provided the unpetus to carry on despite
dwindling funds and the lack of practical support from the denomination.
Postproduction Insights
A producer should always allow for revisions of the first draft and a variety of
unforeseen problems when estimating the cost of editing a documentary. A carefully crafted
script, visual log, state-of-the-art editing equipment, and studio professionals are supposed
to minimize delays. When the planned three-week editing enterprise crawled into its third
month, my patience and budget began to soar out of orbit. Substantial private and
denominational donations had not materialized.
Editing Roadblocks and Resolve
Lack of outside financial support required the investment of personal retirement
funds into the production. Ironically, my husband and I did so with blessed resolve that
God had called us to this mission. The video had evolved into much more than a dissertation
project or a vehicle to assist Nazarene women. It had become a thanksgiving offering to
God. Editing the profiles of matriarchs through the ages evoked gratitude for the One who
infused these women with incomparable faith. Somehow their devotion inspired us to
release the completion and ultimate use of the video into God's hands. Regardless of
whether the documentary would be shown to thousands or shelved indefinitely, contentment
prevailed while completing the task.
Sun-ender of expectations paved die way for several serendipitous events, the most
important of which was an invitation to debut the documentary at die Nazarene General
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Assembly in June 2001. The six-minute promo for Ablaze with Love aired prior to one of
the evening worship services, h was followed by a strong endorsement from General
Superintendent Jim Bond who proclaimed, "We have a legacy and current conviction to
help actualize the call of God in women's hves." hiitial viewings oiAblaze with Love in
churches, conferences, and retreats indicate it has helped actuahze the caU ofGod in men's
hves as weU.
Viewer Response
FoUowing a presentation at Point Loma Nazarene University in San Diego, two male
students changed their major to ministerial studies. One student commented, "I was so
impressed by the radical faith of the mothers of the church, I decided to stop mnning away
from God's call in my own life" (Nichols).
Shortly after the same viewing, a woman student sensed God expanding her
ministry aspirations beyond Children's Ministry to preach and pastor. Within one week she
inquired about receiving a Nazarene local preacher's license to initiate the process toward
ordination (H. Ferguson).
The documentary has also had a positive impact on some Nazarene pastoral search
committees. One such committee in Califomia was deadlocked over whether or not to
seriously consider a woman candidate for senior pastor. After viewing the video, the
committee voted unanimously to amend their search criteria. Candidates from then on would
be considered on the basis of their call, passion, and experience, NOT thek gender.
The video's influence has also extended beyond the denomination. A Northern
Baptist pastor who attended a screening decided to reevaluate his church's ministry
restrictions on women. After carefiil review of the bibhcal arguments against women's
ordination, he reversed his opinion and began inviting women to preach in his pulpit.
In Melbourne, Australia, women ministers were shown the video at a gender
seminal-. The viewing kindled a spontaneous praise and testimony service that lasted for
several hours. News of the service prompted the continent's Nazarene leaders to show the
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video at their district assembhes and pastors retreats.
The above favorable response has prompted some Nazarene general superintendents
to show the six-minute documentary promo at every 2002 district assembly at which they
officiate around the world. The one-hour documentary could also be presented m a separate
room for interested district delegates.
General Jerry Porter wants the denomination to send copies of the video to every
district and, if possible, every pastor. He insists.
The church needs the gift mix of what both men and women bring to the
table. Women shouldn't have to fight for thek rights to pastor. It's the
church that should be pleading for women to come to the foreground, to use
their gifts along with men to fiilfiU the great commission.
The seismic shift from ignoring to pursuing women ministerial candidates will
require more than a one-hour video presentation. Initial positive response to Ablaze with
Love accentuates the need for a church-wide strategy to help put our polity of mutuality into
practice. Details of proposals that have emerged from producing and presenting the video
will be examined in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6
PRODUCTION PROJECTIONS
Henri Nouwen wisely observed that "nobody can force the soul of a community.
The only possibility open is to create conditions in which the community can freely de\ elop
and discover the ways that lead to redemption" (81). Nazarene leaders, numbed by the
complexities of gender discrimination, should seriously consider the above precept. The
volatile issue of endorsing women in church leadership will not be solved by force OR
neglect. Their most viable recourse is to help congregations examine the effects of gender
hierarchy versus mutuality in ministry and provide strategies for change.
Without the uniform sanction and intervention of denominational leadership, the
destiny of the documentary project and Nazarene women clergy is questionable. The current
Nazarene Board of General Superintendents is increasingly aware of die role it must play to
help open ministry doors for women. All six have advocated mutuality in pubic addresses,
articles, and financial support for the production ofAblaze with Love. Viewing the
documentary has only increased their resolve to responsibly address gender discrimination
in the pulpit and pew. To aid this process, I was personally invited to give a presentation to
the board about the challenges Nazarene women face as they prepare and enter ministry.
The April 2001 meeting was an unprecedented opportunity to bring the stmggles and hopes
of women clergy to the leadership table. Practical proposals were also introduced to help
close the immense gap between the denomination's official polity ofmutuality and actual
practice. The following is a six-fold strategy that emerged while producing and presenting
the Ablaze with Love to Nazarenes around the United States.
Ending the Stalemate�Proposals for Change
Sexism in and outside the Church is far more than a social ill. It is a spiritual batde that
continues to divide believers and undermine the message and witness of congregations.Thus
prayer must envelop all endeavors to uproot die evils of discrimination and promote gender
mutuality.
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Pray for Wisdom and Courage
Nazarenes should mind the following observation from Gretchen Gaebelein Hull:
In all warfare an effective strategy is to divide and conquer, and Satanwdl use any method possible to divide behevers and trick them into
competing with one another for kingdom posts. Men will lose if they aretricked into thmking equahty of service wiU blur dieir sexual identity,
and�just as bad�women will lose if they are tricked mto thinking
equality of service is a chance to gain power to push someone else out.
(218)
The tragedy is that the whole Church loses whenever coundess spiritual gifts are
denied or buried by conflicts over Scripture interpretation. That is why any plan to reform
gender roles and relationships must begin with divine intervention.
One reason why many Nazarene foremothers were "ablaze with love" was that their
lives and ministries were fueled by prayer. The courage to surrender their timidity,
possessions, and any desire for a "normal" lifestyle often emanated while on their knees.
Their commitment to pray inspired me to cover the entire documentary project with prayer.
More than thirty intercessors, many of whom were retired women pastors, missionaries, and
evangelists, were invited to pray during every phase of the production. They received
monthly shooting and editing updates to follow the video's progress. The spiritual coverage
sustained me throughout rigorous travels, equipment failures, and fmancial concerns. It also
set the tone and agenda for the meeting with Nazarene leaders.
The presentation to the general superintendents began by acknowledging the need
for God's supervision. Together we thanked God for the redemptive work of Christ to
transform lives and restore die pattem of gender mutuality lost in the Fall. We also sought
God's grace to admit that the denomination and Christianity in general still suffer from
gender prejudice. This bias not only keeps women from realizing their God-given potential,
but peipetuates an unhealthy structure of gender subordination in homes and congregations.
Only God can convict the body of squelching the calls of coundess servants and of
caielessly using Scripture and church tradition to maintain the status quo. Only God can
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instill the humility to repent for ignoring or condemning women saints who have sought
nothing more than to embody and spread the gospel. Only God can restore mutual respect
and healthy communication between men and women. This tmst, in tum, can reform
families and church communities as we leam to cherish our God-given differences.
We prayed that Christ's love would prompt male pastors to invite women into the
conversation, to hear them, and affirm their input. We also prayed that Christ's love would
free women pastors from resentment and would chaimel their attention to the Gospel
mission. Our prayer concluded with a petition for the "holy boldness" of the
denomination's forefathers and mothers to brave reproach from conservative critics and to
press for gender partnership in the pulpit and pew.
The board agreed that any lasting transformation of gender roles in home and
church will take more than occasional references to past matriarchs. It will require an
ongoing commitment to pray that God's kingdom reign will prevail, that strongholds of
prejudice will come down, and the church will become the model of reconciliation God
intends it to be.
Pioneer Top-Down Change
Grassroots efforts to shatter the stained glass ceiling have garnered little attention.
Former District Superintendent Tom Goble reflects die prevailing attimde of leaders who
feel their hands are tied: "According to Nazarene polity, we cannot demand congregations
to accept woman candidates for senior pastor. We can only make suggestions and pray that
pastoral search committees would have the wisdom to consider all options."
Judging from current statistics, mere suggestions from district superintendents have
failed to convince most Nazarene churches to consider qualified women for leadership.
Congregations need education about gender mutuality and the denomination's top leaders
in the forefront rather than on the outskirts of the conflict.
General superintendents and division directors should instih and maintain the vision
that placing women in church leadership pleases God and edifies the church. Warren
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Bennis and Bert Nanus astutely observe, "The distinctive role of leadership in a volatile
environment is the quest for 'know-why' ahead of 'know-how'" (38). After decades
(indeed centuries) of hierarchical conditioning, Nazarenes need to know why ordaimng and
calling women is necessary. Nazarene generals, division, and district leaders are in key
positions to create a compeUing vision for change. The question is, will they have the time
and stamina to do it?
John Wesley faced similar schedule constraints two cenmries ago when addressing
the women in ministry issue. Since his days were consumed with prayer, messages to
preach, lay leaders to disciple, societies to advise, doctrines to formulate, and curricula to
prepare, he lacked time to compose a formal hermeneutic on the role ofwomen in
Methodism. Nonetheless Nazarene leaders would benefit from observing Wesley's forty-
year transformation from being an adamant opponent to an avid supporter of women in
public ministry. His primary source of guidance was Scripture; not just a few passages, but
the whole ofGod's written revelation. Wesley lived during the beginnings of biblical
criticism and understood the importance of careful exegesis. To avoid prooftexting, he
eventually tested his original interpretation of Paul's restrictive passages in light of a
connected chain of biblical truths provided by lay preacherMary Bosanquet.'
Wesley also consulted Church tradition, particularly his Anghcan roots. This
traditional framework prevented Methodism from becoming an experience and emotion
based movement. Unfortunately it also shaped Wesley's initial patriarchal attitudes about
women. His respect for early church writers (especially the pre-Constantinian period)
restricted him from embracing egalitarianism. Wesley foDowed the examples of Tertullian,
Origen, and others to protect Methodism from any "fanatical" associations that would
undermine its message and integrity. Ironically Church history also offered examples of
Spirit-filled women that Wesley could not ignore. The pristine apostolic Church was made
' Bosanquet defended her call to preach and lead with a series of hypothetical
objections and answers taken from her own experiences. This influential June 1771 letter to
Wesley is recorded in Chilcote 299-308.
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up ofmen and women who worked under "an extraordinary impulse of the Spirit."
Wesley contended the same "extraordinary" dispensation was operative in Methodism
providing exceptions to the ordinary mles of discipline. The early Church offered the
precedent forWesley to explain the phenomenon of anointed women speaking and helping
to lead England's revival. The fmit of the matriarchs' ministry also compelled Wesley to re
examine his initial negative bibhcal and traditional Church stance on women. He counted die
cost of losing numerous gifted women disciples and ultimately chose to publicly commend
and send them. Thus a combination of Scripmre, tradition, experience, and reason seemed to
shape Wesley's visible sanction of women leaders.
When contemplating how they should respond to the gender mutuality controversy,
Nazarene leaders would glean much from Wesley's receptivity to change and courage to
steer Methodism's enfranchisement of women. For a more current comprehension of the
issue, leaders may consider creating and consulting a mumality vision committee.
Propose a Mutuality Vision Committee
The primary function of the ad hoc committee would be to assess what hinders
gender partnership in ministry and develop strategies to assimilate women as well as men
into leadership. The committee, comprised of clergy, academic, and laity men and women,
would meet in person or conference call three-to-four times a year, hs findings and
proposals could be incorporated into a vision and strategy to be approved by the general
superintendents, and coordinated by the Clergy Services Dhector.
One of the first platforms to introduce die vision for gender mutuality would be the
North American district superintendent conferences. Twice a year the superintendents
gather for leadership training and discussion about doctrine, policy revisions, and church
growth. Despite the increasing presence of women preparing for ministry, the issue of
placing these women has rarely been addressed. This lack of attention poses an ethical
dilemma. How can the denomination continue to accept tuition from numerous women
preparing for ministry without deliberately assisting them to fulfill their calls?
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To draw attention to the predicament, the Board of General Superintendents has
encouraged each district superintendent to view and promoteAZ^te with Love. Each district
leader has received his own copy of the documentary with a suggestion to present the six-
minute promo in upcoming district assemblies. This January 2002 promotion from the
generals helps forge common awareness that God's call of women leaders is legitimate and
sorely needed.
The long-term strategy for change at the congregational level, however, appears to
need ongoing assessment, proposals, and evaluation from a Mutuality Vision Committee.
General and district superintendents are currently bombarded with opinions and
suggestions regarding the inclusion of women leaders. The committee could screen this
information and formulate a step-by-step plan to promote gender partnership. Rather than
being pressured from innumerable sources, Nazarene leaders could primarily consult this
committee regarding a reliable course and pace for action.^
Unfortunately any movement to help open ministerial doors for women may
provoke opposition from congregations. As Bennis and Nanus observe, most worthwhile
innovations are initially rejected.
People will resist change if they don't understand its purpose, if it
causes too much uncertainty or dismption.... Some leaders try to
overcome this by simple exercise of power and control, but resistance
often stiffens when people feel change is being imposed arbitrarily.
Effective leaders have learned that is better to secure voluntary
commitment to changes through open communication, participation, and
mutual tmst. (172)
One way Nazarene leaders can build tmst and understanding is to utilize
informational tools already in place.
Post the Apologetic
The recent amendment to the Manual regarding women in ministry is an important
step toward defending the denomination's gender open door polity (see p. 102).
It not only
2 The Nazarene Clergy Services Department is currently appointing
members to this
comminee and using the above suggestions to devise the group s function and schedule.
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affirms the right of women to use their gifts but provides the beginnings of a theological
rationale for mutuality. In essence, it states that gender partnership in ministry is based on
God's redemptive mission, the reconcihng example ofChrist, several emancipating
Scripture passages including Peter's proclamation that women would prophesy in die age
of the Spirit, the presence of women doing just that and more in the early Church, and its
compatibility with the Wesleyan/holiness tradition.
While the above gives pastors and lay leaders valid reasons and several Scripmre
passages that support women in church leadership, it falls short on two counts: its
accessibility and clarity. The original 1980 Manual statement on women in minisUy appears
to have had minimal impact on shaping attitudes toward mumality. As the 1998 Point Loma
Nazarene University seminar on gender issues indicated, one-fourth of the pastors present
were not even aware such a statement existed. Those who claimed they had seen the
statement also admitted that they paid little attention to it. This implies that the new
expanded version of the statement may ultimately be ignored as well. How can the statement
receive greater visibihty? One solution is to place it not only in the Manual but on the
denomination's official web site. This would provide inquiring Nazarenes easier access to
the denomination's official stance.
Posting the statement on the web site would also allow for expansion of the
rationale. While Bible verses are sprinkled throughout the apologetic, more information is
required to reveal dieir meaning and relevance. Thus, the statement could provide "links" to
further explanations of each passage cited. Nazarenes need to know why Paul's restrictive
passages should be examined in their literary and cultural context. By clicking on the
highlighted 1 Corinthians 14:33-34. they would receive an in-depth exegesis of the passage
prepared by a Nazarene biblical scholar. By clicking Romans 16:1,3-7, they would receive a
description of six or seven women leaders commended by Paul.
Similarly, inquirers may want more information about die historical precedent of
Nazarene women serving in credentialed capacities. By clicking die Wesleyan^oliness
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tradition, they would receive a detailed summary of the role women played in early
Methodism as well as picture profiles ofNazarene foremothers. Even digitized portions of
Ablaze with Love could be inserted, all in an effort to challenge prevailing assumptions that
restrict women's roles.
Provide Mutuality Curricula
A series of sermons and Sunday school lessons could be composed to educate
Nazarenes about the role of women in the Bible and church history. Ablaze with Love could
be transferred from video to a digitized DVD format and divided up into three separate
twenty-minute sections. The first section would introduce the subject ofwomen leaders in
the Church of the Nazarene, why Nazarene founders supported them, why die denomination
practically lost them, and the present rise of women studying for ministry despite
discrimination. The second section would cover the biblical foundations for supporting
mutuahty in ministry, examining Genesis through Paul's prohibitive passages. The final
section would summarize the contributions of women throughout Christianity, from first
century martyrs to the foremothers who helped launch the Church of the Nazarene.
An accompanying guidebook could be composed from material contained in
chapters two and three of this dissertation. The guidebook would offer clergy and lay
leaders information to support the video content, as well as questions to stimulate
discussion.
A Church of God pastor has personally seen the results of intentional education
about women in ministry. Randy Ruber's Chapel Hill Church ofGod in York Springs,
Pennsylvania, initially joined other hohness congregations in accepting women ministers.
In fact one of its pastors was a woman who served from 1944 to 1947. Support for
women leaders waned, however, as new members from fundamentalist traditions joined the
congregation. By 1982, women were banned from serving as ministers and as elders on the
boaid. To help reverse the trend, Huber decided to preach an eleven-week series on \\ omen
of faith. Weekly exposure to the lives and influence of such women as E\ e, Deborah,
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Esther, and matriarchs of the first centuiy Church eventuaUy convinced Chapel Hill board
members to amend their bylaws to include women on the board and as pastoral candidates
(Huber and Stanley).^
Huber' s sermon series or a similar assortment ofmessages could be posted on the
denomination's web site or featured in the Wesleyan/holiness Preacher'sMagazine. The
only way gender mutuality can be incorporated into the church's culmre is if pastors have
relevant resources to confidently defend it and carefully teach it. Even teaching, however,
cannot take the place of consistent exposure to anointed women serving in leadership roles.
Lyle Schaller suggests that a key strategy for change is to "create success stories"
(105). More women should be invited to participate as ushers, worship leaders, servers at
Holy Communion, and church board members. Qualified women should be considered for
positions on pastoral staffs. General Superintendent Porter contends.
As more women become first class associate pastors, they may catch
the attention and imagination of neighboring churches on their
districts. When senior pastorates become available, these capable
women stand a good chance of being considered. Visibility is the
key. Current senior pastors play a vital role in that.
Seemingly much of the responsibility for acknowledging, affirming, and actualizing
the calls of women ministers falls on Nazarene senior pastors. Their interpretation of
Scripture and attitudes toward women as pastoral coUeagues often shape the consensus of
congregations. Hence they need the vision ofmutuality repeated by Nazarene leadership,
pertinent preaching and teaching tools, and practical assistance to prepare themselves as well
as their congregations to accept women in leadership.
Prepare Men and Women Ministers for Partnership
With so many Nazarene women preparing for ordinadon, the denomination is
clearly entering a new epoch. The issue of gender mutuality in ministry can no longer be
3 Huber's sermon series also includes Wesleyan/Holiness church policy statements on
ordaining women, a New Testament argument for Equality of Men and Women in Mmistry
and a bibliography of women clergy.
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shelved for future debate. It must be addressed prayerfully and carefuUy now. Sharing
pastoral authority and responsibility will require wisdom and personal adjustments from
both genders. To assist in this endeavor, frequent district workshops could be offered to
help men and women pastors hear each other, communicate, and lead together.
In order for men pastors to accept women in leadership, Carol Becker suggests that
they first stop and admit that sexism probably exists in their congregations and that they
may be part of the problem. She contends a white male system has generally controlled the
conscience and culture of the church. This system has also shaped the leadership style of
most pastors. It has also blinded them to the special needs of women trying to break into
what seems to be a patriarchal fraternity. Becker suggests that men should first examine
their assumptions about women leaders. She encourages them to take time to listen to the
concerns of women coworkers who often remain in the silent minority. After listening,
pastors can promote mutuality by including women colleagues in decision making,
soliciting their contributions to the discussion, empowering them to serve in a variety of
capacities, and influencing male colleagues to do the same. In essence, working together will
require men and women to "give each other permission to do their best, to grow, to leam
from each other, to fail, to hurt each other, to take risks, and to have fun" (Becker, Becoming
Colleagues 213-14).
Many male and female pastors also need guidance in setting relational boundaries.^
Given the consequences of recent clergy sex scandals, co-workers should understand what
is appropriate or inappropriate conversation and physical contact. They should monitor "the
appearance of things" when seen together in public, provided that extra sensitivity does not
marginalize women or impede effective ministry.
Women pastors would benefit from a variety of district workshops to enhance their
confidence and competence. As mentioned in Chapter 5, many women feel isolated as they
step into male-dominated roles of responsibility. Two vehicles are in place to encourage
See also Becker, Leading Women 1 16-46.
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them in this sometimes "awkward" process. The Church of the Nazarene recentl>'
resurrected the New Horizons Clergywomen's Newsletter. Published every other month, the
newsletter features articles about becoming effective leaders, overcoming fear, networking
with other clergywomen, and current ministry helps.
Nazarene women in or preparing for ministry are also invited to attend the biannual
Wesleyan/holiness Women's Clergy Conference. Hundreds of women pastors, chaplains,
professors, evangelists, missionaries, and students attend the "Come to the Water"
conference. The four-day event features worship, numerous workshops, and networking
opportunities that inspire women to celebrate their call.
Many women ministers who have attended the above conference or viewed Ablaze
with Love claim that they have been inspired to discard baggage of insecurity and to use
their gifts when and wherever asked. Some may have to endure odd instances of being the
first woman on a pastoral staff, a church board, or a district committee. They may sense that
they are "tokens," chosen to participate not necessarily because of their qualifications but
because they are women. Those who have blazed this trail admit tokenism can either hamper
or ultimately advance mutuality. Women often feel awkward as part of a team when they
and their peers know that they have been selected to fill a gender quota. Contrarily, any
opportunity to be involved in leadership ministry should not be discarded but utilized to
build credibility. The more comfortable women ministers become in interacting and sharing
responsibilities with men, the sooner the token image wiU diminish and they can be valued
as tmsted colleagues.
Many women contend diat the best antidote for condescension is to own one's call.
Today's women leaders cannot assume pastoral roles simply because they think it might be
a worthwhile vocation. Atlanta pastor Pierce Harris would counsel otherwise:
Take my advice. Don't do it . . . but in the stillness of some hour, a
power comes over your soul, a feeling of the etemal working u idiin you,
and you hear God asking, "Whom will I send?" then don t let anything
dissuade you from answering "Here am 1. Send me." The ministry is a
poor profession, but it's a tremendous calling, (qtd. in Spain 12-13)
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How can a woman be sure she is called? Even the hoUest matriarchs admitted that
they sometimes questioned the source of their ministerial passion. Many, such as seventeen
century French mystic, Madame Guyon, found the fortitude to teach Christ in ceaseless
prayer. Seven years in the Bastdle only served to intensify her devotion, as typified in diis
prayer: "Thou didst smite me without but did not cease to bless me within, hi augmenting
my exterior crosses. Thou didst not cease to increase my inward graces and happiness"
(119-20).
As mentioned earlier, eighteenth-century Methodist preacher Mary Bosanquet
fortified her intemal caU with a careful study of Scripmre. In a letter to John Wesley, she
addressed Paul's restrictions and concluded, "I do not believe every woman is called to
speak publicly ... yet some have an extraordinary call to it, and woe be to them if they obey
it nof ' (qtd. in Crosby 58).
Several early Nazarene women preachers admit they always carried a sermon
addressing "problem passages," just in case their ministry was challenged. Joumals reveal
they rarely were forced to defend their call from the pulpit, but knowing they had an adroit
response put their minds at ease.
Likewise today's Nazarene women should be prepared to testify about God's call in
their lives, based on scriptural support, a divine impulse to serve, and the evidence of
leadership gifts and graces in their ministry. With this assurance, they can assume and
exercise pastoral authority with a teachable, servant's heart. Inner resolve also gives women
the courage to be more assertive and direct in discussion. For fear of not being taken
seriously or of inciting conflict, some women refrain from speaking up. Unfortunately their
listening stance can be perceived as being indecisive, less knowledgeable, and secure in their
opinions. Their willingness to hsten, however, can also be their most valuable asset. Judy
Rosener observes that many women have successfully developed an interactive leadership
style that encourages participation, enhances other people's self-worth, and Uiereby ignites
enthusiasm. Radier than leading with dominance, these women tend to u ork as team
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builders (Rosener 1 19-20).5
Sociologists still divide over whether women generaUy have a unique
leadershipstyle. Rebecca MerriU Groothuis insists recent studies are inconclusive and tend
to show that women and men church leaders have farmore in common than previously
considered {GoodNews 236-88). Whatever leadership style women employ, thek presence.
Spirit-led wisdom, and rhetoric should be welcomed and nurmred by the church. They
should not have to adopt masculine traits and language to fit in. Instead women should be
encouraged to be themselves, to embrace their womanhood, and to pursue excellence for
Jesus' sake.
This aim for excellence may have other far reaching imphcations. Whether they like
it or not, current Nazarene women breaking ground in pastoring and professorial positions
bare the added responsibility of opening or closing doors for other women. Their success
or failure often provide ammunition for both sides of the gender controversy. One way to
address this added pressure is to provide regional continuing education courses geared
specifically for current and future women ministers. Relevant subjects could include:
� Accepting the Right Church to curb the temptation to immediately accept the first
or any pastoral assignment offered,
� How to Prepare for Ordination Credentialing Boards to address predominantly
male boards with poise and coherent answers,
� Professional Inward and OutwardAttire forMinistry to portray a Christlike
attitude and professional appearance for a scmtinizing congregation,
� Beyojid Tokenism to overcome the stereotypes often associated with filling
"female quotas" and utilize any opportunities to build collegiality with
5 Not all women leaders adopt this relational style by virtue of being women. Indeed
the way most persons perceive and process information, relate to others,
and act is based more
upon their individual personality styles rather than gender. I agree with Groothuis
that while
demonstrable psychological differences exist between men and wonien, they
are relatively
small {Good News 234-39). See also Campbell 83; Nuechterlein and Hahn 6-7:
Rosener 1 19-
20.
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. Feminists-Are We orAren't We? to explain the differences and contributions of
various feminist theological perspectives.
The latter topic has been so widely misunderstood that many Nazarene women
hesitate to be associated with the term "feminist." Studying the evolving feminist critique
of theology, however, can help Nazarene women understand their identity, bibhcal behefs,
and destiny as daughters of God. Not all feminists view Christianity as irremediably
patriarchal, the Bible as useless, androgyny as the ideal to dissolve gender differences, or
retrieving the "God within" as the ultimate goal of hfe. Many who consider themselves
Christian or biblical feminists firmly reject the above. They argue that the patriarchalism
found in the Bible is descriptive of human sin. Still the redemptive character of God and
message of the Word generally endorse liberation and mutuality. In other words. Scripture
should not be discarded, but carefully used to critique and reform Christian tradition. The
Christian feminist movement has also helped recover the stories and insights of many
noteworthy matriarchs and has helped revise Christian doctrines and practices to make them
more inclusive of women. Perhaps one of the most enduring contributions of Christian
feminism is the reminder that each person is set free by God in Jesus and called to worship
and serve in a community of equal discipleship. While men and women are independently
redeemed, we are called to celebrate each other's victories and bear each other's burdens.
Interestingly a new call to mutual care and accountability is being answered by
Nazarene women ministers around the world. Numerous ministers who once ignored
involvement with women's issues for fear of diluting their Christ centered message, have
begun to mentor younger women. Women who once felt they had to blaze the ministerial
trail alone, are making intentional efforts to meet with other women ministers of different
ages and denominations.
Pastor Estelle Gross explains, "I never wanted to take up any banner but Christ, but
God is compelling me to use my experiences and suffering to disciple future women
preachers" (P. interview) Evangelist Elaine Pettit concurs, "My mentors are all in heaven.
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Instead of grieving their absence, I choose to emulate their passion and help raise up a new
generation of Enama Iricks and Louise Chapmans." 6
Likewise whatever reluctance I once had in promoting gendermutuality in ministry
has been consumed by an overwhelming deshe to see aU behevers free to grow and use theh
spiritual gifts in any capacity, hiitial doubts that the production ofAblaze with Love would
fit with my doctorate concentration in spiritual formation no longer exist. Whether or not
the project enlightens or helps transform my beloved denomination toward gender
mutuality, it has undeniably transformed me.
In many ways the documentary has been a divine tool to draw me closer to God's
heart, people, and purpose. I can no longer approach a Nazarene pulpit without thanking
God for the glorious privilege to freely use my preaching gifts. I am linked to a Judeo-
Christian heritage of valiant women who braved condemnation and intense suffering to
actively participate in God's redemptive story. Their epitaphs, writings, portraits, and
photographs are forever etched in my memory and somehow woven into the way I preach,
teach, and pastor. I am also linked to today's women ministers whose faith and servanthood
often transcend current streams of sexism. The project has made me painfully aware of
sisters in other denominations who have been denied ordination on the basis that they do
not bear a "natural resemblance to Christ," or that they are perennially cursed with Eve's
weak temperament and fate of subordination. I empathize now more than ever with their
quest for reformation and reconcihation in the body of Christ.
Their stmggle has become mine; even more so since I have chosen to step aside
from teaching to apply for the more controversial position of a senior pastor in the Church
of the Nazarene. My husband and I want to model the ministerial partnership that
characterized so many early Nazarene couples. Producing the documentary together
enhanced our tmst in God and love for each other. It also instilled a vision to pour our lives
^ Gross and Pettit expressed their expanding commitment to assist women ministers at
an impromptu meeting of women leaders at the 2001 General Assembly. Both are
contributing writers to the New Horizons Women 's Clergy Newsletter.
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into a local congregation and exemplify the beauty ofChrist-centered mutuality
So far, several congregations have expressed an interest. None, however, has taken
the decisive step to extend us a call. So we wait. We send out more resumes, call more
district superintendents, and pray (with women servants worldwide) for the courage to resist
discouragement. IfAblaze with Love has taught us anything, it is to tmst God with a blessed
resolve. This IS the legacy of our Nazarene foremothers that inspired the one-hour v ideo,
captured our hearts, and expanded the scope of our ministry forever.
7 T .1 1 � f^r th^ rnlp nf senior pastor. Ed, who has taught Sunday7 I am currently applymg for the ro e ot m pa ^^^^^
school and covenant groups for four decades, hopes
lo senc a^ a j
Christian education or visitation.
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APPENDIX A
2001 STATISTICS OF NAZARENEWOMEN MINISTERS
Ordained and District Licensed Ministers: USA and Canada
Role Female Male Grand % % Total
Total Female Male Ministers
Chaplain 20 197 217 9.2% 90.8% 2.2%
Christian Ed. Minister 10 5 15 66.7% 33.3% 0.2%
District Assignment 7 94 101 6.9% 93.1% 1.0%
District Superintend. 0 83 83 0.0% 100.0% 0.8%
Educator 12 202 214 5.6% 94.4% 2.1%
Evangelist, Com. 3 56 59 5.1% 94.9% 0.6%
Evangelist, Registered 16 164 180 8.9% 91.1% 1.8%
Evangehst, Tenured 0 24 24 0.0% 100.0% 0.2%
General Assignment 9 85 94 9.6% 90.4% 0.9%
General Superintend. 0 6 6 0.0% 100.0% 0.1%
Missionary 34 143 177 19.2% 80.8% 1.8%
No Assignment 236 1,601 1,837 12.8% 87.2% 18.4%
Pastor 144 4,304 4,448 3.2% 96.8% 44.5%
Pastoral Associate 313 1,361 1,674 18.7% 81.3% 16.7%
Song Evangelist, Com. 0 1 1 0.0% 100.0% 0.0%
Song Evangelist, Reg. 3 5 8 37.5% 62.5% 0.1%
Special Service 17 183 200 8.5% 91.5% 2.0%
Student 101 396 497 20.3% 79.7% 5.0%
Transferring 18 142 160 11.3% 88.8% 1.6%
Grand Total 943 9,052 9,995 9.4% 90.6% 100.0%
Prepared by the Church of the Nazarene Church Growth Research Center
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APPENDIX B
PRODUCTION OUTLINE
I. Preproduction
A. COMPOSE A WORKING HYPOTHESIS
This brief paragraph defines the dkection and purpose of the presentation. It
is the off-the-top-of-your-head vision for the documentary. In other words, it
defines what the presentation wants to say. Though future research may modify the
contents, it is imperative to have an initial thematic focus.
B. SURVEY RECEPnvrrY
The hypothesis is shared and tested with future crew members and key
supporters to see if the topic is coherent and relevant. Is there an audience for the
subject? Will it provoke a response and possible change? Before investing a massive
amount of time and money into a video presentation, one must explore where and
how it can be used.
C. CHECK EXISTING RESOURCES
Locate publications, films, hve interview possibilities, and other sources of
information to address the topic. Since historical documentaries depend on visuals, it
is cmcial to know what pictures, films, and photographs are available to tell the
story. The Nazarene women profiled in Ablaze with Love were chosen not only
because of their dramatic witness, but because of the old photographs their families
had preserved and allowed us to use.
D. CREATE A STORYLINE
Information and possible visuals are then organized into a sequence-by-
sequence presentation. The documentary begins to take shape as the various
subjects and scenes are laid out. Much like the plot of an engaging novel, die visual
presentation needs an interesting open to introduce the characters and die conflict.
The body of the presentation develops the pertinent subjects, leading to a climax and
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resolution. The Ablaze with Love storyline developed as follows:
1 . Opening Ordination Scene,
2. Introduce heritage ofNazarene women in leadership,
3 . Overview of their general character, motives, and contributions,
4. Their disappearance and reasons why,
5 . Their legacy hves on in new generation ofwomen ministers,
6. Biblical foundations for gender mutuahty and examming Paul's prohibitive
passages,
7. Historical foundations from Christ through Wesleyan/hohness movement,
8. Nazarene foremother profdes,
9. Chmax personal stand up reflection based on the above evidence, and
10. The legacy continues in today's women ministers.
E. ASSEMBLE THE VISUAL SEQUENCE
Possible visuals are added scene-by-scene to the storyline.
F. FORMULATE A ROUGH BUDGET
Now is the time to write up what the proposed project will cost. The budget
must include equipment, crew, travel, shooting, and editing costs. Production cannot
proceed without honestly asking, "Can and how will I afford this venture?" "Who
or what will provide die needed financial assistance?"
G. WRITE AND SEND A PROSPECTUS
A one-page hypothesis, storyhne, and proposed budget are sent to
prospective supporters.
H. DESIGN A FORMAL SHOOTING SCHEDULE
The cost of equipment, travel, and hiring assistants demands that you
maximize the allotted shooting time. A schedule is imperative to pack the most into
each shooting trip and stay on deadline.
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IL Production
A. SHOOT THE VISUALS
Before shooting visuals, consider the mformation each picture may cover.
One group photo can yield several separate scenes if reframing and mobile framing
techniques are employed. See page 89 for further explanation. When shooting
action sequences, do not tum on the camera without thinking how the visuals will be
edited to tell the story. Consider the wide shots to establish the scene, the close ups
to reveal the emotion, the lighting, angles, and slow zooms to draw the viewer into
story.
B. SHOOT INTERVIEWS
Select articulate speakers to explain what cannot be covered visually.
C. WRITE NARRATION
The research information, visuals, and interviews are used to compose the
script that weaves the story together.
D. COMPOSE MUSIC SCORE
A music composer is given the script and visual storyline to begin
composing the music that subdy complements the narration.
III. Postproduction
A. RECORD NARRATION AND VOICE OVERS
Voices are employed to naturally read the script, letters, and journal entries
of documentary characters.
B. EDIT
The voice tracks, visuals, and music are compiled to teU the story.
C. ROUGH CUT PREVIEW
The first cut documentary is shown to selected audiences for constmctive
criticism that may impact the final draft.
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D. FINAL CUT
With the above observations, retum to the editing booth to cut and refine
documentary into its final form. This master edition will include addmg the titles and
credits.
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APPENDIX C
PROPOSED AND ACTUAL BUDGET
Preproduction
Camera $2,ooo $2,748
Lights, Tripod, Misc. Equip 400 800
Photo/Art Orders�^From Libraries & Collections 200 441
Tapes 300 480
Production
Filming�^Betacam Crew/Studio & Locations $8,000 $9,661
Travel�^Air And Auto 7,000 6,799
Narrations & Special Appearances 500 575
Music Score 1,000 700
Postproduction
Editing�Nonlinear Studio & Audio Work $ 14,000 $2 1 ,000
Duplication�500 Video Copies & Packaging 2,000 5,470
Maihngs 200 298
Copyright 35 35
Misc. Expenses 1,000 2,300
Total Expenses $36,635 $51,307
Current Donations & Tape Sales -30,400
Personal Expense $19,907
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APPENDIX D
PROJECT PROSPECTUS
ABLAZEWITH LOVE
A Video Documentary to Reacquaint the Church of the Nazarene
with Its Rich Heritage ofGenderMinisterial Partnership
The proposed project is the result of five years of teaching a growing number of
women ministerial students at Point Loma Nazarene University. More than 35 percent of
the students in our Philosophy and Religion department are women. Many of these women
possess a genuine call to ministry and the pastoral gifts to clearly communicate their faith.
They are some of our major's finest thinkers and preachers. My optimism for their future,
however, is coupled with concem that even if they are trained and ordained, they will
stmggle to find church leadership opportunities.
Many District Superintendents and local church boards hesitate to call women to
preach and pastor for a variety of reasons. These include: disparity over the controversial
passages of Paul that would seem to prohibit women from speaking and leading in the
church (1 Cor 14:34-35; 1 Tim 2:1 1-15), a fundamentalist backlash to the women's
liberation movement of the 1960s-70s, and a lack of education regarding our
denomination's positive stance on the issue. New Nazarenes also lack exposure to
Wesleyan/holiness women who have courageously shared the Gospel since the mm of the
century. More than 20 percent of the denomination's first pastors, evangelists, and
missionaries were women (Manual 904.10). That percentage has dwindled to two percent as
the church has distanced itself from what might be perceived as radical feminism and
embraced a "safe stance of silence."
As part ofmy doctorate dissertation project for Asbury Theological Seminary, I am
producing a video documentary to pierce the silence and help reverse this discriminatory
trend. The General Board has expressed interest in premiering the project at the General
Assembly in 2001. The video and an accompanying guidebook to facilitate discussion could
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then be offered to local churches throughout the denommation.
The decade that I worked as a broadcasting journalist provides a reahstic
understanding ofwhat is entailed in a presentation of this magnitude. This is not merely a
dissertation project for an academic degree. I hope it will be an important tool to facihtate
dialogue about an issue that has monumental implications for the fumre of the church. The
video presentation includes the following segments.
� A explanation of the biblical foundations that support women as
equal partners in leadership ministry. Biblical scholars reexamine the
controversial Pauhne texts as well as numerous passages that affirm ministerial
equality.
� Poignant examples of women leaders in the Bible and throughout
church history: This segment features archeological and literary evidence of
women serving in leadership offices of the early church. It also highlights women
preachers of the eighteenth century Methodist revival that challenged John Wesley
to amend his strict stance regarding the role of women. His 30-year transformation
from a fierce opponent to a supporter of women in public ministry warrants careful
attention.
� Profiles of seven Nazarene women who distinguished themselves
as church planters, pastors in rural and urban settings, foreign
missionaries, evangelists, and academicians. Old letters, journal entries and
photos are recorded to reveal the steadfast faith and sacrifice of these dynamic
servants.
� Exposure to women serving in similar ministries today. A new wave
ofWesleyan/holiness women ministers are preaching and teaching the Gospel
throughout the world. Some are breaking ground in cultures dominated by sexist
discrimination. Their flourishing ministries need to be celebrated.
A proposed schedule for the project is as follows:
Summer 1999 � Begin research at Kansas City Archives
Fah 1999 � Scout locations and visual opportunities
Winter 2000 � Write manuscript and oudine shooting schedule
Summer 2000 � Video tape visuals/interviews/voice overs
Fall 2000 � Edit, lay in sound track, write accompanying guidebook
Winter 2001 Prepare for possible premier at General Assembly &
distribution to local churches
The proposed budget for the documentary, including travel, taping
and post
production costs is $30,000. 1 have submitted numerous proposals for grants :ind
financial
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assistance from a variety of sources. If the documentary proves beneficial, a second \ ersion
involving women of otherWesleyan/holiness denominations may be produced for wider
distribution. I have procured the expertise of a video camera operator/editor and a music
score producer who worked with me in Los Angeles. Both are dear friends and Nazarenes
who share a vision ofmen and women serving Christ together.
The consequences of gender ministerial discrimination remain too high. There are
countless gifts being wasted and souls being ignored while churches continue their
infighting about who has authority over whom. The above proposal addresses the sources
and ramifications of this bickering. It may also help prepare the way for a new generation of
women ministerial students to heed God's Call.
Your prayers and consideration are sincerely appreciated.
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1999
Oct 26
2000
APPENDIX E
Documentary Shooting Schedule
Bethany, OK Johnny Jernigan visuals
Feb 28-Mar 4 Kansas City
Apr 10-14
Apr 15-17
May 9-12
May 13-14
May 16-17
May 18-22
June 15-21
June 22-23
June 24-25
June 27-30
July 1-3
July 4-5
July 6
Aug 7-13
Kansas City
Gallop, NM
Washington, DC
Davis Creek,WV
Chicago, EL
Littie Rock, AK
Rome, Italy
Tropea, Italy
Naples, Italy
Manchester, UK
Leeds, York
London
Whitby
Kansas City
Interviews w/Jim Bond, Alex Deasley, Paul Basset
Classroom scenes
Interviews w/Joe Coleson, Stan Ingersol, Jerry Porter,
NTS women. Archives visuals
Florence Waiting's Twin Butte Church, Interview
w/Pete
Library of Congress, National Archives
Florence Walling's Davis Creek congregation.
Interview w/Mildred Johnson
Mary Anderson visuals. Interview w/John Anderson
Agnes Diffee visuals. Interview w/Jane Kmtz
Domittia & Priscilla Catacombs, Vatican, St.
Praxedis, St. Paul, St. John BasciUicas
Toraldo home, "Leta Presbytera"
San Januarius Catacombs, "Bitalia"
John Ryland's LibraryAVesley letters
Sarah Crosby's Cross Hall, grave, Epworth, St.
Andrews church, Wesley home
Wesley Chapel
St. Hilda's Abbey
Interviews w/Harold Razer, Ed Robinson, Archiv e
visuals. Ordination of Rhonda Slingerland
Sept 9-12 Los Angeles
Oct 4- 16 Kansas City
Nov 18 San Diego
Nov 27 Kansas City
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Johnny Jernigan visuals, Estelle Crutcher \ isuals.
Interview w/Hazel Lee, Mountam stand ups
Archive visuals, headquarters scene
Episcopal Priest, Buckboard ride
Stand up w/Jess Middendorf, Interview w/R. Hahn
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APPENDIX F
ABLAZEWITH LOVE
MANUSCRIPT & VISUAL LOG
MUSIC OPEN �Ml*
God's word is in my heart like afire, afire shut up in
Candle w graphic
my bones. I am weary ofholding it in; indeed, I cannot.
Jer 20:9
JERRY PORTER VOICE OVER Porter
District Tape
Rhonda L. Slingerland, by the authority vested in me, as 34:35
a General Superintendent in the Church of the Nazarene, I do
ordain thee elder in the church of God in the name of the
Father, the son and the Holy Spirit.
I give you my life Lord and I know that you have
told me that this is your plan from the beginning for
me.
There is a satisfaction and a joy knowing that I am
in the center of your will.
ELDER PRAYER Elders praying
RHONDA SLINGERLAND VOICE OVER Slingerland close up
Ron Tape 11- 15:20, 16:08
District -- 34:47
Oh Lord, you are here. Lord. . .
* M = Music Track
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R. SLINGERLAND VOTCE OVF1?
This ordination is a confirmation by my church of
what you did in my life several years ago when you
asked me to step out in faith ...
I'll be whatever you want me to be, go where you
want me to go ... and do what you want me to do ...
whatever that means.
Slinser close up
R Tape 11 - 19:54, 20:55
M2
JANINE NARRATION
Ordination footage
It's one of the most sacred and meaningful rituals of the R Tape 13 - 16:00, 26:43
church . . . when elders lay hands, pray and confirm God's
call on an individual to preach the Word, administer the
sacraments and guide the church in mission and ministry.
For Rhonda Slingerland it was the culminadon of years of
prayer, study, and wresding with God. It wasn't easy to step
aside from a successful career as an attorney . . . but she
claims God began to nudge her to use her communicative
skills to spread the Gospel . . . and with time, grace and die
encouragement of her church she ultimately said yes. Today Famil\/Venezuela
Ron Tape 15 29:30
she serves witii her husband Bemie, their two daughters as
missionaries in Venezuela. -M3
FADE TO BLACK ... INSERT TITLE SEQUENCE
ABLAZE WITH LOVE
The Living Legacy of Our Nazarene Foremothers
ABLAZE W/LOVE
Matt
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JANINE AND JESSE STAND TIP .Janme/Jess on cam
c- *u * <-*u . Ron Tape 15 - 13:55Since the turn of the century Nazarene women have M4
furthered the cause of Christ as ordained pastors,
evangelists, chaplains, academicians and missionaries.
Despite tremendous sacrifice, and often ridicule from
people who questioned their motives... they carried on.
Why? Because God called them, God gifted them, and
thankfully the Church of the Nazarene opened the
doors that allowed them to obey.
(Music intro 3-4 seconds)
JESSE NARRATION A. Hanscome portrait
Ron Tape 5 - 10:15
It is hkely the first Nazarene woman to be ordained,
indeed one of the first women to be ordained in America, was
Anna Hanscome, pastor of a hohness congregation in Maiden Church
Ron Tape 21 � 23:24
Maiden Massachusetts. The Central Evangelical Holiness
Association, a parent body of the Church of the Nazarene, Minutes /CEHA mtg.
Ron Tape 5 � 12:03
questioned Hanscome about her religious experience,
doctrine, and call to the ministry. Association minutes reveal
Hanscome passed the examination and was unanimously
approved for ordination March 30, 1892.
The practice of ordaining women was condoned by west Bresee &other leaders
Janine Tape 4 14:07
coast Nazarenes three years later. That's when Phineas
Bresee and a handful of holiness believers organized the Los
Angeles First Church of the Nazarene. The third page of L. A. First Minutes
Ron Tape 9 - 4:45
their incorporation papers contains the following gender Ron Tape 9
-- 6:11
inclusive statement:
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NAZARENE QUARTET VOICE OVF1?
"We recognize the equal right of both men and
women to all offices of the church including the
ministry."
Moving beyond rhetoric Bresee ordained Elsie Wallace
in 1902. Wallace was the founding pastor of Spokane
Washington First Church and the first woman to be
appointed a Nazarene District Superintendent in North
America. In 1903 Bresee ordained Lucy Knott, a dynamic
church planter, an inner city missions worker, a pioneer in
small group ministries.
Knott, Wallace, Hanscome were among many Nazarene
foremothers who stepped beyond cultural and ecclesial
barriers to heed God's call. They did so with a deep
conviction that however they served�^be it preaching,
teaching, feeding the poor, ministering to the sick or
abandoned�whatever they did was enabled by the
sanctifying grace of the Holy Spirit. Many testified that the
Spirit filled their hearts with perfect love and transformed
their timidity into "holy boldness." This boldness, in tum,
compelled them to leave the comforts of home to go
wherever God led . . . be it to the hills of Africa ... to city
slums, or to the sun scorched plains of America. . . they went
often with husband and children at their side.
Elsie Wallace
J Tape4- 10:40
Luc\ Knott & church
J Tape 4 - 12:50, 16:50
Women trio
Ron Tape 5 -17:50
Women in buggy
Ron Tape 5 - 18:44
./. Jernigan w/babies
Ron Tape 1 � 33:55
F Chism J Tape 5 � 6:43
Africa J Tape 5 ~ 9:58
India R Tape 9 - 22:59
Slums J Tape7 - 29:23
Plains J Tape 7 � 36:30
Wagon Evangelism
J Tape 5 � 75:53
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MARY CAGLE VOICE OVER M Caele portrait
. ^
R Tape 5 - 15:45
To go out in America as a woman preacher would M4
Fork in rd
mean to face bitter opposition, prejudice, slanderous / Tape 7 25:27
tongues, my name cast out as eviL Besides that ... I was
timid with a limited education. But Holy Ghost
conviction seized my heart and with the restoration of Mary to camp
Ron Tape 5 - 18:44
joy came the old time call to preach. God by His Holy Evangelist duo
Ron Tape 5 ~ 14:32
Spirit revealed to me that my work was not across the
waters, but here in my homeland.
�Mary Lee Cagle, Pastor, Mulbury Canyon, Texas
FANNIE HUNTER VOICE OVER TentMeeting
J Tape 5 - 14:10, 15:40
I have welcomed the life of the evangelists with the
every ceaseless travel, living in a "trunk," body often Small Shack
J Tape 7 -32:00
so weary and worn that a garret would seem inviting to
get alone for a rest ... But what matters if devils rage Fannie Hunter
R Tape 5 - 20:00
and human opposition be felt, so long as we have the
smile and approval of our Master.
�Fannie Hunter, Pastor, Rising Star, Texas.
REBECCA LAIRD SOUND BITE Rebecca Interview
J Tape 21 - 5:55
These women were not cultural radicals. They M 5
weren't trying to redefine family values or family roles.
They were responding to a radical conviction that God
Almighty had called them ... It was God that they had
to pay attention to ... God had called them and they
had to obey.
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JANINE NARRATION
By the time four regional hohness groups merged to PilotPoint
c u r.i XT . GAssembly 1928form the Church of the Nazarene m 1908, approximately 14 R Tape 5 13:28
percent of the preachers were women. By 1933, women
comprised more than 20 percent ofNazarene pastors and
evangelists.
This pohcy ofmutuality, men and women serving as Ministry Couple
J Tape 6 - 11:34
equal partners in Christ, might have been considered radical,
almost heretical by most denominations. . .but not for Bresee.
He was convinced gender partnership in ministry was
apostolic. . .that is, rooted in the beliefs and practices of the
first century church. Bresee and other holiness leaders Bresee Portrait
J Tape 5 - 25:25
believed the Holy Spirit who empowered the first Christians Revival Scenes
to teach, prophesy and lead, was still in the work of gifting
men and women to spread the Gospel regardless of gender.
J Tape 17- 21:32
STAN INGERSOL SOUND BITE Stan Ingersol SB
R Tape 7- 23:15
There was a sense that just as the HS was poured
out before it is poured out today, and that women are
gifted and graced for ministry just like men and so
that there's no question about gender. There's simply a
question about identifying those who are gifted and
graced and then giving them a place for ministry.
Nazarene leaders may also have been influenced by a Assembly women
R Tape 5 - 14:12
M5
Literature
growing body of 19th century literature supporting women
in ministry. Perhaps the most widely read publication R Tape 23
- 22:35
supporting women ministers was Phoebe Palmer's Promise
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of the Father. Palmer was a noted Methodist lay preacher P. of the Father
u ^
�
A.u ^ TT .
R Tape 10 -20:10who populanzed the Wesleyan Holmess doctrine in the
United States in the mid to late 1 800s. Palmer insisted that a PPalmerportrait
. .
R Tape 10 - 20:47,
woman s public ministry was grounded in Peter's sermon
on Pentecost. The apostle quoted the prophecy of Joel and Pentecost
J Tape 25
Revival sd
J Tape 10 - 30:27
.1^1., . T -26:40declared that in the age of the Spmt men AND women would cenes
prophesy. Palmer also contended that a sanctified person
must testify publicly to the experience of hohness. Her
requirement prompted many women to speak in worship for
the first time.
Nazarene women preachers appealed not only to 1860s women
R Tape 22 - 12:32
Palmer's work, but to Luther Lee's published sermon at the J Tape 10 - 38:11
L Lee's Sermon
ordination of Antoineette Brown. Lee, a founder of the R Tape 10- 18:55
Wesleyan church, emphasized Galatians 3:28 as the basis for
women's ministry
LUTHER LEE VOICE OVERWITH TEXT L Leeportrait
R Tape 10 - 19:30
"In Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor
free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ
Jesus. If males may belong to the church so may
females, if males may receive ordination by the
imposition of hands, or otherwise, so may females�the
reason of which is found in this sacred text."
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Lee, Palmer and a host of other holiness authors Female Preachers
, . . ,
R Tape 10 -21:22
supportmg women s ministry had a positive impact on the M6
ir J rr., . .
Pa� ofpampletsNazarene founders. Their wntings along with the undeniable R Tape 23 - 22:26
Nazarene Leaders
success of women in spreading scriptural holiness seemed to / Tape 4 - 14:07
convince most Nazarene leaders that the battle for women' s D. Superintend.
J Tape 4- 28:45
ordination had already been won. The evidence was in. Case
closed. Or was it?
Resistance to ordaining women continued to surface. So H. ofH. Oct. 1930
R Tape 9 - 10:32
much so that General Superintendent James B. Chapman Chapman portrait
wrote the following 1930 editorial supporting the Nazarene
stand.
J Tape 7- 26:14
.T. B. CHAPMAN VOICE OVER WITH TEXT Chapman article
Ron Tape 9- 11:38
The fact is that God calls men and women to preach Statement
Ron Tape 9 - 12:10
the gospel, and when He does so call them, they should
gladly obey Him and members of the church should
encourage and help them in the fulfillment of their
task. This is the teaching of the New Testament, the
position of the Church of the N.
That may have been the position of die church, but not Camp Meeting
J Tape 5 - 33:23
always the practice. In the late 1930s the number ofwomen
in leadership ministry began to decline. The pohty was in
place but the denomination had failed to compose its own
formal rationale for ordaining and assigning women.
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Bresee and other leaders assumed that opening all offices
of the church to women was faithful to the Gospel. They did
not, however compose a comprehensive bibhcally based
rationale to defend their stance. They assumed the gender
issue was setded. Unfortunately, It was not. Initial support
for women gave way to ambivalence. Ambivalence gave way
to discrimination. And women preachers began to disappear
from district roll books. It seems a number of factors inside
and outside the church influenced the decline.
Some scholars claim that as the church evolved from a
holiness movement into a more respectable institution,
gender equality in ministry and informality gave way to a
stmctured hierarchy in leadership. The church began to seek
and appoint clergy who "looked the part." And by and large
those who looked the part were men . . . educated men.
The decline ofwomen in leadership may have also been
influenced by Fundamentalism. This conservative movement
emerged in the early decades of the 20th century to counter
modern culture and liberal theology. Fundamentalists did so
by elevating the plain teachings of the written Word. In an
effort to be deemed biblical, N. shed some of their emphasis
on the H. Spirit and seemed to adopt a more hteralistic
reading of the Word.
Bresee FMissions.
J Tape 4- 14:07
Bresee & M. Bd.
J Tape 4 - 14:07
M6
CampMtg women
Portraits disappear
Outdoor tent
R Tape 23- 20:10
Rally wagon
RTape 22 - 15:18
Traditional church
J Tape 10 - 37:29
J Tape 11 - 8:39
Male pastor
J Tape 7- 3:24
Old Man/Worship
J Tape 7 -7:10
Fundamentalism art
RTape 23 - :30, :54, 1:52
Seminarians study
RTape 21 - 4:41
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PAUL BASSET SOUND BYTE
, , J , . � Basset InterviewWe've been deeply influenced by Fundamentalists R Tape 3 - 5:14
and We have felt the need to be biblical in all things ...
but in doing that we sometimes look for proof texts ...
We've forgotten the great Wesleyan principle ... The
Scripture is the Spirit's instrument. The scripture is
not the church's mallet.
As the Spirit' s instmment, Basset contends the Bible is Bible Studies
R generic tape
to be read as a whole. Doctrines and practices should emerge Woman singing
from the general tenor of scripture, not a few passages taken
out of context.
J Tape 8 - 5:41
The marginalization of ordained women also coincided Skyscrapers
L. ofCongress Tape
with cultural pressure for women to assume less
conspicuous roles. The industrial revolution, an economic Depression/War
Generic tape
depression and the chaos ofworld ward fostered a
nationwide quest for "stability." Men had their sphere of
influence. Women had dieir own sphere, primarily in the Turkey woman
J Tape 7- 19:51
domestic realm.
Thus, Nazarene women generally assumed more Pastor & women
J Tape 8 - 1:26
supportive roles in the church. They were lauded for dieir S. School
J Tape 8 - 2:23, 3:42
contributions to Sunday school. Women also volunteered
assistance in the church office. And diey spearheaded raising Clerical workers
J Tape 8 -13:29
support for missions work around the world. Missions workers
All of these ministries honored God and edified the church.
NWMS Tape
And yet for women sensing God's call to pastoral work, this Women pastors^ & r RT 11 -6:34
kind of service could not fully satisfy a passion to preach
and be all they were meant to be.
M6
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Whatever the cause, be a legahstic reading of Scripture, a Bible thumbed
Generic
quest for evangehcal respectability, a backlash to the Malepastor
J Tape 8 - :57
women's liberation movement of the 1960s and 70s, or a Women's lib
lack of exposure to competent women leaders, more and
/ Tape 21
more districts have shelved the preaching and pastoring gifts Phyllis F.
J Tape 12 - 5:50
of women. Remember the time when 20 percent of our Women Ministers
JT22- :30,1:40
credentialed preachers were women. Today the number of
credentialed women serving in similar roles has dropped to
less than four percent.
It is konic that while the number ofwomen in other Little Rock First
JTape II - 1:20
denominations has dramatically increased during the last half
of the 20th century, the Church of the Nazarene with a much
older heritage of sanctioning women seems to be back
peddling in promoting gender equality. Even so,
discouraging statistics have not curtailed Nazarene women Classroom Scenes
R Tape 1 -- 20:25
from preparing for ministry. Women are entering ministerial M7
studies programs in record numbers.
As these women prepare for leadership roles, they have to
wonder if they will have a place to service when tiiey
graduate. Will their gifts be used? Will churches call?
NTS STUDENT SOTJND BITES T Walker Interview
R Tape 18 - 26:24
I feel like I've seen great support from DSs and we have
great support with our professors and fellow women ...
Ha!, fellow women, but some of our guys are not
supportive. And that is hard.
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I have a pastor friend from another denomination who 5 Chavez Interview
, . ^ RTape 18 -23:50
supported my desire for ordination, providing that I
would use it only in ministry with children. I walked
away from that conversation knowing that my
assurance was not in his approval, but in God's Call.
Maybe my fear is that I have a false optimism. But I ./. Tegerstrand
R Tape 18 - 21:10
thing that god's bigger than that. We'll see what
happens.
.TESSE NARRATION
M8
With so many women heeding what they believe is a call NTS Women zoom
RTape?- 29:10
from God to preach and pastor, it seems pmdent for Headquarters
J Tape 21 - 25:13
Nazarenes to once again examine why all church offices have Missionary couple
R generic tape
been open to men and women. And to do so, the church must de Costa preaching
JTape 3- 15:21
depend on more than nostalgia.
Just because Nazarenes have sanctioned women in
leadership in the past, does not automatically mean this polity
should continue. Perhaps now is the time to formally
compose a rationale for Nazarene men and women in
ministerial partnership.
To do that, the church must go back to the Bible, and not Bible/Genesis
R Tape 23 - 24:45
just to the positive Pentecostal references often sited by our
founders, but to a foundation of equality presented all the
way back in Genesis. ^ ^
TITLE INSERTED ON SOFT FOriTS CREATION God&A(kim
R Tape 18 - 3:12
SCENE
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I. CONTEMPLATE EQUALITY Genesis
FROM THEWHOLE OF SCRIPTURE l29floil:^^^
The first two chapters of the Bible offer a comprehensive
account of God's creation intentions before the Fall. Here
we see God's design included equality. In general the fu-st
two chapters teach that both male and female are human, they
are equal and created in God's image. Genesis 1:27 reads
"So God created the 'adam�or humankind�in His image;
in the image ofGod He created it; male and female he
created them."
Genesis 2 offers a much more detailed account of the
creation of the first man and woman. We read in Genesis
2: 18 that the original man needed a companion so God chose
to make him a suitable helper. That word for helper�Ezer
Kenegdo�deserves careful examination.
TOE COLESON SOUND BITE Colson Interview
RTape?- 5:50
Ezer Kenegdo ... It's usually translated as a helper
or helpmeet�It really should be taken from another
Hebrew root which means a power, another
autonomous being another one of the same species
facing him, facing her ... as both autonomous under
God, equally responsible for helping each other in
their relationship with God and for the mutual
caretaking of the world.
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This equality is shattered in Genesis 3, when the man and
woman sin. It is only after sin that the man takes the
prerogative to name the woman�^to claim and exercise
domination over her�and from then on women cease to be
partners in a one flesh union and are generally treated as
objects to be acquired or discarded.
The consequences of discrimination are evident
throughout the Old Testament or Hebrew Bible and yet the
narrative also reveals the capabilities and rich attributes of
women. Deborah emerges as a respected judge of early
Israel. Abigail offers wise counsel to King David. Huldah is
the esteemed prophetess to King Josiah These women
ministered in the midst of a restricted, patriarchal society, but
they lived in non patriarchal ways. And the Bible commends
them for their actions.
(Pause)
Nowhere is the dignity ofwomen more clearly elevated
than in the life and ministry of Jesus. The age of
emancipation may have been initiated the day the angel
Gabriel bypassed Mary's father and her betrothed Joseph to
tell the peasant gkl that she would conceive the Messiah.
As Mary's precious son grows up and launches his
redemptive ministry, he treats women without sentimentality
or condescension. He takes them seriously and challenges
the cultural norms that keep them in bondage.
In die awkward time and patriarchal setting of his
ministry, Jesus did not select a woman to be one of the 12
M9
The Fall
RTape 22*- 17:33
Adam/Eve/Tree
R Tape 18 - 9:11
Sad women
R Tape 22 - 18:06, 19:00
Deborah
R Tape 22 - 20:07
Abigail - 20:51
Huldah - 21:43
Esther, Ruth
J Tape 25 - 6:31
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Jesus Icon
JTape 25 - 20:30
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R last shoot
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R last shoot
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J Tape 18 - 27:42
Ixist Supper
RTape 23 - 11:20
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apostles. It should be noted he didn't select a Gentde
either.And yet . . . Jesus entrusts a woman to proclaim the
message of his resurrection to the twelve. Mary Magdalene's
announcement is central to the Gospel in the early Church.
And she becomes the first ofmany women ambassadors to
spread the good news to the ends of the earth.
The Book of Acts and the letters of Paul reveal that
women were active participants in the early church. They
were among the 120 who received the Holy Spirit at
Pentecost. They were among the first converts in Jemsalem,
and some of the first to be dragged off and put into prison
for their faith.
C. S. COWLES SOUND BITE
In Romans 16, the Apostle Paul acknowledges Cowles Interview
Tape from NNU
Phoebe, a leader in the church at Cenchrea. Paul called
her diakonos, a term he used for a minister or deacon
in the church. He also commends Mary who worked
very hard in the Roman church. He then greets Junias
as outstanding among the apostles. Most ancient
manuscripts render Junias in the famine. If that is the
true rendering, that was supported by Church Father
Chrysostom in 4th century. Paul counted Junia, a
woman worthy of the esteemed title "apostle."
MMagdalene
RTape 23- 13:31
JTape 18 -24:32
JTape 25- 9:30
Womanpersecuted
JTape 25 -4:04
TITLE INSERTED ON SOFT FOCUS OF WOMAN
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I. CAREFULLY REEXAMINE Woman natron
PAUL'S PROHIBITIVE PASSAGES
^ ^""^^ " ^^'^^
JANINE NARRATION Zoom/ 1 Carl4
T r r. ^ RTape 23 -29:30In light of the equality described by Paul and the obvious
presence ofwomen speaking for Christ, did Paul really mean
for women to be silent in church for all time in 1 Corinthians
14:34? This controversial passage bids behevers to take a
closer look.
Rack focus to insert text
MALE VOICE OVER
^
For God is a God not of disorder but of peace. As in
all the churches of the saints, women should be silent
in the churches.
If taken hterally and observed with all strictness, women Women servants
J Tape 25* - 19:38
were not to make any sound at all during worship. But is this Mil
Paul
in line with Paul's other teachings? R Tape 23 - 9:36
For one thing, this call to silence totally contradicts a Chapter 11
RTape 23 - 29:21
statement Paul makes three chapters earlier. In Chapter 11,
verse 5, Paul directs women to wear head coverings when
they pray an prophesy. He acknowledges that Corinthian
women are not silent, but that they do pray and prophesy. . .
His main concem is that when they do speak in public, they
should not abuse their freedom in Christ, but respect social
custom.
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His main concem in 1 Corinthians 14 seems to be with a Rackfocus to text
1 1 UT fA- A � u X. RTape 23 -29:30local problem of disorder in worship. Note he says in verse Ronmn Women
*u * �r- ^ � ^' J rj- 1 , J Tape 25* - 25:0033 that, God IS not a God of disorder but of peace." And Rack focus to text
in verse 35 he declares ifwomen want to ask questions they
should do so at home.
R Tape 23 - 29:30
ALEX DEASLEY SOUND BITE Deaslev Interview
� . , . ,
Ron Tape 3 - 12:28
What P IS laying down in this passage is not a
blanket prohibition on women speaking in church but
rather dealing with a situation in which disorder was
being created�and in that situation in Corinth he is
saying if they have questions�the place to raise them
is at home and not to throw the whole church service
into confusion. 6:14
Before using 1 Corinthians 14 to silence women, the Wide of 1 Cor
R Tape 23 - 28:45
church must carefully examine the passage in its cultural and Roman Rd.
JTape 16- 30:18
literary context. What was going on in Corinth for Paul to
make such a negative command? Especially when he
commends the work of so many gifted women speakers
elsewhere.
The same exegetical questions must be employed when / Tim zoom to
rfocus for text
the church approaches 1 Timothy 2 verses 8 through 15. R Tape 23 - 29:45
Here the author is tells Timothy . . .
MALE VOICE OVER...
Let a woman learn in silence with full submission.
I permit no woman to teach or to have authority over a
man; she is to keep silent.
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The language and negative tone of this passage and Paul
others have prompted some scholars to question Paul's
^ ^^^^ " ^^^"^
authorship of the letters to Timothy.
The Church of the Nazarene, however, maintains the Timothy tUt
.-1 u 1 , J Tape 25 12:40traditional view that Paul wrote these letters, and the recipient Mil
,, . � , Ephesus
was Paul s spmtual son, Timothy. Timothy was most likely J Tape 16 - 27:45
pastoring the church in Ephesus at the time.
It is important to note that this passage begins with "Let Roman Woman
JTape 25*- 28:21
a woman leam." This statement dramatically countered
Jewish and Greek customs that barred women from formal
education. The opportunity for women to be educated in the
faith was radical for the church and for the ancient culture. 1 Tim 2 text
R Tape 23 - 30:12
Thus, he instmcts women to learn quiedy with submission.
Paul then appears to prohibit women from teaching and
having authority over men. It seems straight forward in Super authentein
text/zoom
English, but not necessarily in the original Greek.
ROGER HAHN SOUND BITE Hahn interview
R Tape 24
In Greek, it's not clear at all. The structures are
awkward and confusing. There's more than one way to
construct the sentence and the key word to exert
authority over men, we just don't have the data to
define it with any kind of precision. Four hundred
years before Paul writes, it means murder. Three
hundred years after he writes, it means to domineer or
to have authority over. But what did it mean in
between that. When he wrote that�we just don't have
the data to answer that question.
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JANINE NARRATION 1 Timothy.iA.
wu . A u u RTape 23 -29:45What we do have in 1 Timothy are statements from Paul
that the church in Ephesus was plagued by false teachings. Women pan
f.u u u 1 RTape 19 -22:52One or these may have been an early strand ofGnosticism
that, among other things, taught that Eve was the originator of Eve tilt
, ,
R Tape 22 - 15:52
the human race. If this heresy, and possibly its women
prophetesses had cormpted the church, it is easy to see why
Paul would prohibit women from teaching. It is also easy to
see why he would appeal to the traditional view of creation. Creation scene
R Tape 18 - 9:45, 10:00
that Adam came before Eve and that Eve was utterly
deceived. This refutes the Gnostic belief that Eve was first
and that Eve was totally blameless.
While this explanation is possible, it still raises
questions....
ROGER HAHN SOUND BITE Hahn interview
Ron Tape 24
We simply don't have enough data exegetically to
tie down what was happening in 1 Timothy. So we end
up with, "It could be this. It could be that." That's the
best we can do. Which means�this is not a text to
make a dogmatic statement on women not being
allowed to teach or have leadership positions. It's not a
clear passage. Where you work is with the clear
passages.
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Certainly this strict prohibition of 1 Timothy 2 must be Paul preaching
seen in light of Paul's other writings that DO acknowledge R Tapl 23 iffoo
women teaching.
Even if he once was a died-in-the-wool Pharisee,
generally Paul was not a foe to women in ministry.
(Pause for music change) Ml2
The same, however, could not be said of some of the early Church Father
u u^.u , RTape 19� 26:54church fathers. To preserve the credibility of the Gospel, and
the apostolic succession of an all male clergy, many church Statue ofPeter
JTape J 7� 2435
tathers spoke out and wrote numerous papers against women
in leadership. Listen to these statements that helped establish
patriarchy in the church for centuries.
MALE VOICE OVER Ori2en rack f text
R Tape 23� 8:25
"It is not proper for a woman to speak in church,
however admirable or holy what she says may be,
merely because it comes from female lips." Origen
(135-245)
"Flesh stands for the woman�and the spirit for the Augustine text
R Tape 19 - 28:27
husband... because the latter rules, the former is ruled.
Woman stands under the lordship of man and
possesses no authority; she can neither teach or be a
witness" Augustine (354-430)
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And yet niany women became teachers and vahant
witnesses of the Gospel. Then- contributions to the hfe and
thought of the church merit our attention.
(Pause for music change
Woman speaking
J Tape 25*- 16:00, 24:00
TITLE INSERTED ON SOFT FOCTIS WOMANT
LEADER)
Ml3
III. CONSIDER CONTRIBUTIONS OF WOMEN Abbess window
R Tape 20 - 10:00
IN CHURCH HISTORY
TESSE NARRATION
Many women were martyred for their devotion to Jesus
in the first three centuries ofChristianity. One notable
confessor was Perpetua whose valiant stand in the arena
became and inspiration for thousands ofmartyrs.
A growing body of literary and archeological evidence
shows women also assumed positions of church leadership.
In the Catacombs, the burial chambers of the first Roman
Christians, frescos portray several veiled women in a priesdy
pose with uplifted hands. Some scholars contend these poses
are merely signs of salvation. The open often enlarged palms,
however, suggest these women may have been offering a
priestly blessing.
A fresco in the catacomb of San Genarro in Naples Italy
San Genarro
portrays the woman convert Bitalia. The venerated woman Je Tape 16- 24:20
Genarro interior
appears to be speaking. Behind her are the Gospels of R Tape 12
- 20:2
Matthew, Luke and John in codex, or book, form.
Martyr scene
Janine Tape 21
Perpetua
R Tape 19 - 25:20
Catacomb shots
J Tape 15 - 16:09, 18:16
Woman w hands
R Tape 12 - 20:57
R Tape 19 -- 7P;52, 20:22,
20:36
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The prominent placement ofBitalia implies that she was
an important woman in the church. The fact that she stands
before the Gospels could also imply that she is preaching.
Women may have also celebrated the Eucharist in the
first centuries of the church. One of the frescos inside the
Roman Catacomb of Priscilla shows seven figures grouped
around a table. The predommant Vatican view is that these
were six men and one woman celebrating the Lord's Supper.
The sloped shoulders, upswept hair, and slender necks of the
original figures, however, implies that they were women.
The picture is also in line with a fourth century religious
tract by Athenasius, the orthodox bishop of Alexandria. The
tract extols the virtues of virginity and permits consecrated
women to celebrate the breaking of bread together, without
the presence of a male priest.
Despite support from Athenasius, women assuming
liturgical roles were generally condemned by church
authoriUes. In 494 Pope Gelasius the first sent a stem decree
to the bishops of southern Italy urging them to bar women
from officiating at altars reserved for the male sex.
Bitalia
R Tape 23 - 19:32
Eucharist woman
JTape 25 -27:33
Priscilla Catacomb
R Tape 12 - 21:24
Priscilla Eucharist
R Tape 23 -- 20:35
Athenasius
R Tape 23 -- 8:30
BreakingBread
R night shoot
Woman andpriest
J Tape 25 - 11:00
Gelasius 1
SUPER ''Such divine affairs have come to such a low SUPER Latin/Eng.
1 Tape 17- 15:32
state that women are encouraged to officiate at sacred
altars reservedfor the male sex in which they have no
competence.
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This letter infers that womenWERE assuming the roles Church zoom
f
�
,
�
, , , J Tape 17 - 28:50of priests in liturgical service, and that some bishops,
ignoring the mlings of four church councils, had acmally
ordained these women to the priesthood of southem Italy. Abbess window
f JTape 25* -14:05The practice ofwomen serving as pastors and priests, and
1 � 1 , Tropea
even as bishops may be supported by numerous epigraphs / Tape 16- 21:21
on ancient tombstones. One important fifth century
tombstone was excavated in the southem Italian town of Toraldo home
J Tape 16 - 19:30
Tropea. It is proudly displayed in the dining room of one of
Tropea' s leading families, the Toraldos. The inscription
commemorates presbytera Leta who died at the age of forty Leta Presbytera
J Tape 16 - 4:26
in the mid fifth century�just prior to Gelasius' letter. Some SUPER LETA
scholars claim presbytera is a tide usually given to the wife
of a presbyter. Leta's husband, however, is not said or
shown to be a church officeholder.
Indeed other historical evidence shows women serving in Woman portrait
J Tape 25* - 28:21
official roles....
One such woman is Theodora, whose face is 5/. Praxidis
J Tape 15 - 32:10
commemorated in the Basihca of St. Praxidis in Rome. Theodora
J Tape 18 - 2:44
Theodora is portrayed in a mosaic with Mary and two saints. Theodora
J Tape 18 - 2:01
While the last two letters have disappeared from her name, SUI^R EPISCOPA &
her title remains�Episcopa�the grammatically feminine
form of bishop. Many scholars reason that Theodora
received the tide because she was the mother of a pope and
that a woman would NOT have received such an esteemed
tide in Rome.
THEODORA
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Nevertheless the possibility should not be aU together Computerizedmap
excluded in view of other references to women bishops on
Itahan tombstones and official church documents.
At least 15 key inscriptions and writmgs acknowledging SUPER STARS ON
u ij u ^
LOCATIONS
women office holders have surfaced m Italy, France, Turkey. Dissolve to Vatican
JTape 17 -3:54
These areas were not hubs of heretical activity, but were
closely aligned to the official church ofRome.
(Pause for music change) --M14
TANINE NARRATION
With or without official tide women distinguished
themselves as Christian leaders. After persecutions ceased
with Constantine in the fourth century, the only place many
women found their identity and use their gifts was in the
convent.
One of these dynamic witnesses was Macrina who
prophesied, established several convents and strongly
influenced her brother Gregory who became one of the
fourth century's most influential bishops.
Three centuries later. Abbess Hilda ofWhitby turned an
average monastery into an eminent Bible training center for
men and women. These are the remains of her famous abbey,
built in the mid 600s to be a beacon of worship and clergy
education in northern England.
Vatican Statue
JTape 17- 12:43
Woman praying
JTape 25 -11:00
Constantine
J Tape 18 - 19:54
Convent Nuns
R Tape 20 - 3:11
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R Tape 23* - 27:47
JTape 24 - 17:15
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R Tape 20 - 9:40
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Other women emerged in the middle ages as champions
ofministries to the poor. Reformers Clare and Catherine of
Siena estabhshed mendicant orders. They chaUenged the
medieval church to share its riches with the sick and the
oppressed.
Models of prayer such as JuUan ofNorwich and Teresa
of AvUa contributed to Christianity in the contemplative
realm. Their mystical revelations and spmtual writings
stressed the importance of intimate devotion to God.
While the Protestant Reformation emphasized the
"priesthood of aU believers," it DID NOT expand the roles
of women in ministry. With the dissolution of convents
women lost their last chance of church service outside the
narrow circle of home. This did not, however, prevent women
from taking part in the 18th century English Reformation.
Clare & Catherine
RTape 20- 7:44,8:49
Julian and Teresa
R Tape 20 - 11:13, 12:43,
11:47
Lutherportrait
R Tape 20 - 1:27
Nailing Theses
R Tape 22 - 28:42
Convent close up
R Tape 20 - 4:08
(Pause for music change)
During the first fifty years of the Wesleyan revival more
than 600 lay preachers helped spread the Gospel throughout
the British Isles. More than 100 of these preachers were
women. Initially, John Wesley hesitated to use women in
leadership. After all he was stUl an Anglican priest. And
Anglicans strictly prohibited women from public ministry.
Wesley preaching
J Tape 16 - 6:40
Woman listening
J Tape 19 4:53
Wesleyportrait
J Tape 18 - 2:14
Leeds church tilt
J Tape 18 - 29:03
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FEMALE VOICE OVER
S, Wesle\ letter
R Tape 23 - 16:30, 17:30,
18:20
If you do, after all, think fit to dissolve this
assembly, do not tell me that thou desire me to do it,
for that will not satisfy my conscience; but send me to
your positive command, in such full and express terms
as may absolve me from all guilt and punishment, for
thou and I shall appear before the great and awful
tribunal of our Lord, Jesus Christ.
To no surprise, Samuel Wesley acquiesced and allowed Samuel Wesley
J Tape 18 - 36:58
his wife's services to flourish. No doubt her leadership, plus Susanna's B Study
R Tape 22 - 10:08
the rising demand for lay evangelists softened John
Wesley's resistance to women in ministry, hi this 1769 letter Crosby Letter
R Tape 13 - 2:39
to Sarah Crosby, Wesley offers instmctions on how a
woman should address men and women converts.
MALE VOICE OVER SUPER SCROLLED
TEXT
Number one, pray in private or public as much as
you can.
Metcalf
Two. Even in public, you may properly enough
intermix short exhortations with prayer but keep as far
from what is called preaching as you can.
Eventually, Crosby's short exhortations evolved into
preaching resulting in the conversion of hundreds ofmen
and women. This home outside of Leeds in northern
England became her headquarters. It also served as an
orphanage for abandoned children that she ran with another
dynamic lay preacher, Mary Bosanquet.
The fmit of their ministries could not be denied.
Ultimately, Wesley conceded in a letter to Bosanquet that
they along with every Methodist lay preacher had an
"extraordinary call."
And before he died, Wesley encouraged the Methodist
conference to license its first women preacher. In this final
letter, he also bid the conference to�quote�
"Let all things go on among those servants who
choose to remain together, exactly in the same manner
as when I was with you."
Unfortunately, a few years afterWesley's death, the
Methodist conference overturned his endorsement of
women. In 1803, the entire Methodist Conference voted that
women should not preach . . .
NARRATION OVERLAPWITH MALE VOICE
OVERS
"Because a vast majority of people are opposed to
it�and their preaching does not seem necessary."
Methodist woman
RTape 22- 9:30
Cross Hall
J Tape 18 - 34:02
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RTape 20 - 13:26
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R Tape 13 - 8:33
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(Pause for music statement)
This official ruhng, however, did not silence women
preachers in England or the United States. While women
were absent from conference minutes, early 19th century
letters and joumals reveal many were frequendy invited to
preach by sympathizing pastors.
One outspoken supporter was American revivalist
Charles Finney. Finney's east coast revivals encouraged
women converts to testify and participate freely in public
prayer meetings. In hopes of creating a better society, Finney
influenced women to get an education and engage in social
reform. Revivalism became the impetus for many 19th
century women to speak out against the evil of slavery,
prostitution, and alcoholism.
Social concern and even the burgeoning women's rights
movement however were not key motivators for women to
preach in the Church of the Nazarene. These women
assumed leadership primarily because Nazarene founders
acknowledged a precedent for equahty in the first century
church.
Another factor was the denomination's emphasis on
sanctification, a distinct experience foUowing salvation. To
Nazarenes and other Wesleyan Holiness groups that
emerged in die late 1800s, sanctification involved total
consecration to God, placing your all on the altar, and
allowing the Holy Spirit to purify and empower you for
service.
_ --M16
Women preachers
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SUSIE STANLEY SOTJND RTTF
One of the key characteristics of these wonien was
their holy boldness. This was a term that they
used�and I love it because they're bold by the power
of the holy Spirit. They're also holy. They're not
ripping through people's lives, but they're being holy
and loving as they worked toward evangelism and
social holiness.
Stanley Interview
JTape 21 - 2:10-2:27
JESSE NARRATION
Armed with the assurance of God's provision, inner
cleansing, and a passion to help save and sanctify the lost
many Nazarene women distinguished themselves as church
planters, pastors, evangelists, missionaries, teachers and
rescue workers.
Deaconesses
R Tape 23*
L. A. Mission
R Tape 21 - 3:23
Mrs. Seth Rees tilt
R Tape 21 - 28:31
Depression Family
JTape 7 -32:48
EVANGELISTIC SOCIAL WORKERS
(Pause for music change)
Rack focus
SUPER TITLE
M17
A model rescue worker of the early church was Johnny
Jernigan, who along with her husband planted churches and
rescue homes in Texas and Oklahoma. At first Johnny
wanted to go to the mission field because her Methodist
church refused to allow her to preach. Her dreams changed,
however, when she married C. B. Jernigan, a medical student
destined to become an on fire hohness preacher.
Johnny Jernigan
R Tape 21 - 24:26
OldHall
J Tape 1 - 5:46
C. B. and Johnny
J Tape 2 - 36:35
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WOMAN VOICE OVER
C, B. zoom
He was so filled with the Spirit that he looked like
^ ^""^^ ^ " ^^''^^
a new man and the change in him affected me as I felt
the fire to begin to burn in my own heart.
The fire ultimately led Johnny to the altar to be sanctified Camp Meeting
and available for whatever God planned. She joined her
^ ^^^^ ^ " ^^'^^
husband and held tent meetings to promote holiness
throughout eastem Texas. Despite meager beginnings, they
always had enough.
Predchim group
J Tape 1 -- 20:45
WOMAN VOICE OVER
When C. B. asked me to offer our children's shoe
money to publish a pamphlet on Entire Sanctification,
I didn't hesitate. I knew it was God's business. Within
a few days, complete strangers dropped by with
offerings that more than made up for our spent
savings.
Johnny and C. B. were ordained in 1902 and joined
other holiness supporters to form the hidependent Holiness
Church of Christ. The church organized its own Bible
institute, publishing house and Rest Cottage for women and
children in need.
This was Johnny's passion�^to reach the lost and
forgotten. To do that she ventured into the slums and even
into brothels with God given fortitude. She braved insults,
shoves and even gunfire to free numerous women from
prostitution. Her first concem was to lead them to Christ, and
then provide care and training for a new life.
Family shot
J Tape 4 - 32:39
E Sanctification
JTape 5- 30:17
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R Tape 5 - 29:20
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Johnny superintended the Rest Cottage while raising a Rest Cottage
family, caring for her invahd mother, preaching, writing
^ ^^^^ ^ " ^^'^^
rescue pamphlets and growing produce on the side to Produce stand
support her family. In 1908 the Jemigan's mdependent
^"^^ ^ " ^^'^^
holiness churches merged with the Pentecostal Church of the Texas Holiness Asso.
ID � RTape 5 -24:45Nazarene. C. B. was appomted district superintendent of the
Oklahoma district. While he planted churches, Johnny took Outdoor dinner
^ 11 . . JTape 1-19:31
care of the children and eventuaUy joined him to help Bethany zoom
, , � JTape 1-33:20establish the coUege community ofBethany, Oklahoma. Barn home
RTape2- 35:06
They lived in a bam while constmction began on the Bethany
Home for unwed mothers.
Johnny superintended the work that served more than
R Home/students
500 women and their chUdren. The home was among the J Tape 2 - 15, 21:12
first of many buildings that became Southem Nazarene
University.
Johnny Jernigan, wife, mother and spiritual mother to Johnnie w Babies
J Tape 2 - 25:02
hundreds ofwomen and children in desperate need of Christ.
(Pause for music change)
CHURCHPLANTERS Church Plantins
JTape 6- 28:40
Rack focus then
SUPER TITLE
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TANINE NARRATION
While women such as Johnny became notable rescue
workers, others emerged as successful church planters. In
fact many Nazarene churches can trace their beginnings to
vision and dedication of women pastors.
Elliot J. Sheeks established churches in Arkansas and
Tennessee.
Mary Heartline organized First Church in Clovis, New
Mexico.
Meantime, Mary Lee Cagle planted at least 1 8 churches
in Tennessee, Alabama, Arizona, and Texas.
Roughly the same number of churches were planted in
Argentina by a dynamic woman preacher, Lucia Carman
de Costa. Interesdngly de Costa's credentials match the
length her name. She was converted in 1919 through the
ministry of Charles and Katie Miller. The Millers never
pressured the 15-year-old to make a decision for Christ.
They simply opened their home to her, shared the plan of
salvation and asked her to pray about it. Despite intense
criticism from her Catholic family, Lucia eventually became
the first Nazarene convert in Argentina.
Once baptized, Lucia began to help the MiUers in the San
Mateo Avenue Mission. Once she obtained a district
preachers license Lucia launched out on her own preaching
ministry. She joined her friend Sohdad Quintana in door-to-
Old Church
JTape 4- 11:20
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Elliot Sheeks
JTape 4- 7:07
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R Tapes- 17:15
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J Tape 3 - 10:30
Woman preaching
J Tape 3 -- 8:10
door evangelism throughout Buenos Aires.
They handed out tracts, sold Bibles and shared Christ
wherever doors opened.
While pastoring, Lucia met a young Italian convert
Natalio Costa who helped her build a new church in Cateler.
The two were married and embarked on a mission to
plant churches throughout the provincial capitals of
Argentina. Reverend De Costa would bring the nighdy
message while her husband would bring the people using his
extraordinary gift of personal outreach. Reverend di Costa
did this while completing her Ph.D. in linguistics and
translating Bible commentaries and holiness classics for the
Church of the Nazarene. She also edited the most excellent
way denominational magazine.
Much ofwhat she learned as a church planter, pastor,
editor and linguist she passed on to students in the Nazarene
Bible College. Former student Mario Zani remembers her
profound witness.
MARIO ZANI SOUND BITE
"I tell you the truth, I admire her because she made
time for everything ... and being her student I received
a lot of that passion from her that commitment from
her. I never found any other lady around the world
who was so committed ... so passionate ... to plant
churches and to love the Lord, and to guide others to
do the same as Lucia de Costa.
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Buenos Aires
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Zani Interview
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By the time Lucia Caraaen di Costa retired, she and her
husband had planted 17 churches and discipled hundreds of
students to carry on the Nazarene work in Argentina.
Many early Nazarene women such as Reverend de Costa
excelled at starting churches while others pastored
established congregations. Often their pastorates were in
remote areas with mgged terrain and primitive hving
conditions.
Oldportrait
J Tape 3 - 28:24
Students singing
J Tape 3 - 19:59
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(Pause for music change) --M19
THERURAL PASTORS
Hardships, however, rarely deterred the service of diese
mral matriarchs. Consider the exemplary ministry of
Florence Walling. Reverend Walling had three strikes
against her when she began to pastor in the hills ofWest
Virginia.
First, she doubted she had enough Bible knowledge to
draw a crowd, but hardly enough to keep them coming.
Second, coal mining and farming famihes of Davis Creek
weren't sure they wanted a woman pastor.
And if she stayed more than a month they wondered how
they would pay her on their meager depression salaries.
Then there was Reverend Walling's husband Jess. After
many years of gambling and boodegging he finally gave his
heart to Christ.
Florence Walling
RTape 20- 18:25, 19:13
W. Virginia JT 20
Church crowd
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18:15
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His transfomiation was the result of his wife's relentless
prayers and the generosity of several Nazarene famihes who
used their mortgage money to bail Jess out of jail. He
surmised that level of kindness had to come from a great
God.
With her husband's faithful assistance, Reverend
Walling went on to shepherd the fastest growing mral
congregation in the denomination. Members cherished her
anointed preaching and compassionate outreach.
Jess with Horse
Men ofchurch
JTape 9- 5:07
Wide ofSchool
J Tape 9 - 1:06
Side ofChurch
J Tape 9 - 2:20
MILDRED JOHNSON SOUND BITE
2:36 These were the depression days�and she
would go and gather up day old bread and she and her
husband would go and distribute among the members
and take extra loads of bread wherever�whatever they
had for the day...
5:43 She'd walk her shoes off and have to get her
another pair of shoes walking to visit people in their
homes�isolated places�there wasn't that many cars
then and about the best way to visit was just to walk.
Pastoral calling was a hallmark ofWalling's ministry, so
was the use of rally days to draw hill people into church. The
revival meeting drew hundreds who descended into the valley
aboard model As, buckboards and almost any mode of travel.
This particular rally day attracted more than one thousand
visitors and helped to boost church membership to more than
1300.
Johnson Interview
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Horence Walling could have retired ii, the midst of such Dissolve to Wavain wnmnn
a thriving pastorate, had it not been for a lingering desire to
"
'
minister to American Lidians . . .
(Pause for music change) - - M20
She eventually left the Appalacian timberiands for the
sprawling deserts ofNew Mexico.
TheWallings settled on a Navajo reservation outside
Gallop. They used a buckboard wagon to carry the message
and love of Christ to Navajo families. While pastoring
ReverendWalling also helped raise three boys in this hogan
behind the church.
(Pause for music change to Twin Butte W. Service)
Today the Twin Butte church stands a living memorial to
the sacrificial love of sisterWalling. Small in stature, yet big
on faith�her memory is cherished in the churches she
pastored and countless homes she visited.
W Virginia Creek
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AGNES DIFFEE VOICE OVER
And I have come that they may have life and have it
more abundantly.
(Pause for music change)
1940s Radio
J Tape 25 - 35:00
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URBAN PASTORS
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TESSE NARRATION
Radio sound ... In the 1940s, if you hved anywhere near
Littie Rock, Arkansas, odds are your radio would have been L. Rock First
tuned to Agnes White Diffee. Reverend Diffee preached
^ ^^^^ 11-2. 57
every day and two or three times each Sunday on one of the
most popular evangehsm broadcasts of the decade.
And when Reverend Diffee was not on the air, she was Youns Portrait
J Tape 11 1:38
pastoring Little Rock First Church, one of the Largest
S School Class
Nazarene churches east of the Mississippi. Sister Diffee / Tape 11 - 3:50
initially ran from a call to ministry for fear she would be Asnes preaching
J Tape 11- 8:07
labeled a "woman preacher." That hesitation, however,
vanished after she claimed God healed her from a life
threatening ihness.
Once she regained her strength, she set out on a mission Worship service
J Tape 11 - 8:39
to preach Christ with unparalleled zeal. Her messages were
so well received that Little Rock First Church called her to be
an associate and ultimately to be the senior pastor.
JANE KRUTZ SOUND BITE Krutz Interview
J Tape 11 - 29:13,
She was very much the pastor of the underdog. She 27:42
went to the prison, she bailed people out of jails. She
went to the hospitals every day and called on not only
the members of her church which numbered into the
thousands�She was there every day�but she was the
pastor for the state of Ark that came to the hospitals in
Little Rock. 29:41
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27:42 She was a woman who was loved by men, in Diifee/c board
J Tape 11 6:27
that they respected her. Men who would not have dared S S Campaign
to allow a woman in their pulpit were still very close
friends to her.
JTape 11 - 5:12
Reverend Diffee was assisted by her husband Roy who Agnes and Rov
J Tape 11 - 2:24
sharecropped a farm to supplement their income. He also Little boys
reached out to the most needy of the community, earning him
the endearing title Good Samaritan.
JTape 7- 28:1
When the Diffees retired from Little Rock First Church Retirement Party
JTape 7- 13:30
in 1949, church members expressed their gratitude by giving
them a new car. Reverend Diffee in tum used the car for Car Presentation
JTape 7- 14:56,
evangelism work and a few more rewarding pastorates. The Car -- 15:24
Cutaway - 75:50
spirit of this dynamic woman is captured in the statement she
Big Service
printed in the Litde Rock church bulledn. J Tape 7 -- 5:36
WOMAN VOICE OVER Old Street zoom
~
R Tape 12 - 16:58
To all who mourn and want comfort, and to those who
SUPER SCROLL
are under a cloud and need the sunshine of His love, to STATEMENT ...
those who have never known the tender Shepherd and
to those who have strayed from His fold; First Church
swings wide her doors and in His name bids you
COME.
With such a warm invitadon and loving witness, no ^l^CeleMMmJ Tape 11 - 8:39
wonder Litde Rock First became the one of the largest Preparing to preach
J Tape 11 " 5:36
Nazarene churches of the 1940s and its shepherd, a one of a Dfffgg T^orrrfl//
/ Tape 11 � 16:47
kind model of integrity.
(Pause for music change)
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MISSIONARIES Boat waves
JTape 20 - 28:55
Rack focus
then SUPER TITLE
TANINE NARRATION
While many Nazarene women served on American soil,
hundreds literally heeded Christ's Commission to take the
gospel to all nations. An exemplary missionary was Mary
Anderson who preached and trained pastors in India.
Other missionary models included:
LEONA GARDNER who launched Nazarene work in
Cuba despite death threats and harsh living conditions,
LOUISE CHAPMAN who preached and estabhshed a
shelter for abused women and children in Swaziland, and
SUSAN FITKIN who traveled the globe raising support for
missions as president of the Women's Foreign Missionary
Society.
While Mary and John Anderson shared a compound at
Basim with other missionaries, life in mral India was by no
means easy.
They contended widi sweltering heat, dut floors,
unexpected visits from snakes and scorpions, the difficult
language ofMarad, swollen rivers that barred travel, and a
fatalisdc culture that questioned die unconditional love of
Jesus. Despite these obstacles, nothing deterred Sister
Anderson from fulfdling her call.
India Bible School
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Anderson portrait
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WOMAN VOICE OVER
I've rarely preached in a pulpit, but I HAVE
PREACHED on the roadside, in the bazaar, in homes,
on street corners, before temples, at the river or city
gate. I tell the story of Jesus primarily to Hindus or
anyone who will listen�in hopes that Truth will free
hearts from superstition and a sense of worthlessness.
Whether Mary Anderson dusted flies off a child's
infected sore, or fed a malnourished beggar on the road any
task provided an opportunity to share Christ's love and
redemptive message. And her ministry was usually
accompanied by a smile and positive attitude.
JOHN ANDERSON SOUND BITE
If there was something going on and people were
laughing ... she was usually in the middle of it,
laughing and having a good time. She had that kind of
personality. She wanted to make things better, not
necessarily western, keep it Indian, but make it better.
And according to those who worked with her, Mary
Anderson she DID make things better. For 35 years she
visited Indian homes to offer the Gospel and dignity to lower
classes. She also taught homiledcs to a new generation of
national pastors.
Perhaps Sister Anderson's greatest influence was on her
own son who grew up to love India and serve its people as
the region's district superintendent.
(Pause for music change)
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EVANGELISTS Driving scene
RTape 21
Rackfocus then
SUPER TITLE
TANINE NARRATION
If Estelle Cmtcher would have had her way�she too
would have been a Nazarene missionary in India. She was
bom there. She felt God had called her to serve there.
Instead, doors opened for her to become one of the most
revered holiness evangehsts in the United States . . . joining
other renowned preachers Nettie Miller and Minnie
Ludwig.
Estelle Cmtcher first came to Christ as a young teen at a
camp meeting in Canada. There in the open air tabernacle she
was saved, and a few days later sanctified holy.
Unfortunately her radiant witness didn't last as she put her
faith aside to pursue a career as a dancer or an actress.
While backslid, she married a handsome army sergeant,
Reginald Cmtcher. It took the premature birth of theu* third
child, to compel Estelle back to Christ. There on her hospital
bed she sought and received God's forgiveness.
From then on she served Christ with undivided devotion.
And with an unsaved husband, three children, one on die way
she began to preach and pastor. Knowing God would
provide.
Daughter Hazel Lee remembers die night in northern
New York, when the family ran out of food and Grandma
prayed for help.
E Crutcher
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HAZEL LEE SOUND RTTF^ RON PAT TFOPt^t^
TAPE
In the middle of the night... We always had
something to eat.
And Estelle Crutcher always had a place to serve. As a
mother of five she had to forego missionary service in
India�^but she did pastor congregations in Florida, New
York, New Jersey and Ohio.
While her husband did not assist her, he did not deter her
either. And before he died gave his heart to Christ.
With children grown, she set out to be an
evangelist�criss crossing the country in her white car to
speak at churches and camp meetings.
H. Lee Interview
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DON IRWIN SOUND BITE
She was not a good preacher�she was a great
preacher. And her theme was always holiness. No
matter what she preached she would always finish
with the question, "Are you sanctified? God has this
experience for you."
Throughout her Christian life Grandma Cmtcher lived
this sanctified experience. When she could no longer preach
she entered into a profound ministry of intercession for her
family, especially her grandson Gary held as a hostage in
Iran. She also prayed for people around the country God put
on her heart.
Irwin Interview
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One for whom she prayed was Rhonda Shngerland, who
was battling God over a call to preach Grandma had not
seen Rhonda since she was a child, but felt compeUed by
God to leave a message on their phone.
Rhonda at ord.
RTape 14 - 31:10
RHONDA SLINGERLAND SOUND RTTF Slingerland Intvw.
R Tape 11 - 29:55And her message was in her preacher's voice. And
her message was, "Rhonda, I have a message from God
for you. Call me."
And I did and she said that I needed to commit my
way to the Lord from Psalm 37. And at the end of the
call she said "I believe you need to pray about going to
Kansas City with your husband and answering the
call to ministry.
(Pause for music change) M25
JANINE STAND UP #1 Janine on path
Grandma Crutcher always had a way of
intervening in people's lives at just the right time. She
definitely had a tremendous impact my life. For 15
years she taught me about holiness, prayed for me and
encouraged me to risk all for Christ. Before she died
she took me to this mountain northeast of Los Angeles.
R Tape 16 - 24:13
JANINE STAND UP #2 Janine atpeak
R Tape 16 - 25:35
It was here that Grandma pulled out the text of
Moses commissioning Joshua. Grandma prayed and
laid her mantle on me.
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It was a profound moment in my life. But to this
day I know my call to preach and teach rests not on
what Grandma did up here, by a divine impulse m
here�And by gifts and graces that are witnessed by
my church. It's a call that is supported by Scripture,
evidenced by history, and is shared by Nazarene
women around the world today.
(Pause for music change)
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JANINE NARRATION
Among them, Reverend Luz Tamayo who leads one of
the fastest growing Nazarene churches in Manila of the
Philippines. Meantime, God is blessing the ministry of
Reverend Bessie Chambe ofMosambique. Her Maputo
church is a beacon of hope and redemption for thousands of
new converts seeking relief from famine and flooding.
The MeGehee, Arkansas Church is thriving with Pastor
Phyllis Fuller. Reverend Fuller's passionate preaching and
emphasis on prayer has helped the church expand its
membership to all ages, all races.
The compassionate heart of Christ manifested in women
rescue workers and deaconesses of the past is very much
alive today. One only needs to observe the ministry of
Josephina Gutierez of Vera Cmz, Mexico. Dr. Gutierez
serves inmates at a maximum security prison. Her dental
work, spiritual guidance and genuine care have helped lead
many inmates to Christ.
Tamavo preaching
Manila T
Bessie Chambe
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Reverend Alice Piggie Wallack offers the same Alice w/ children
sacrificial love to inner city famihes of Kansas City.
^ ^^^^ " ^
And the missions spirit of Susan Fitkin lives on in the Susan Fitkin
vibrant leadership of Dr. Nina Gunter, Executive Dkector Nij^Convention
Whiission Tune
of the NWMS. While Dr. Gunter raises awareness of global
outreach, missionaries such as Coleen Skinner serve on the Coleen/Ukraine
Revival shot
front lines of foreign fields. Coleen and her husband Bob R Tape 21 - :30
coordinate work and witness teams who minister to new
Christians in the Ukraine.
While the length and locale ofmost revivals have Elaine Preaching
Evangelism tape
dramatically changed from early the days of open air
tabernacles�the zeal to save the lost remains intact in the NTS student
R Tape 2
anointed preaching of evangelist Elaine Pettit.
l^Clerc teaching
And scholars such as Dr. Diane LeClerc of Northwest NNU Tape Marangu
Africa Tape
Nazarene University and Dr. Leah Marangu of Africa
Nazarene University are making invaluable contributions in
the academic arena. Their presence sends a poignant
message to students and the church at large�^that capable
women as well as men have much to offer die community of
faith.
This is a heritage of gender partnership in ministry worth McReynolds
R Tape 21 - 27:37
preserving in the Church of the Nazarene. To do so believers
must carefully examine God's intentions for church
leadership from the whole of scripture and the precedent of
our church history.
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We must approach the debatable prohibitive passages in hght F^k/ZZlf''''''^
of coundess souls who still need the Gospel and Nazarene ^yer^v^"^^^^^^^^^
women leaders who have faithfuUy served Christ and have Diffee preaching
A.u . � . JTape 11 -7:50passed the torch to a new generation of gifted servants. Josephina
And for those contemplating God's a caU to preach, teach
and lead the Body of Christ�ForemotherMary Anderson
offers this wise counsel:
(Pause for music change) -- M27
WOMAN VOICE OVER
Make the most of every opportunity to utilize your
gifts knowing that others may not always approve, but
someday you will face our creator and will have to give
an account of what you have done with what you have
been given.
So carry on�knowing God and a whole host of
dedicated saints have gone before you. Whatever you
do�BE FIRED UP, SOLD OUT FOR CHRIST.
(Pause for music interlude)
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DISSOLVE TO ORDINATION
ORDINATION CHARGE FROM lERRY PORTER Boom ofelders
~
R Tape 14 - 34:22
Preach the word, administer the sacraments..
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RHONDA VOICE OVER Rhonda 's tears
R Tape 11 - 26:43
Lord, I want to be your servant and I want you to Boom shot reverse rise
RTape 14 - 33:17
use me how and where you want to use me. I love you.
(Pause for final music change) M28
"TAKE ME" VOCAL ENSEMBLE Dissolve to Foremother
Collage
Roll credits
Dissolve to candle
SUPER TEXT
And Gratitude to the One
Who Calls, Equips, and
Provides Advancing Light
CLOSE 1:01:10
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